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ORIGINAL RESEARCH ARTICLE

Rapid clinical evolution for COVID-19 translates into early hospital admission
and unfavourable outcome: a preliminary report
Markus Heim,1 Tobias Lahmer,2 Sebastian Rasch,2 Silja Kriescher,1 Wiebke Berg-Johnson,1 Kristina Fuest,1 Barbara
Kapfer,1 Gerhard Schneider,1 Christoph D. Spinner,2,3 Fabian Geisler,2 Johannes R. Wießner,2
Kathrin Rothe,4 Susanne Feihl,4 Andreas Ranft1
Department of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine, University hospital rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich,
School of Medicine, Munich
2Department of Internal Medicine II, University hospital rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich, School of Medicine, Munich
3German Centre for Infection Research (DZIF), Partner Site Munich, Munich
4Institute for Medical Microbiology, Immunology and Hygiene, Technical University of Munich, School of Medicine, Munich,
Germany

ABSTRACT

1

Background: A wide range of mortality rates has been reported in COVID-19 patients on the intensive care unit. We
wanted to describe the clinical course and determine the mortality rate in our institution’s intensive care units.
Methods: To this end, we performed a retrospective cohort study of 50 COVID-19 patients admitted to the ICU at a
large German tertiary university hospital. Clinical features are reported with a focus on ICU interventions, such as
mechanical ventilation, prone positioning and extracorporeal organ support. Outcome is presented using a 7-point
ordinal scale on day 28 and 60 following ICU admission.
Results: The median age was 64 years, 78% were male. LDH and D-Dimers were elevated, and patients were low on
Vitamin D. ARDS incidence was 75%, and 43/50 patients needed invasive ventilation. 22/50 patients intermittently
needed prone positioning, and 7/50 required ECMO. The interval from onset of the first symptoms to admission to the
hospital and to the ICU was shorter in non-survivors than in survivors. By day 60 after ICU admission, 52% of the
patients had been discharged. 60-day mortality rate was 32%; 37% for ventilated patients, and 42% for those requiring
both: ventilation and renal replacement therapy.
Conclusions: Early deterioration might be seen as a warning signal for unfavourable outcome. Lung-protective ventilation including prone positioning remain the mainstay of the treatment.
Key words: COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; critical care; mortality; acute respiratory distress syndrome; prone position;
invasive ventilation; retrospective cohort study.
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to the PCR and serological testing methods are published elsewhere [14]. Additionally, a chest computed tomography (CT) scan
was performed for nearly all patients (48/50) to identify typical CT
findings for COVID-19 [15,16]. Patients with positive PCR or positive IgM/IgG serology results were defined as definite COVID-19
cases. Patients with suspected disease in whom diagnosis could not
be confirmed were excluded from the analysis.
Continuous data are described by median (interquartile range
from quartile 25% to quartile 75%), and categorical data by absolute and relative frequencies. Data were analysed using a chisquare or Wilcoxon rank-sum test for categorical and continuous
variables, respectively, with a two-sided p-value of less than 0.05
considered statistically significant. Due to the exploratory nature
of the study, uncorrected p-values are reported. Statistical analyses
were performed using Microsoft Excel 2013 and IBM SPSS
Statistics ver. 25.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY). The complete
anonymised set of individual patient data is available from the
authors upon request.

Introduction
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak, with its
beginning in Wuhan in December 2019, led into a pandemic.
While most patients develop mild or uncomplicated illness, other
require hospitalisation, and of these about 15% need treatment on
an intensive care unit (ICU) [1]. Complications such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), sepsis, and multiorgan failure
can occur [1-3]. With continuously growing knowledge about the
pathogen, its transmission and the manifestations of this new disease, widely varying mortality rates have been reported. Reported
clinical data are heterogeneous with respect to the number of
patients treated and also the censoring day to determine outcome.
For instance, in a cohort of 52 patients on a single ICU in Wuhan,
the 28-day mortality rate was 62%, and up to 74% if ARDS was
present [4]. Early reports from smaller cohorts in Seattle (WA,
USA) showed ICU mortality rates between 50% (12 of 24 patients)
and 67% (14 of 21 patients) rising up to 75% in patients on invasive ventilation [5,6]. These mortality rates for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) induced ARDS are
significantly higher than those in the ‘LUNG SAFE’ study from
the pre COVID-19 era, which presented hospital mortality rates
between 35% and 46% depending on the severity of ARDS [7]. In
contrast, an in-hospital mortality of 36% (59 of 165 patients) was
reported from Atlanta (GA, USA) [8]. It is widely acknowledged
that mortality in critically ill patients is associated with the severity
of illness on arrival to the ICU and the need for interventions such
as mechanical ventilation, renal replacement therapy and vasopressor support [9,10]. Likewise, older age and the presence of comorbidities worsen outcome [4,11,12]. In COVID-19 patients, the
presence of chronic lung diseases like asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), as well as obesity and persisting
elevation of infection parameters are associated with an increased
likelihood to develop ARDS [3].
The aim of our study was to characterise the COVID-19 ICU
patients treated in our university hospital, to describe the interventions and the outcomes, and to identify differences between
patients that had survived and those who had died until day 60 after
ICU admission.

Medical records
In March and April 2020, 50 adult patients with a confirmed
diagnosis of COVID-19 were admitted to ICU in our university
hospital. Comprehensive datasets containing clinical and laboratory parameters were compiled from these cases. Thirty-three
patients (66%) had initially been treated on the normal ward before
transfer to the ICU, 17 patients (34%) were assigned directly to the
ICU via the emergency department. At the time of symptom onset,
6 patients (12%) were in hospital for a diagnosis other than
COVID-19. Oxygen therapy was started when SpO2 dropped
below 94%. All COVID-19 patients received respiratory therapy
by a physiotherapist at least once daily. According to our standard
operating procedure for COVID-19 patients, the need for intensive
care was discussed when the respiratory rate rose above 30 per min
and SpO2 fell below 90% at an oxygen flow rate of 8 L/min by face
mask. An overview of the variables not presented in Tables 1 and
2 can be found the Tables S1 to S4 in the Supplementary Material.
Presence of SARS CoV-2 was proven by PCR in 47 cases. In 42
out of 44 cases, serologic testing (IgG and IgM) indicated SARSCoV-2 infection, including all three cases with negative PCR.
Imaging findings were consistent with COVID-19 in all patients
receiving a chest-CT scan (n=48).

Patient characteristics

Methods

The median age in the whole cohort was 64 (range, 26-96)
years. Seventy-eight percent (39/50) of patients were male. In ten
patients (20%), no prior comorbidity was documented. At least one
underlying comorbidity was present in 38/50 patients (76%), with
arterial hypertension being the most frequent (in 56%). Three or
more comorbidities were present in 36% of all patients (supplementary Table S1). The distribution of blood groups in the ABO
system was similar between survivors and non-survivors, with
comparable proportions of group O.
After a median of four days (1-7) after onset of symptoms,
patients were admitted to hospital, and one day (0-3) later, transferred to ICU. On admission to the ICU, sepsis-related organ failure assessment score (SOFA) score was six (3-10) and acute physiology and chronic health evaluation score (APACHE) was 18 (1426). The majority of patients (92%) was lymphopenic, and all
showed elevated LDH and D-dimers. Median concentration of
vitamin D (25-OH-vitamin D3) was 14 ng/mL; more than three
quarters of our patients were low on vitamin D (£30 ng/mL), and
42% presented a manifest deficiency (threshold, 12 ng/mL).
Hypalbuminaemia (£3.5 g/dL) was found in 70%, with a median of
3.0 g/dL. Leukocytes, PCT and interleukin-6 did not show a

We performed a retrospective single-centre cohort study of 50
adult patients with confirmed COVID-19 during the first pandemic
wave, admitted to the ICU between 11 March and 24 April 2020.
Patients were treated on two different intensive care units in a university hospital with 1,163 beds, one affiliated to the department of
internal medicine II and one to the department of anaesthesiology
and intensive care medicine.
The Ethics Committee of the Technical University of Munich
approved this retrospective study (approval no. 723/20 S-SR).
Medical records including clinical charts and nursing records
were reviewed. Data collection included patient biometrics,
comorbidities, clinical parameters, laboratory findings, information on inpatient management, ICU interventions, as well as ICU
and hospital stay. On day 28 and day 60 from ICU admission, outcome was measured with a 7-point ordinal scale from category 1
(not hospitalized with no limitations on activities) to category 7
(dead) as used before [13].
Laboratory confirmation of SARS-CoV-2 was achieved by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of respiratory swabs or combination of IgG/IgM-seropositivity and COVID-19 symptoms. Details
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics and laboratory findings on ICU admission.
Characteristics, median (IQR)

All (n=50)

Survivors* (n=34)

Non–survivors* (n=16)

p°

Age 64 (53–77)
Male sex, n (%)
SOFA
Apache II
Comorbidities

59.5 (53–75)
39 (78)
6 (3–10)
18 (14–25.5)

71 (54–81)
26 (76)
6 (3–10)
17 (14–23)

0.174
13 (81)
7 (4.5–10.5)
21 (14.5–34.5)

1.0
0.5552
0.215

10 (20)
38 (76)
18 (36)

8 (23.5)
25 (73.5)
13 (38.2)

2 (12.5)
13 (81.3)
5 (31.3)

0.4684
0.7278
0.7568

7.93 (5.9–10.9)
9 (5–13)
13.65 (8.6–20.6)
135 (89–195)
0.3 (0.1–0.9)
1983 (982–6614)
468 (340–592)
3 (2.6–3.5)
14 (8.5–26.5)

7.92 (6.02–10.77)
9 (7–12)
15.1 (10.4–21)
135 (85–193)
0.3 (0.2–1.4)
2023.5 (983–6578)
468 (355–573)
3 (2.7–3.5)
14 (8–27)

8.79 (4.97–11.61)
8 (4–14.5)
10.3 (7.3–17.8)
133 (118–193)
0.3 (0.1–0.8)
1983 (1093–6640)
471 (319–713.75)
3.1 (2.6–3.8)
13 (10.25–19.5)

0.6527
0.984
0.7114
0.3125
0.5093
0.9442
0.8026
0.5029
0.7642

None, n (%)
Any, n (%)
≥3, n (%)
Laboratory findings on ICU admission
Leucocytes (G/L)
Lymphocytes (% of Leucs)
CRP (mg/dL)
Il6 (pg/mL)
PCT (ng/mL)
D-Dimer (µg/L FEU)
LDH (U/L)
Albumin (g/dL)
25-OH-Vitamin D3 (ng/mL)

*Until outcome day 60 from ICU admission; °Chi Square or Wilcoxon rank-sum test comparing those who survived vs died up to day 60 from ICU admission.

notable elevation. For four selected timepoints during the ICU stay
(on day of admission, intubation, first proning and extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (ECMO) initiation), no significant
changes in the laboratory parameters (leukocytes, CRP, Il6, PCT,
LDH and D-dimer) could be detected. Median time to first negative PCR was 16 days (10-22). Patient characteristics and initial
laboratory data are shown in Table 1 and supplementary Table S1,
course of laboratory data are shown in Supplementary Table S2.

Table 2. Outcome on day 28 and 60 after ICU admission.
Scale Description
value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Treatment and course of disease
Non-invasive ventilation (NIV) or high flow nasal oxygen
therapy (high flow nasal oxygen, HFNO) was used in four cases
but could not obviate the need for subsequent endotracheal intubation. 43 (86%) of the patients received invasive ventilation. In
more than 90%, the Berlin criteria for diagnosis of ARDS were met
on day of intubation, with 65% (n=28) categorized as moderate or
severe with a median Horovitz index (HI) of 160 mmHg (113-216)
[17]. On the day after intubation, there was no relevant change in
severity of ARDS. After intubation, the median peak airway pressure was 25 mbar, with a median positive endexpiratory pressure
(PEEP) of 10 mbar which was largely maintained on this level
until the next day. Half of the ventilated patients (n=22) needed
prone positioning at a median HI of 87 mmHg (72-107). During
the first proning period (approximately 16 hours) the achieved
average HI was 135 mmHg (115-155), a clinically relevant and statistically significant increase (p£0.01) (Figure 1). After a median of
nine days (6-11) on invasive ventilation, seven patients underwent
veno-venous ECMO. On day of ECMO initiation, the median
SOFA score was 10 (10-11).
During hospital stay, nine patients of our ICU cohort received
remdesivir within clinical studies or early access programs, and six
patients received convalescent plasma. Dexamethasone (or any
other glucocorticoid) were not administered routinely, as no general recommendation was available at the time of the study period.
In our hospital, lopinavir/ritonavir, chloroquine or hydroxychloro-

Day 28
n (%)

Day 60
n (%)

Not hospitalized, no limitation on activities
6 (12)
Not hospitalized, limitation on activities
11 (22)
Hospitalized, not requiring supplemental oxygen
3 (6)
Hospitalized, requiring supplemental oxygen
3 (6)
Hospitalized, on non-invasive ventilation or high flow 2 (4)
Hospitalized, on invasive ventilation or ECMO
14 (28)
Dead
11 (22)

10 (20)
16 (32)
1 (2)
3 (6)
0 (0)
4 (8)
16 (32)

Figure 1. Oxygenation (expressed as Horovitz Index) on day of
intubation (‘ITN’, n=43), one day later (‘ITN +1’, n=39), before
proning (prone -1, n=20), and in prone position (prone, n=20,
average of repeated measurements). In prone position, oxygenation improved significantly (prone -1 vs prone, p<0.0001,
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test). Box and whiskers are
median, lower/upper quartile, and 1.5 times interquartile range.
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quine were used for potential treatment of COVID-19. 84% of all
patients needed vasopressor support. 20 patients (40%) underwent
renal replacement therapy (Supplementary Table S4). As described
recently, severe bacterial and fungal co-infections were rare in our
cohort [14]. During their hospital stay, 48 patients (96%) were
treated with antibiotics. Bloodstream infections on the day of
admission were rare and could be detected in a total of 14 patients
(28%) during the course of intensive care therapy. For prevention
of thromboembolism, all patients received low-molecular-weight
heparins in double prophylactic dosage, with the exception of
patients for whom therapeutic anticoagulation was indicated (e.g.,
due to ECMO therapy).

32% for all patients, 37% for the patients on ventilator and 42% for
patients requiring both mechanical ventilation and renal replacement therapy. Four of seven patients treated with ECMO died,
three of them due to fatal intracerebral haemorrhage. One patient
was still on ECMO on day 60 (Table 2).
Factors associated with adverse outcome in COVID-19 have
repeatedly been described, among them, age, obesity and comorbidities [18,19]. For further exploratory analysis, we divided our
cohort into two subgroups: Patients who survived (n=34) or died
(n=16) up to day 60 after ICU admission. Between these groups,
age, body mass index and number of comorbidities did not differ
significantly. A large proportion of survivors (76%) and all (100%)
non-survivors needed vasopressor support (p=0.04). Patients not
surviving to day 60 after ICU admission received dialysis more
frequently (50% vs 35%), although this was not statistically significant. Counted from the first onset of symptoms, non-survivors
were admitted earlier than survivors – both to hospital and to ICU
(Figure 2 A,B and Supplementary Table S3), and this difference
was statistically significant (hospital admission: 1.5 vs 4.5 days,
p£0.01, ICU admission: 4 vs 8 days, p£0.01). The in-house interval
‘from door to ICU’ however, did not differ. None of the laboratory
results on day of admission to the ICU was associated with survival (Table 1) and also disease severity scores (APACHE and
SOFA, Figure 2 C,D) were similar between groups. Taken together, early disease progression (expressed as time interval from
symptom onset to hospital admission) was found to be more rapid
in patients who did not survive 60 days. Vice versa, a lower prob-

Results
Median length of stay on the ICU was 17 days (9-38).
Ventilated patients spent 19 days (11-42) on the ICU with an average time on the ventilator of 18 days (6-11). Among the 31 patients
that could be discharged from the ICU, 22 were transferred to a
regular ward, 4 were transferred to another ICU or a weaning facility, 4 to rehabilitation centre, and 1 patient could return home. On
day 60, 52% of our patients (n=26) had been discharged home, and
38% of them (n=10, a fifth of the whole cohort) reported no limitations on activities. Four (8%) patients were still on ICU on day
60, one of them still being on ECMO. Sixty-day mortality rate was

Figure 2. Delay of admission (days after onset of symptoms) and severity of illness on first day in ICU. Patients who died until day 60
were admitted earlier (A) to Hospital (p=0.0018), and (B) to ICU (p=0.0037, both Mann Whitney U test) compared to those who survived day 60. Days are counted from ICU admission. (C) APACHE and (D) SOFA scores did not differ significantly (Mann Whitney
U test). Box and whiskers as explained in Figure 1.
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ability of survival was also shown when the total cohort was divided into patients admitted to hospital within 2 days of symptom
onset or later (Figure 3).

lenge caused by the great and sustained respiratory efforts of
COVID-19 patients before receiving ventilator support. Last but
not least, the worsening of lung compliance might also result from
positive pressure ventilation itself [24]. In our cohort, NIV or
HFNO was rarely used due to the concern of spreading viral
aerosols. Furthermore, the distressed patients arriving at our ICUs
needed immediate relief from their pronounced shortness of breath
– and this included sedation to an extent that precluded an initial
non-invasive support. All our patients requiring invasive ventilation were intubated at the latest one day after ICU admission. Since
our hospital (like the German health-care system in general) was
not overrun by the pandemic at any time during the last months, all
patients in need for intensified therapy and mechanical ventilation
could be admitted to ICU. In our hospital, all physicians on the
wards could call an intensivist 24/7 to discuss the treatment including the possible need to transfer the patient to the ICU. Also,
ECMO indication was discussed in an interdisciplinary approach
between anaesthesiological and medical ICU specialists. This
invasive strategy could be put into action in every case the board
had agreed on the indication. Although their number is low, the
high in-hospital mortality of our ECMO patients (86%) compares
with the one in the large German retrospective study (71%) [20].
This exceeds by far the numbers from the ELSO registry, with an
in-hospital mortality of 39% in COVID-19 patients [25]. Although
a possible bias cannot be ruled out for these numbers from centres
which voluntarily decided to report to the registry, the difference
remains remarkable. We did not administer dexamethasone (or any
other corticosteroid routinely) to our COVID-19 patients, but,
regarding the data available until present, this could be a helpful
jigsaw piece in the treatment – although it might be desirable to
administer this medication before ICU admission [26].
Remdesivir, as an antiviral agent, does not seem promising for
patients needing invasive ventilation [27-29]. As long as a specific
antiviral or disease modifying drug is not at hand, the established
treatment options against non-COVID-19 ARDS remain our cornerstones taking care of our critical ill COVID-19 patients. About
half of our patients could return home until day 60, and less than
half of them reported no limitation on activities on this day (20%
of the whole cohort). This underlines the medium- and long-term
consequences of the disease for patients who needed critical care.
The worst outcome ensued for the intubated patients with a parallel
need for renal replacement therapy (60-day mortality, 42.1%).

Discussion
In our first 50 COVID-19 patients treated on the ICU, we initially focused on the extent of lung damage in comparison with
other cohorts. In a retrospective study on 10,021 hospitalized
COVID-19 patients in 920 German hospitals, 17% received
mechanical ventilation [20]. Although this proportion of 17% not
necessarily equals the prevalence of ARDS (which was not reported), it is far below ARDS prevalence of about 33% in 2,486 hospitalized COVID-19 patients in five countries. In this cohort, 63% of
patients needed mechanical ventilation, and ARDS prevalence was
75% [21]. In our ICU patients, a proportion of 78% fulfilled the
diagnostic criteria for ARDS. Among those who were mechanically ventilated, ARDS prevalence exceeded 90% and remained on
this level in a second assessment the subsequent day. Although
being profoundly hypoxaemic, our patients showed comparatively
well-preserved lung mechanics, which is rarely seen in patients
with ‘typical’ ARDS. The combination of a large shunt fraction and
a rather good lung compliance suggests a novel pathophysiology,
thus leading to the hypothesis of gasless tissue being hyperperfused. Accordingly, an increase in oxygenation achieved by PEEP
or prone positioning might not primarily result from recruitment
but rather from gravity and/or pressure forces [22]. Proning
patients with relatively high compliance therefore might not hold
much promise. Nevertheless, half of our ventilated patients (n=22)
were put in the prone position, and during the first proning period,
pO2 rose considerably (Figure 1). Survivors underwent three periods in prone position in median. It has been put forward that autopsy findings of deceased patients with COVID-19 pneumonia
matched the original description of ARDS, as diffuse alveolar
damage was seen in most cases, notably also in patients who had
never been invasively ventilated [23]. Clinically, patients who
underwent ECMO therapy presented the ‘typical’ ARDS findings
at this stage of disease: the initially well-preserved lung compliance had finally been lost. This might not only be due to the natural
course of the viral pneumonia, but also due to mechanical chal-

Figure 3. Kaplan Meier estimates of survival (A) in the whole cohort and (B) in the subgroups of patients admitted to hospital within
2 days or later after onset of symptoms. The two survival curves differ significantly (Log-rank test, p=0.0003).
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Against the backdrop of the German retrospective mega study
which offered data on the course of the disease [20], our group of
patients showed a comparatively good outcome. Clearly, the time
from onset of symptoms to admission to the hospital or to the ICU
was significantly lower in the group of non-survivors. It might
therefore be concluded that early deterioration of symptoms predicts an unfavourable course of the disease.
Vitamin D values were generally low in our patient cohort. It
is still not known whether this is a relevant prognostic factor. It is
also unknown whether a substitution (of calcifediol or cholecalciferol) can play a role in treatment of COVID-19 or whether a prophylactic substitution might be warranted. Inverse correlations
between vitamin D status and COVID-19 incidence and mortality
have been reported in Europe [30,31]. Higher levels of circulating
vitamin D have been associated with lower SARS-CoV-2 positivity rates [32]. As vitamin D has pleiotropic actions on the immune
system, the supplementation might help to protect against an infection with SARS-CoV-2. In a pilot study, administration of a highdose calcifediol reduced the need for ICU treatment in patients
with COVID-19 [33].
The limitations of our study are the retrospective design, the
single centre character and the small sample size. The lack of standardised pharmacological treatment also may be an important
parameter influencing the outcome. Ordinal scoring of outcome on
a 7-point scale might be seen as an improperly simplistic assessment of patients with COVID-19. However, we captured data from
all of our first 50 patients, including the outcome score for each of
them on day 60 after ICU admission. We feel our data can illustrate
the potential harm for COVID-19 patients at any age group, as well
as the potential for recovery even for the most severely affected
patient group with the need for ventilator and renal replacement
therapy.

Conclusions
Rapid deterioration after onset of symptoms can be seen as an
early warning signal for a further unfavourable course of disease
and, ultimately, a poor outcome in COVID-19. The consistently
low vitamin D concentration gives reason to take a closer look at
the role of vitamin D in COVID-19 patients. As long as there is no
specific drug that mitigates the course of COVID-19, lung-protective ventilator therapy including prone positioning remain mainstay of the treatment.

Abbreviations
COVID-19,
ICU,
ARDS,
SARS-CoV-2,
COPD,
PCR,
CT,
SOFA,
APACHE,
ECMO,
NIV,
HFNO,
HI,
PEEP,

coronavirus disease 2019;
intensive care unit;
acute respiratory distress syndrome;
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2;
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease;
polymerase chain reaction;
chest computed tomography;
sepsis-related organ failure assessment score;
acute physiology and chronic health evaluation score;
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation;
non-invasive ventilation;
high flow nasal oxygen;
Horovitz index;
positive endexpiratory pressure.
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Early responders within seven days of dupilumab treatment for severe asthma
evaluated by patient-reported outcome: a pilot study

ABSTRACT

Nozomi Tani, Nobutaka Kataoka, Yusuke Kunimatsu, Yusuke Tachibana, Takumi Sugimoto, Izumi Sato,
Yuri Ogura, Kazuki Hirose, Takayuki Takeda
Department of Respiratory Medicine, Japanese Red Cross Kyoto Daini Hospital, Kyoto, Japan
Background: The management of severe asthma-associated symptoms is essential since they are distressing to the
affected patients, and also greatly impair their quality of life. Dupilumab, a monoclonal antibody, blocks interleukin
(IL)-4 and IL-13 signaling, both of which are crucial in acquired and innate immunity pathways through fast signal
transduction, leading to an early response to treatment. Although rapid improvement within 1–3 days after dupilumab
treatment was observed in moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis, an early response within 7 days of dupilumab treatment in severe asthma has not been reported.
Methods: Twelve consecutive patients with severe asthma who were newly treated with dupilumab between July 2019
and April 2020 were retrospectively investigated. We evaluated the early response (within 7 days) of patients with
severe asthma receiving dupilumab therapy. Asthma control test (ACT) and the daily ACT, which was modified from
the ACT to evaluate daily symptoms associated with asthma, were adopted as patient-reported outcomes (PROs) at
week 8 and within 7 days, respectively. Patients were stratified into early responders (7 days), late responders (week
8), and non-responders without significant improvement in PROs. Descriptive statistics were adopted due to the limited number of patients.
Results: Four of these 12 patients were early responders, with the following baseline characteristics: body mass index,
<25 kg/m2; without depression; baseline forced expiratory volume in 1 second, <1.50 L; and more than one exacerbation in 1 year. On the other hand, five were late responders, and 44.4% of the nine responders were early responders.
The higher the eosinophilic count and/or FeNO did not show any relationship between the early responder and nonresponder.
Conclusions: The effect of dupilumab on severe asthma in patients with atopic features could be started earlier than
2 weeks, similar to atopic dermatitis. Daily ACT may be useful in monitoring the early efficacy of dupilumab in treating severe asthma.
Key words: Asthma; daily ACT (asthma control test); dupilumab; early responder; severe asthma; quality of life.
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Introduction
Asthma is one of the most common respiratory diseases characterized by heterogeneity in symptoms, severity, phenotypes, and
endotypes due to the underlying molecular mechanisms [1]. In particular, severe asthma accounts for approximately 5 to 10% of the
asthmatic population, and its management is of the utmost importance [2,3]. Severe asthma not only impairs the patient’s quality of
life (QOL), which can be life-threatening [3,4], but also poses a
high burden for both healthcare resources and society [3,5-7].
Thus, a comprehensive approach to effectively manage this condition is crucial.
To achieve this, the investigation into the molecular mechanism of
airway inflammation has provided much-needed insight into the pathophysiology of severe asthma [8-10]. Both adaptive and innate immune
systems are important in the pathogenesis of airway epithelial inflammation in asthma and play a pivotal role in type 2 inflammation.
Adaptive immunity is mediated by T helper-2 (Th2) cells, eosinophils,
immunoglobulin E (IgE)-producing B cells, and mast cells via IgE and
Th2 cytokines such as interleukin-4 (IL-4), IL-5, and IL-13. On the
other hand, group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2s) play an important
role via IL-5 and IL-13 in innate immunity. While upstream events in
the airway epithelium, which trigger the production of Th2 cytokines,
have been identified as thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP) in adaptive immunity, and TSLP, IL-25, and IL-33 in innate immunity, respectively, biological agents targeting them have not been established in
phase 3 trials.
The introduction of biological agents such as monoclonal antibodies targeting IgE (omalizumab), IL-5 (mepolizumab), and IL-5
receptor-α subunit (IL-5Rα; benralizumab) have revolutionized the
treatment strategy for severe asthma [11-13]. They were applied
according to the serum levels of IgE and eosinophil counts.
Dupilumab is a monoclonal antibody that targets the anti-IL-4
receptor-α subunit (IL-4Rα) of the IL-4 and IL-4 / IL-13 receptor
complexes, which blocks both IL-4 and IL-13 signaling. This is
crucial in both acquired and innate immunity pathways [14].
Most of the primary endpoints in clinical trials of biological
agents are established to confirm their long-term efficacy by setting endpoints at forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), the
annualized rate of severe asthma exacerbation, and the percentage
reduction in the preexisting glucocorticoid dose more than 3
months after the treatment. Although these endpoints are significant in measuring the durable efficacy of biological agents, the
early management of asthma-associated symptoms is equally
important. Thus, the palliation of severe asthma-associated symptoms and an earlier response to biological agents is highly desired.
Although rapid improvement within 1–3 days after dupilumab
treatment was observed in moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis
[15,16], an early response within 7 days of dupilumab treatment in
severe asthma has not been reported. We have modified the widely utilized asthma control test (ACT), a patient-reported outcome (PRO)
[17] consisting of 5 items experienced within 4-weeks before assessing the frequency of dyspnea, general asthma-related symptoms, use
of rescue medications, the effect of asthma on daily functioning, and
overall self-assessment of asthma control [18]. Moreover, ACT is simple and useful in usual care settings and has been validated to be concordant with the Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ) [18]. ACT is
more prevalent than ACQ in Japan. The minimal clinically important
difference in ACT score over time is 3 points [19]. Since ACT was
designed to report asthma control with a 4-week recall, it is unfit for
the daily assessment of asthma-associated symptoms. Therefore, in
the current study, ACT was modified for daily usage to report asthma
control with a 24-hour recall, named “daily ACT,” which could reflect
daily symptoms and activity very well. Daily ACT was reported every

day to evaluate the early response within 7 days of dupilumab treatment in severe asthma. The original ACT was also used to assess asthma-associated symptoms and the effect of dupilumab on 4-week asthma control. The baseline characteristics were also investigated in relation to the early responders within 7 days as well as responders at
week 8, who showed 3 points or more improvement in the daily ACT
and original ACT scores, respectively.

Methods
Patients
A retrospective study was performed on 12 consecutive
patients with severe asthma who were newly treated with dupilumab between July 2019 and April 2020.
These patients were asked to report both daily ACT and original ACT, which were routinely conducted at our hospital when biological agents were newly introduced irrespective of clinical study.
Therefore, this study was categorized as retrospective. Those
patients who had been treated with other biological agents and
switched to dupilumab due to their ineffectiveness were not
excluded irrespective of biological agent-free interval. This study
was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Japanese Red Cross
Kyoto Daini Hospital (approval date: 21 June 2019; approval number: S2019-21). The requirement for written informed consent was
waived because of the retrospective study design and also because
patient anonymity was assured. Instead, the opportunity to opt-out
was provided on the homepage of our hospital.
Dupilumab was introduced in patients with severe asthma who
were uncontrolled under medium-to-high dose of inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs) and long-acting β2-agonist (LABA) and/or long-acting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA). The indication criteria for
dupilumab at our hospital were as follows: omalizumab was first
introduced in patients who exhibited an allergic or atopic phenotype with elevated specific IgE antibodies and serum total IgE values ranging between 30 and 1500 IU/mL, and switched to
dupilumab when omalizumab was not effective; mepolizumab or
benralizumab were introduced to patients who exhibited
eosinophil counts of 150 cells/μL or higher irrespective of an allergic or atopic phenotype, and switched to dupilumab when anti-IL5/IL-5Rα therapies were ineffective; and dupilumab was preferentially introduced as the first-line biological agent to patients who
demonstrated type 2 inflammation with elevated eosinophil counts
or fraction of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) ≥25 ppb, when accompanied by atopic dermatitis or eosinophilic chronic rhinosinusitis.

Treatment schedule, baseline characteristics, and evaluation of patient-related outcomes
Dupilumab was administered subcutaneously at a dose of 600
mg on day 1, followed by a dose of 300 mg every 2 weeks as an
add-on therapy.
The following baseline characteristics were analyzed: sex, age,
body mass index (BMI), smoking habits, antigen-specific IgE, the
highest serum total IgE level, and eosinophil counts (≥ 300
cells/μL were evaluated as elevated) [20], FeNO (≥25 ppb was
evaluated as elevated) [21]; FEV1; past history of exacerbation
requiring an emergency or urgent medical care visit and systemic
corticosteroid treatment within 1 year before dupilumab introduction, prescription of leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs),
proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), macrolides, or oral corticosteroids
(OCS), previous use of biological agents, previous bronchial thermoplasty (BT), and comorbidities including chronic obstructive
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Table 1. Daily asthma control test.
Q1. In the past 24 hours, how much of the time did your asthma keep you from getting as much done at work, school, or at home?
All of the time
Most of the time
Some of the time
A little of the time
None of the time
1
2
3
Q2. During the past 24 hours, how often have you had shortness of breath?
More than once a day
Once a day at rest
Once a day at night

4

5

Once a day on exertion

Not at all

1
2
3
4
5
Q3. During the past 24 hours, how often did your asthma symptom wake you up at night or earlier than usual in the morning?
Could not sleep at all
Requiring orthopnea
More than twice a night
Once a night
Not at all
1
2
3
4
Q4. During the past 24 hours, how often have you used your rescue inhaler (SABA)?
3 or more times a day
Twice a day
Once a day at rest
Once a day on exertion
1
2
3
Q5. How would you rate your asthma control during the past 24 hours?
Not controlled at all
Poorly controlled
Somewhat controlled
1

2

3

pulmonary disease (COPD), allergic rhinitis, eosinophilic chronic
rhinosinusitis, atopic dermatitis, and depression.
Daily ACT was created as a 5-item, patient-administered survey evaluating the 24-hour control of asthma-associated symptoms. Asthma control with a 24-hour recall was evaluated by 5
questions in accordance with the original ACT, while some modifications were made to questions No. 2, 3, and 4, which dealt with
the frequency of asthma-associated symptoms and rescue inhaler
use (Table 1). Daily ACT was reported by the patient every day for
8 successive days starting on the day of dupilumab introduction.
The early response to dupilumab was defined as the improvement
of 3 points or more in the daily ACT scores within 7 days after
dupilumab introduction, where the daily ACT score on day 1 was
used as the baseline in the evaluation. The definition of the early
response as “3 points or more improvements” was adopted through
the interpretation of the original ACT [19]. The response to
dupilumab was also defined as 3 points or more improvement in
the original ACT scores at week 8, where the ACT score on day 1
was used as the baseline. The baseline scores were interchanged
between the daily and the original ACT scores, since the contents
of the daily ACT were modified from the original ACT, resulting
in slightly different baseline scores between the two PROs.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were adopted to report the baseline characteristics, the evaluation of PROs, and the prevalence of early
responders among the 12 patients in the 7 days period and the
responder to dupilumab at week 8 because of the limited number
of patients enrolled. The data are presented as median (range or
standard deviation; SD) for continuous variables and percentages
for categorical variables.

Results
Baseline characteristics
The baseline characteristics are summarized in Table 2. All the
patients exhibited one or more factors associated with type 2
inflammation, that is, positive for antigen-specific IgE, elevated
eosinophil counts, or elevated FeNO levels at baseline. The median

5
Not at all

4

5

Well controlled

Completely controlled

4

5

ACT and the daily ACT scores at the baseline were 16 (range: 8–
19) and 17 (range: 9–21), respectively. The median ACT and the
daily ACT scores were relatively high since biological agents had
been administered previously and were switched to dupilumab in 8

Table 2. Baseline characteristics.
Total (n=12)
Age (median; years, range)
Sex (women / men; n, %)
BMI (median; kg/m2, range)
Smoking habit + / - (n, %)
Antigen-specific IgE + / - (n, %)
Total IgE (median; IU/mL, range)
Eosinophil counts (median; cells/ L, range)
FeNO (median; ppb, range)
FEV1 (median; ml, range)
ACT score at baseline (median; range)
Daily ACT score at baseline (median; range)
More than one exacerbation + / - (n, %)
High-dose ICS/LABA + / - (n, %)
LAMA + / - (n, %)
LTRA + / - (n, %)
PPI + / - (n, %)
Macrolide + / - (n, %)
Daily OCS + / - (n, %)
Biologic agents + / - (n, %)
BT + / - (n, %)
COPD + / - (n, %)
AR + / - (n, %)
ECRS + / - (n, %)
AD + / - (n, %)
Depression + / - (n, %)
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51.5 (38 – 77)
10 (83.3%) / 2 (16.7%)
24.1 (20.4 – 41.6)
6 (50.0%) / 6 (50.0%)
12 (100%) / 0 (0%)
470 (37 – 2470)
286.0 (203.0 – 1368.0)
41 (7 – 300)
2070 (500 – 3220)
16 (8 – 19)
17 (9 – 21)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
12 (100%) / 0 (0%)
10 (83.3%) / 2 (16.7%)
11 (91.7%) / 1 (8.3%)
6 (50.0%) / 6 (50.0%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
8 (66.7%) / 4 (33.3%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
1 (8.3%) / 11 (91.7%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
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patients, which are described below.
At baseline, high-dose ICS/LABA was prescribed for all the
patients, LAMA for 10 (83.3%), LTRAs for 11 (91.7%), PPIs for 6
(50.0%), macrolides for 3 (25.0%), daily OCS for 7 (58.3%), and
biological agents had been previously administered in 8 (66.7%;
omalizumab and benralizumab in 5 and 3 patients, respectively).
The previous biological agents were directly switched to dupilumab due to their inadequate effects in all 8 patients. In 2 patients,
(16.7%) BT was performed. The comorbidities observed were
COPD in 3 (25.0%), allergic rhinitis in 2 (16.7%), eosinophilic
chronic rhinosinusitis in 2 (16.7%), atopic dermatitis in 1 (8.3%),
and depression in 3 (25.0%) patients.

Changes in subjective symptoms of 12 patients via daily
ACT within 7 days and the original ACT at weeks 4
and 8
The changes in PROs from the baseline of 12 patients via the
daily ACT within 7 days (days 1–8) and the original ACT at weeks
4 and 8 are plotted in Figure 1. The median days needed for the significant improvement in the daily ACT in the 4 early responders
was 5 days (range: 2–7 days), while a significant improvement in
the original ACT was observed for the first time in 7 patients at
week 4 and in 2 patients at week 8 (Figure 1).
The patients were divided into 3 groups according to the
response pattern: early responders within 7 days via the daily ACT,
late responders until week 8, and non-responders without significant improvement in PROs. The mean changes in the daily and the

original ACT from the baseline (day 1) of these subpopulations are
plotted in Figure 2. The fluctuation of the daily or original ACT
scores was observed in some cases, while the scores tended to
improve over time in both the early and late responders to
dupilumab.

Baseline characteristics according to the therapeutic
effects of dupilumab on subjective symptoms within 7
days
Four out of 12 patients (33.3%) reported an early response to
dupilumab within 7 days, while the percentage of 4 early responders increased to 44.4% among 9 responders until week 8. Three
women and 1 man showed an early response, and all 4 early
responders had a BMI <25 and without psychiatric disorders, while
the median eosinophil counts and FeNO in these three patients
were 391.9 (range: 203.0–1368.0) and 52 (range: 20–117), respectively. Three out of 4 early responders had baseline FEV1 less than
1.50 L, and all 4 experienced more than 1 exacerbation within 1
year. On the other hand, the median eosinophil counts and FeNO
in 8 patients without an early response were 286.0 (range, 211.2 –
593.6) and 30.5 (range, 7 – 300), respectively. Six out of 8 patients
without an early response had a baseline FEV1 > 1.50 L, and only
3 patients experienced more than 1 exacerbation within 1 year.
There was no relationship between a higher eosinophilic count
and/or FeNO with early and non-responder to dupilumab via the
daily ACT within 7 days in the current study, due in part to a small
sample size (Table 3).

Figure 1. The changes in patient-reported outcomes from the baseline of 12 patients via the daily asthma control test (ACT) on days
1-8 and the original ACT at weeks 4 and 8 are plotted. The black lines (No. 1, 2, 3, 10) represent the early responders within 7 days,
the dark gray lines (No. 4, 5, 8, 11, and 12) the late responder until week 8, and the light gray lines (No. 6, 7, and 9) the non-responders,
respectively. The median day needed for the significant improvement in 4 early responders was 5 days (range, 2-7 days), while a significant improvement in the early and late responders via the original ACT was observed for the first time in 7 patients at week 4 and in
2 patients at week 8.
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Baseline characteristics according to the therapeutic
effects of dupilumab on subjective symptoms at week 8
Nine out of 12 patients (75.0%) responded to dupilumab via
the original ACT until week 8, including 4 early responders within
7 days. The median eosinophil counts and FeNO in 9 responders
were 287.0 (range, 203.0–1368.0) and 47 (range, 7–300), respectively. Although eosinophil counts and FeNO represent a type 2

inflammation, the higher eosinophilic count and/or FeNO did not
show any relationship between responders and non-responders to
dupilumab until week 8 in the current study because of the small
sample size (Table 4). Three out of 9 responders had baseline FEV1
<1.50 L, and 6 out of 9 experienced more than 1 exacerbation within 1 year. All 3 non-responders were women, and had characteristics of BMI ≥28 and comorbidity of depression, while the median
eosinophil counts and FeNO in these 3 patients were 285 (range:

Figure 2. The mean changes in the daily and the original asthma control test (ACT) of the early responders within 7 days, the late
responders until week 8, and the non-responders were plotted. The early responders quickly reached the significant improvement in 2
days followed by further improvement. On the other hand, the late responders showed significant improvement at week 4 followed by
further improvement until week 8. The error bars show an SD of 2.
Table 3. Baseline characteristics according to the therapeutic effects of dupilumab on subjective symptoms within 7 days.
Age (median; years, range)
Sex (women / men; n, %)
BMI (median; kg/m2, range)
Smoking habit + / - (n, %)
Total IgE (median; IU/mL, range)
Eosinophil counts (median; cells/ L, range)
FeNO (median; ppb, range)
FEV1 (median; ml, range)
ACT score at baseline (median; range)
Daily ACT score at baseline (median; range)
More than one exacerbation + / - (n, %)
Macrolide + / - (n, %)
Daily OCS + / - (n, %)
Biologic agents + / - (n, %)
COPD + / - (n, %)
AR + / - (n, %)
ECRS + / - (n, %)
AD + / - (n, %)
Depression + / - (n, %)

Total (n=12)

Early responders (n=4)

Late or non-responders (n=8)

51.5 (38 – 77)
10 (83.3%) / 2 (16.7%)
24.1 (20.4 – 41.6)
6 (50.0%) / 6 (50.0%)
470 (37 – 2470)
286.0 (203.0 – 1368.0)
41.0 (7 – 300)
2070 (500 – 3220)
16 (8 – 19)
17 (9 – 21)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
8 (66.7%) / 4 (33.3%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
1 (8.3%) / 11 (91.7%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)

70.0 (38 – 75)
3 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
21.9 (20.4 – 24.8)
1 (25.0%) / 3 (75.0%)
407 (267 – 2470)
391.9 (203.0 – 1368.0)
52.0 (20 – 117)
1415 (500 – 3220)
15 (13 – 17)
15 (13 – 17)
4 (100%) / 0 (0%)
2 (50.0%) / 2 (50.0%)
3 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
3 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
1 (25.0%) / 3 (75.0%)
0 (0%) / 4 (100%)
0 (0%) / 4 (100%)
0 (0%) / 4 (100%)
0 (0%) / 4 (100%)

49.5 (41 – 77)
7 (87.5%) / 1 (12.5%)
26.7 (20.7 – 41.6)
5 (62.5%) / 3 (37.5%)
472.5 (37 – 1791)
286.0 (211.2 – 593.6)
30.5 (7 – 300)
2370 (1240 – 2970)
16 (8 – 19)
17 (9 – 21)
3 (37.5%) / 5 (62.5%)
1 (12.5%) / 7 (87.5%)
4 (50.0%) / 4 (50.0%)
5 (62.5%) / 3 (37.5%)
2 (25.0%) / 6 (75.0%)
2 (25.0%) / 6 (75.0%)
2 (25.0%) / 6 (75.0%)
1 (12.5%) / 7 (87.5%)
3 (37.5%) / 5 (62.5%)

ACT, asthma control test; AD, atopic dermatitis; AR, allergic rhinitis; BMI, body mass index; BT, bronchial thermoplasty; ECRS, eosinophilic chronic rhinosinusitis; FeNO, a fraction of exhaled nitric oxide;
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; IgE, immunoglobulin E; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting anti-muscarinic antagonist; LTRA, leukotriene receptor
antagonist; OCS, oral corticosteroid; PPI, proton pump inhibitors.
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211.2–378) and 23 (range: 16–38), respectively, without any difference compared to those of the responders. All 3 non-responders
had baseline FEV1 >1.50 L, and only 1 non-responder experienced
more than 1 exacerbation within 1 year before dupilumab introduction.

Discussion
An appropriate assessment of asthma control is essential in
clinical practice, which is difficult due to its heterogeneous nature
[1]. Therefore, physicians’ underestimation of asthma-associated
symptoms [22], which can lead to the worsening of the patients’
QOL, should be avoided. Incorporation of PROs, including ACT
and lung function tests, is essential for appropriate asthma management, and avoiding patients’-physicians’ discordance in the QOL
assessment. Under such circumstances, physical activity, which is
often hampered by asthma-associated symptoms, is very important
in asthma control since it sometimes leads to worsening of asthma
control [23]. Therefore, physical activity and QOL should be
improved as soon as possible. Lung function including FEV1, asthma-associated symptoms, and QOL often diverges from one another [18]. Thus, the assessment of asthma control regularly through
PRO as well as FEV1 remains equally important.
Dupilumab demonstrated efficacy in reducing the risk of
severe asthma exacerbation and maintaining FEV1 in moderate-tosevere uncontrolled asthma, especially in patients with an
eosinophil count of 300 or more per mm3 [24], and it also reduced
oral glucocorticoid use in steroid-dependent severe asthma [25].
On the other hand, the efficacy of dupilumab in asthma-associated symptoms, QOL, and productivity in asthmatic patients has
been evaluated at week 24 after dupilumab treatment using ACQ5 and asthma quality of life questionnaire (AQLQ), and dupilumab

significantly improved ACQ-5 and AQLQ scores [26]. However,
the early efficiency of dupilumab within 7 days has not been
reported. This could be due to the lack of quantitative assessment
of the QOL daily as well as the administration interval of dupilumab every 2 weeks.
In the current study, we evaluated the changes in asthma-associated QOL on a daily basis for 8 consecutive days, including the
day of dupilumab introduction using the daily ACT to detect early
responders to dupilumab. The original ACT was also used every 4
weeks, and the efficacy was evaluated at week 8 after treatment.
Nine patients (75.0%) showed efficacy via the original ACT at
weeks 8, and 4 (44.4%) out of 9 responders achieved significant
improvement in daily ACT score within 7 days after dupilumab
treatment. Although descriptive statistics were adopted due to the
limited number of patients, all 4 early responders to dupilumab had
characteristics of BMI lower than 25 and were without psychiatric
disorders. All 4 patients had experienced more than 1 exacerbation
before dupilumab introduction and 3 out of 4 had a baseline FEV1
<1.50 L, which was in concordance with the observed results in a
previous phase 2b study investigating the efficacy of dupilumab on
symptoms and QOL in patients with persistent asthma [26]. On the
other hand, the higher the eosinophilic count and/or FeNO did not
show any relationship between the early responder and nonresponder.
Dupilumab is an anti-IL-4Rα antibody that inhibits both IL-4
and IL-13 signaling by inhibiting the IL-13 receptor-α1 subunit
(IL-13Rα1) [14]. IL-4 and IL-13 are the key Th2 cytokines, with
IL-4 being secreted from Th2 cells and IL-13 from both Th2 cells
and ILC2s. IL-4 plays an important role in polarization and functional maintenance of Th2 cells, while IL-13 induces the expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in the airway epithelium as well as plays roles in TSLP promotion, goblet cell hyperplasia, and airway remodeling through extracellular collagen depo-

Table 4. Baseline characteristics according to the therapeutic effects of dupilumab on subjective symptoms at week 8.
Age (median; years, range)
Sex (women / men; n, %)
BMI (median; kg/m2, range)
Smoking habit + / - (n, %)
Total IgE (median; IU/mL, range)
Eosinophil counts (median; cells/μL, range)
FeNO (median; ppb, range)
FEV1 (median; ml, range)
ACT score at baseline (median; range)
Daily ACT score at baseline (median; range)
More than one exacerbation + / - (n, %)
Macrolide + / - (n, %)
Daily OCS + / - (n, %)
Biologic agents + / - (n, %)
COPD + / - (n, %)
AR + / - (n, %)
ECRS + / - (n, %)
AD + / - (n, %)
Depression + / - (n, %)

Total (n=12)

Responders (n=9)

Non-responders (n=3)

51.5 (38 – 77)
10 (83.3%) / 2 (16.7%)
24.1 (20.4 – 41.6)
6 (50.0%) / 6 (50.0%)
470 (37 – 2470)
286.0 (203.0 – 1368.0)
41 (7 – 300)
2070 (500 – 3220)
16 (8 – 19)
17 (9 – 21)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
7 (58.3%) / 5 (41.7%)
8 (66.7%) / 4 (33.3%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
2 (16.7%) / 10 (83.3%)
1 (8.3%) / 11 (91.7%)
3 (25.0%) / 9 (75.0%)

51.0 (38 – 77)
7 (77.8%) / 2 (22.2%)
22.2 (20.4 – 29.9)
4 (44.4%) / 5 (55.6%)
408 (37 – 2470)
287.0 (203.0 – 1368.0)
47 (7 – 300)
2390 (500 – 3220)
16 (12 – 18)
17 (12 – 18)
6 (66.7%) / 3 (33.3%)
2 (22.2%) / 7 (77.8%)
5 (55.6%) / 4 (44.4%)
6 (66.7%) / 3 (33.3%)
2 (22.2%) / 7 (77.8%)
2 (22.2%) / 7 (77.8%)
2 (22.2%) / 7 (77.8%)
1 (11.1%) / 8 (88.9%)
0 (0%) / 9 (100%)

52.0 (41 – 64)
3 (100%) / 0 (0%)
33.7 (28.2 – 41.6)
2 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
537 (280 – 829)
285.0 (211.2 – 378.0)
23 (16 – 38)
1390 (1240 – 2350)
16 (8 – 19)
17 (9 – 21)
1 (33.3%) / 2 (66.7%)
1 (33.3%) / 2 (66.7%)
2 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
2 (75.0%) / 1 (25.0%)
1 (33.3%) / 2 (66.7%)
0 (0%) / 3 (100%)
0 (0%) / 3 (100%)
0 (0%) / 3 (100%)
3 (100%) / 0 (0%)

ACT, asthma control test; AD, atopic dermatitis; AR, allergic rhinitis; BMI, body mass index; BT, bronchial thermoplasty; ECRS, eosinophilic chronic rhinosinusitis; FeNO, a fraction of exhaled nitric oxide;
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; IgE, immunoglobulin E; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting anti-muscarinic antagonist; LTRA, leukotriene receptor
antagonist; OCS, oral corticosteroid; PPI, proton pump inhibitors.
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sition [14,27]. These mechanisms are essential in airway hypersensitivity, which is a crucial part of the pathophysiology of severe
asthma. Both IL-4Rα and IL-13Rα1 are expressed in B lymphocytes, eosinophils, antigen-presenting cells, and bronchial epithelial cells, and consist of a heterodimeric receptor complex [28].
The activation of the heterodimeric complex of IL-4Rα and IL13Rα1 induces prompt stimulation of Janus kinase 1/2 (JAK 1/2)
and tyrosine kinase 2 (Tyk2), followed by phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator transcription 6 (STAT6) [29,30].
Signal transduction through the cascade of JAK 1/2, Tyk2, and following STAT6 is very quick; therefore, blocking IL-4 and/or IL-13
is considered very promising. Anti-IL-13 antibodies tralokinumab
[31] and lebrikizumab [32] failed to demonstrate consistent clinical benefits in phase 3 trials. On the other hand, treatments that
solely target IL-4 have never proven efficacy in severe asthma
[33,34]. Under circumstances where the inhibition of either IL-4 or
IL-13 signaling is not effective in severe asthma, dual inhibition of
IL-4 and IL-13 with dupilumab demonstrated clinical benefit
[24,25].
The early responders within 7 days after dupilumab treatment,
consisting of 44.4% of all responders, could be explained by the
basic mechanism mentioned earlier. The dual inhibition of IL-4
and IL-13 suppresses Th2 cell activation and iNOS induction,
resulting in controlled airway hypersensitivity. These effects could
be quickly noticed by patients considering prompt signal transduction through JAK 1/2, Tyk2, and STAT6. The early efficacy of
dupilumab in moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis has been
observed in the pooled analysis of LIVERTY AD SOLO 1 and 2
[15] within 1-3 days both subjective (by patient-reported itch) and
objective (by eczema area severity index), and combined analysis
of SOLO 1 and 2, AD ADOL, and CHRONOS by day 2 in adults
and by day 5 in adolescents subjectively (daily peak pruritis
numerical rating scale score) [16]. Therefore, the observed early
responders to dupilumab treatment in severe asthma are concordant with both basic mechanisms and previously confirmed clinical effects on moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis. In addition to
the dual inhibiting effect of dupilumab, the loading dose of
dupilumab on day 1 (600 mg) could have exerted a very rapid
effect on asthma-associated symptoms, allowing systemic concentrations to peak enough for strong suppression of IL-4 and IL-13
signals before reaching a steady state.
There are some limitations to the current study. First, since this
was a retrospective observational study design with limited sample
size and without controls (placebo), the bias may be higher compared to prospective studies with larger populations. Second, since
the daily ACT is different from the original ACT, the definition of
3 points of improvement as the minimal clinically important difference over time in the daily ACT score has not been validated and
needs validation through prospective studies. Nevertheless, its definition was adopted in accordance with the original ACT. The daily
ACT was feasible in the current study, which was in concordance
with the clinical course during the first 7 days, with all of the early
responders assessed by the daily ACT, resulting in effective ACT
at week 8.
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ABSTRACT

1

Background: Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection is extremely common after lung transplant and can be associated
with significant morbidity and mortality. Current practice suggests the use of 900 mg daily of valganciclovir for CMV
prophylaxis, but there is no literature assessing whether 450 mg daily of valganciclovir is sufficient in intermediate
CMV risk lung transplant recipients. Therefore, we sought to assess the role of low-dose valganciclovir (LDV) versus
high-dose valganciclovir (HDV) prophylaxis in intermediate-risk (R+) recipients.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis on lung transplant recipients at the Norton Thoracic Institute in
Phoenix, Arizona looking at intermediate-risk patients that received either valganciclovir 450 mg per day (LDV) or
900 mg/day (HDV). All patients were followed for 1 year post-transplant for incidence of CMV viremia. The primary
outcome was the rate of CMV viremia as determined by a positive CMV polymerase chain reaction ([PCR] >2.7 log
copies/mL). Secondary outcomes included rate of adverse events, acute cellular rejection, and mortality.
Results: The primary analysis included 103 patients (55 in the LDV group, 48 in the HDV group). In the LDV group,
9 patients (16.4%) developed CMV viremia compared to 4 (8.3%) in the HDV group (p=0.221) with no difference
observed in adverse event rates between groups.
Conclusion: There was no statistical difference between groups for the primary outcome. However, the effect size
demonstrated in this analysis may be of clinical relevance and valganciclovir 450 mg daily would not be recommended
in intermediate risk lung transplant recipients at this time. To confirm our results, further prospective studies enrolling
larger patient populations are necessary.
Key words: Cytomegalovirus; lung transplantation; valganciclovir.
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Introduction
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is one of the most common infections after solid organ transplantation and is associated with high
morbidity and mortality [1]. In addition to the detrimental effects
of CMV tissue invasion, the infection also places transplant recipients at a higher risk of rejection. Valganciclovir is currently the
standard of care for CMV prophylaxis and treatment [2]. While
guidelines recommend 900 mg daily for intermediate risk patients,
they also mention the use 450 mg daily, which has been studied in
the kidney transplant population. The guidelines state that there is
currently no data to support or contradict the use of 450 mg daily
dosing for intermediate risk lung transplant patients and the lung
transplant studies referenced do not address varying doses of valganciclovir in this population [3]. The lung transplant specific
studies primarily focused on comparing valganciclovir to a historical control (ganciclovir) or assessing the duration of prophylaxis
with 900 mg valganciclovir daily [4-8].
The majority of the data regarding CMV prophylaxis dosing in
the lung transplant population are extrapolated from renal transplant studies [9-13]. However, this comparison may not be appropriate, as pulmonary tissue is inherently more susceptible to CMV
infection. The reported incidence of CMV infection in lung transplant patients without prophylaxis has been reported to be as high
as 54% to 92% (compared to less than 50% in kidney transplant
patients) [14]; therefore, direct comparisons across transplanted
organs may not be appropriate. Although some studies have shown
benefit with low-dose strategies in low- and intermediate-risk
patients, many of those same studies raise concern for higher rates
of CMV viremia and resistance [10,11,13,15].
In accordance with the renal transplant findings, and in an
attempt to limit drug costs and adverse events such as leukopenia,
our center used 450 mg valganciclovir daily as prophylaxis in
intermediate-risk patients beginning in 2010. In 2017, our center
increased our prophylaxis dose to 900 mg daily due to suspected
higher rates of CMV viremia in this population. This study was

conducted to review the change in protocol, to evaluate the most
appropriate prophylactic regimen, and to determine whether valganciclovir 450 mg daily can be used effectively in intermediate
risk lung transplant patients.

Methods
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center in Phoenix, Arizona,
USA. We retrospectively assessed the difference between 2 groups
of lung transplant recipients who received different valganciclovir
CMV prophylaxis protocols after undergoing a lung transplant at
the Norton Thoracic Institute (NTI) in Phoenix, Arizona, USA.
Patients were assigned to regimens based on their risk of CMV as
determined by their pre-transplant CMV serology. The focus of
this analysis was on intermediate risk (R+) patients. Patients
undergoing transplant between March 2016 and December 2016
were designated as the low dose valganciclovir (LDV) CMV prophylaxis group and received 450 mg daily. In February 2017, NTI
revised its institutional protocol to a high dose valganciclovir
(HDV) regimen, where intermediate recipients received 450 mg
twice daily. This group was classified as patients that underwent
transplant from March 2017 to December 2017 (Figure 1). Data
from January and February of 2017 were excluded for simplicity
to allow for appropriate time for education and implementation of
the new protocol. In both protocols, valganciclovir began on day 4
posttransplant, and continued indefinitely. Baseline characteristics,
efficacy, adherence, and adverse events were all collected retrospectively for both groups. The primary outcome was the rate of
CMV viremia as determined by a positive CMV polymerase chain
reaction ([PCR] >2.7 log copies/mL). Secondary outcome measures included leukopenia (white blood cell nadir and quarterly
averages), renal function (peak serum creatinine, quarterly averages, and associated creatinine clearance), biopsy-confirmed rejection (Grade A1-A4), and mortality. CMV PCR was assessed week-

Figure 1. Study groups. HDV, high-dose valganciclovir; LDV, low-dose valganciclovir.
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ly while patients were in the hospital and with routine labs posttransplant at months 1, 3, 6, and 12.
Protocol adherence was monitored both inpatient and at outpatient clinic visits based on whether patients were receiving the correct dose of valganciclovir. However, due to the retrospective
nature of this study, it was not possible to accurately assess patient
compliance. Therefore protocol adherence was based solely on
provider adherence to the specified protocol. Although there is no
specific renal adjustment protocol for valganciclovir at our institution, patients with a regimen adjusted for renal function using standardized creatinine clearance cutoffs were considered adherent.
Adjustments for hepatic dysfunction, or thrombocytopenia, however, were considered non-adherent to the protocol, as these adjustments were not considered standard for valganciclovir.
Means and standard deviation were used for continuous variable data. Percentages were used for categorical variables, including baseline characteristics. Chi-square and t-tests were used to
assess primary and secondary outcomes. A p-value of <0.05 indicated statistical significance.

Results
A total of 103 intermediate-risk patients (55 in the LDV group
and 48 in the HDV group) were included in the primary analysis.
Patients were well matched for age, pre-transplant diagnosis, and
lung allocation scores (Table 1). The majority of patients underwent bilateral lung transplant and received either basiliximab or
the combination of rituximab and intravenous immunoglobulin for
induction therapy. All patients were started on prednisone,
mycophenolate mofetil, and tacrolimus for maintenance immunosuppression. Overall, no difference was seen in the rate of protocol
adherence for either group in the first year posttransplant. In the
LDV and HDV groups, patients were prescribed the appropriate
per-protocol prophylaxis regimen more than 80% of the time

(85.3% vs 81.29% respectively, p=0.47). For the primary efficacy
outcome, 9 of 55 (16.4%) patients in the LDV group developed
CMV viremia (positive CMV PCR); whereas 4 of the 48 patients
in the HDV group developed CMV viremia (8.3%; p=0.221; Table
2). At the time of the primary outcome there were disparities
between groups for protocol adherence. Of the HDV patients who
developed a positive CMV PCR, only 2 out of 4 were adherent
with the protocol regimen at the time of the positive PCR result.
The other two patients had not started valganciclovir therapy: one
patient had a positive PCR at day 3 posttransplant (prior to our
standard initiation on day 4); the other patient had a positive PCR
at day 11 posttransplant - this patient had valganciclovir withheld
due to postoperative leukopenia. Given the few number of patients
(only 50%) in the intervention group on therapy at the time of the
positive PCR, an exploratory outcome was conducted. In the per
protocol analysis nine LDV patients (16.4%) had a positive PCR,
compared to 2 patients (4.16%) in the HDV group (p=0.054).
There were no major differences in secondary outcomes for
both groups. Average peak serum creatinine in the year following
transplant were similar: 1.94 mg/dL in the LDV group vs 1.92
mg/dL in the HDV group (p=0.95). The average worst creatinine
clearance throughout the year was consequently well matched.
Leukopenia was similar between groups, with an average nadir of
3.82 and 2.82 in the LDV and HDV groups, respectively
(p=0.211). Rejection and mortality rates remained consistent for
both patient populations. Biopsy-confirmed rejection rates were
similar at 38.2% (21/55) in the LDV and 41.6% (20/48) in the
HDV groups (p=0.65). The rate of mortality was less than 10% in
each group; LDV group: 7.3%; HDV group: 8.3% (p=0.84).

Discussion
Overall, this study showed a numerical reduction in the rate of
CMV viremia after implementation of the new protocol. Though

Table 1. Baseline data for 103 patients at intermediate risk for developing CMV infection after lung transplant.
Clinical characteristics
Mean age, years ± SD
Mean lung allocation score ± SD
Mean serum creatinine, mg/dl ± SD
Mean creatinine clearance, ml/min ± SD
Transplant type
Unilateral, n (%)
Bilateral, n (%)
Retransplant, n (%)
Pre-transplant diagnosis, n (%)*
Pulmonary fibrosis
Pulmonary hypertension
COPD
Cystic fibrosis
Rejection
Other
Induction agents, n (%)
Rituximab/IVIG
Basiliximab
Thymoglobulin
Cytomegalovirus immune globulin use, n (%)

LDV (n=55)

HDV (n=48)

p

59.22 ± 13.3
43.7 ± 15.1
0.68 ± 0.2
92.89 ± 36.5

60.52 ± 15.4
44.3 ± 16.7
0.63 ± 0.1
90.9 ± 43.4

0.65
0.84
0.12
0.80

0 (0.0)
55 (100.0)
6 (10.9)

2 (4.2)
45 (93.8)
4 (8.3)

-

25 (45.5)
5 (9.1)
17 (30.9)
4 (7.3)
6 (10.9)
3 (5.5)

24 (50.0)
5 (10.4)
12 (25.0)
4 (8.3)
4 (8.3)
8 (16.7)

21 (38.2)
30 (54.5)
4 (7.3)
26 (47.3)

9 (18.8)
38 (79.2)
1 (2.1)
3 (6.3)

0.65
0.82
0.51
0.84
0.66
0.07
0.029°
--<0.001

LDV, low-dose valganciclovir; HDV, high-dose valganciclovir; *some values total more than 100% due to overlap in disease categories; °the overall χ2 was significant; however, based on standardized residuals there were no statistical differences for individual induction agents; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IVIG, intravenous immunoglobulin.
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the primary outcome was not statistically significant, the findings
in this analysis may have clinical relevance. This study demonstrated a roughly 50% reduction in the rate of CMV viremia for
patients receiving HDV.
A major strength of the present study was its closely matched
baseline characteristics, which increases the internal validity of our
patient population. In addition, our patient population has good
external validity. In accordance with national trends, the most
common pre-transplant diagnosis in our cohort was fibrotic lung
disease, followed by chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [16].
In addition, the present study evaluated multiple parameters that
may influence development of CMV viremia, including protocol
adherence, immunosuppression, and medication adjustments in
response to leukopenia, renal dysfunction, or rejection. Adherence
with the prophylaxis regimen was previously reported.
Discrepancies between groups were adjusted for with the assessment of the exploratory outcome, per-protocol CMV viremia. In
addition, differences in the amount of immunosuppression
between groups did not appear to be a confounding factor in the
present study as all patients with a positive CMV PCR received the
same maintenance immunosuppression with tacrolimus, mycophe-

nolate mofetil, and prednisone. In those patients who developed
CMV viremia, just 1 patient in each group had a tacrolimus level
above the goal at the time of the positive PCR (levels were still less
than 14 ng/ml), so excessive immunosuppression does not appear
to be a major confounder in this analysis. During the period of
increased immunosuppression immediately posttransplant, the risk
of infection is consequently higher [2,14]. As expected, this was
demonstrated in our study, as CMV viremia was more common
early after transplant. The average onset of CMV viremia was 32
days posttransplant (range: 3-113).
The present study has some limitations. Its retrospective nonrandomized design made it difficult to control for potential confounding variables. One potential confounder was the difference in
the use of CMV immunoglobulin between groups. Our institution’s
new protocol also involved stopping the administration of CMV
immunoglobulin. Within the LDV group, 47.3% of patients
received cytomegalovirus immune globulin versus just 7% in the
HDV group (p≤0.001). Based on the described mechanism of
CMV immunoglobulin, it is reasonable to expect this discrepancy
to influence reduced rates of CMV viremia in the LDV group;
however, this was not the case. High-risk and low-risk patients at

Table 2. Outcomes of 103 patients at intermediate risk for CMV infection, based on prophylaxis protocol used.
Variable*
Percent adherence
CMV viremia, n (%)
Following protocol at the time of positive PCR, n (%)
Per-protocol CMV viremia, n (%)
Biopsy-confirmed rejection, n (%)
Death, n (%)
Peak serum creatinine, mg/dl
Lowest creatinine clearance, ml/min
Mean SCr Quarter 1, mg/dl
Mean SCr Quarter 2, mg/dl
Mean SCr Quarter 3, mg/dl
Mean SCr Quarter 4, mg/dl
Mean WBC nadir, cells/µl
Mean time to WBC nadir, days
Nadir categories, n (%)
≥ 3000 cells/µl
2000-2999 cells/µl
1000-1999 cells/µl
<1000 cells/µl
Mean WBC Quarter 1, cells/µl
Mean WBC Quarter 2, cells/µl
Mean WBC Quarter 3, cells/µl
Mean WBC Quarter 4, cells/µl
Renal adjustments: Decreased, n (%)
Valganciclovir
Sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim
Immunosuppression goals
Leukopenia adjustments
Decreased valganciclovir
Adjusted other medications°

LDV (n=55)

HDV (n=48)

p

85.3 ± 27.6
9 (16.4)
9/9 (100.0)
9 (16.4)
21 (38.2)
4 (7.3)
1.94 ± 1.1
45.4
1.0 ± 0.6
1.2 ± 0.3
1.8 ± 3.8
1.9 ± 4
3.4 X 103 ± 2.4 X 103
157 ± 114.1

81.3 ± 28.3
4 (8.3)
2/4 (50.0)
2 (4.2)
20 (41.7)
4 (8.3)
1.92 ± 1.3
38.3
0.9 ± 0.3
1.1 ± 0.6
3.4 ± 12.8
2.8 ± 9.5
2.8 X 103 ± 2.17 X 103
165 ± 115.4

18 (32.7)
20 (36.3)
13 (23.6)
4 (8.0)
10.3 X 103 ± 2.5 X 103
5.2 X 103 ± 1.8 X 103
4.8 X 103 ± 1.9 X 103
5.0 X 103 ± 1.8 X 103

13 (27.1)
16 (33.3)
13 (27.1)
6 (12.5)
9.9 X 103 ± 2.9 X 103
5.1 X 103 ± 2.5 X 103
4.3 X 103 ± 1.6 X 103
4.4 X 103 ± 1.9 X 103

0.47
0.22
0.05
0.65
0.84
0.95
0.29
0.29
0.46
0.47
0.59
0.21
0.74
0.76
-

16 (29.1)
28 (50.9)
11 (20.0)

25 (52.1)
18 (37.5)
4 (8.3)

-

8 (14.5)
19 (34.5)

12 (25.0)
23 (47.9)

-

*Values shown as mean ± SD, unless indicated otherwise; LDV, low-dose valganciclovir; HDV, high-dose valganciclovir; CMV, cytomegalovirus; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SCr, serum creatinine; WBC,
white blood cells; °adjustments included decreasing or holding mycophenolate mofetil; decreasing or holding sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, changing sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim to atovaquone
or pentamidine, or giving a granulocyte-colony stimulating factor.
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our institution (who did not undergo valganciclovir dose adjustments), demonstrated no change in rates of CMV viremia from one
study period to the next, regardless of institutional adjustments to
cytomegalovirus immunoglobulin. Previously published studies
also support our findings, demonstrating a lack of benefit in terms
of CMV infection rates after cytomegalovirus immunoglobulin
administration [17-19]. This finding suggests that immunoglobulin
use did not act as a major confounder in our analysis, as anticipated. Given the lack of demonstrated benefit in our study and in the
literature, we currently recommend against its regular use for
CMV prophylaxis in lung transplant recipients. Although our institution has general recommendations for adjusting valganciclovir
for renal function, adjustments could not be entirely controlled for
due to the retrospective nature of this analysis. Ultimately, adjustments occurred according to provider discretion and not a specified protocol. In the HDV group, valganciclovir appeared more
likely to be reduced secondary to renal dysfunction than in the
LDV group, in which sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, immunosuppression, and other nephrotoxic agents were typically adjusted
first. On the other hand, there did not appear to be a major difference between groups in adjustments made secondary to leukopenia. The present study was not sufficiently powered to detect a difference in the primary outcome (current power calculation: 15%).
It is anticipated that 282 intermediate-risk patients would be
required in each treatment group in order to achieve 80% power for
the primary outcome. Our institution performs between 80 and 100
transplants per year; therefore, it would take roughly 3 years of
patient enrollment in each group to achieve adequate power,
according to the above calculation (4 years total, including followup). To date, the new protocol has been in effect for 2 years.
Despite the power limitation, this study does have a much larger
sample size compared to previously published literature in the lung
transplant population.
Overall, this analysis showed a trend toward benefit with the
high-dose valganciclovir regimen. This benefit was evidenced by
fewer cases of CMV viremia with no increase in adverse events.
Even though the literature in kidney transplant has shown utility in
dosing valganciclovir 450 mg daily for their intermediate risk population, we did not find the same outcome in the lung transplant
population. This research provides further insight into prophylactic
dosing in lung transplant patients (specifically those classified as
intermediate risk based on pre transplant serology), with an effect
size for the primary outcome that may be clinically relevant and
that adds to the body of literature supporting higher doses of valganciclovir for these patients. Future analyses will target larger
patient populations in a prospective trial design to correct for
potential confounders in the present study (i.e., immunoglobulin
use, medication adjustments, and compliance). Study outcomes
will further assess high dose vs low dose efficacy in addition to
optimum duration of therapy.
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ABSTRACT

2

Background: The choice of the Dry Powder Inhaler (DPI) to prescribe is a critical issue. The estimation of DPIs
usability depends on the objective assessment of several indices related to both subjective and objective determinants.
The Global Usability Score (GUS) Questionnaire is a comprehensive tool usable for checking, comparing, and ranking
inhalers’ usability objectively in real life, but it takes some time to fill.
Aim: The aim of this study was to favour the quicker check of DPIs usability in clinical practice by means of a simplified short-form GUS (S-GUS) Questionnaire, while maintaining the high specificity and sensitivity of the original,
extended version of the Questionnaire (O-GUS questionnaire).
Methods: The usability of the six most prescribed DPIs was assessed in 222 patients with persistent airway obstruction
and needing long-term inhalation treatments. LASSO regression and multicollinearity test were used to select the subset of questions of the O-GUS questionnaire, with the highest information power. Each item was then scored using the
corresponding coefficient in the linear regression (normalized at 50 as the O-GUS score). Agreement between the original and the short-form questionnaire was evaluated using the Cohen’s kappa statistic (κ). The overall S-GUS values
obtained for each DPI were then compared to those from the O-GUS, in the same patients, using a Bayesian indirect
comparison (IC) model.
Results: After the statistical selection of the items mostly contributing to the overall score, the novel S-GUS questionnaire consists of twelve items only. Nine items are related to patients’ opinion before DPIs handling, and three to the
nurse’s assessment after DPIs practicality. O-GUS and S-GUS score were strongly correlated (R2=0.9843, p<0.0001)
and the usability score calculated for each DPI by means of the O- and of S- GUS overlapped almost completely
(κ=84.5%, 95% CI 81.3% to 89.2%). Furthermore, S-GUS was much faster to complete than O-GUS (mean time 6.1
vs 23.4 minutes, p<0.001). Estimates of S-GUS, obtained from the IC model, allowed to propose a simple classification of usability: “good” by GUS values >25; “pretty good” by values ≤25≥15, and “insufficient” by values <15.
Conclusions: The S-GUS proves as much specific and suitable as the extended O-GUS questionnaire in measuring
DPIs usability, while maintaining the same high sensitivity. As the time required for its use is quite shorter, S-GUS is
also particularly suitable and helpful in current clinical practice.
Key words: Inhalation devices; dry powder inhalers; usability; global usability score; GUS; GUS short-form;
bronchial asthma; COPD.
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Introduction
The evidence that inhalers, and Dry Powder Inhalers (DPIs) in
particular, may affect per sé therapeutic outcomes independently
of the drug(s) prescribed is consolidated [1-5]. On the other hand,
it has also been stated that patients are not able to use all DPIs
equally well [5-8]. As a consequence, the achievement of a deeper
awareness of inhalers’ usability should then be increasingly pursued together with a dedicated specific training as priority issues
[6-9]. The empowerment of patients who need inhalation therapy
has risen remarkably in the last decade, particularly in favour of
those individuals requiring long-term treatments for managing
their persistent airway obstruction (such as: Bronchial Asthma and
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease - COPD).
The choice of the convenient DPI to prescribe still represents a
crucial issue in real-life because it is too frequently affected by
highly empiric decisions in clinical practice [7-8].
The critical factors contributing to the effectiveness of inhalation
treatments via DPIs are various and of different origin (Figure 1).
Differently from the past, the primary role of patients’ viewpoint
greatly concentrated the attention in recent years, and the determinants of incorrect inhalation were frequently investigated [9-10].
Patients’ preference, acceptance, and satisfaction were mostly
assigned to criteria strictly related to their current subjectivity and
beliefs (such as: age, psychological profile, socio-economic status,
cognition, educational level, physical limitations) [11-17], despite
the low number of studies assessing the objective correspondence
between the patients’ beliefs and the real-life usability of inhalers
by means of quantitative tools [11,14,18]. However, unlike those
belonging to the domain of subjectivity, other criteria are involved
in determining the appropriate utilization of DPIs, particularly
those that are almost completely independent of the sole patients’
point of view: the intrinsic structure of the device, the number and
the complexity of manoeuvres required for their actuation, the
quality and the duration of the educational training received, etc.
Novel and more comprehensive instruments of investigation
should then be suggested and expected in order to provide a more
objective check of inhalers usability. At present, the Global

Usability Score (GUS), which is obtained by means of the specific
GUS Questionnaire, represents the first comprehensive tool for
assessing, ranking, and comparing inhalers’ usability objectively,
thus greatly contributing to the effective and motivated standard of
choice in real life [19-23]. However, even if characterized by a
>97% comprehension at the first reading, the original, extended
version of GUS Questionnaire (O-GUS) consisting of 27 questions, obviously requires some time to be properly filled, and this
fact may likely limit its wider use in clinical practice.
Aim of the present study was the definition and the validation
of the simplified short-form GUS Questionnaire (S-GUS) in order
to favour the effective and quick assessment of DPIs usability in
daily clinical activities, while maintaining the same high specificity and sensitivity of the O-GUS Questionnaire.

Materials and Methods
A cluster of 222 original, extended GUS questionnaires (consisting in 27 items; 22 questions requiring the patients’, and the
remaining 5 the nurse’s direct involvement) already used in a previous investigation [24] aimed to assess and compare the usability
of the six most used DPIs (Breezhaler, Diskus, Ellipta, Nexthaler,
Spiromax, and Turbohaler randomly grouped) was used. This
study was approved by the Ethical and Scientific Commission of
the National Centre for Respiratory Pharmacoeconomics and
Pharmacoepidemiology during the session of January 4th, 2016 (#
RD 011/G01/16).
The association between the 27 items of the O-GUS questionnaire and the GUS scores was investigated using a Least Absolute
Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) regression model.
The LASSO regression minimizes the residual sum of squares subjects to the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients being less
than a constant [25]. Because of the nature of this constraint, it
tends to produce some coefficients that are exactly zero and hence
it permits to discard redundant covariates. LASSO regression is
recommended with respect to automated variable selection algorithms as backward elimination, forward selection or stepwise

Figure 1. The multiple aspects affecting DPIs usability.
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because this approach avoids multiple test bias [26,27].
Multicollinearity was also tested using the Variance Inflation
Factors (VIF) and covariates with VIF>5 were discarded [28]; the
procedure corresponds to exclude the questions which proved
characterized by an equivalent information value. Finally, the SGUS questionnaire was constructed using such subset of covariates, and coefficients of linear regression were used for scoring
each items (such that the score ranges between 0 and 50 as the previous one). The responses of the 222 O-GUS questionnaire were
used to calculate the new S-GUS questionnaire and original vs
short-form scores were compared using univariate linear regression in order to test the correlation between the two questionnaires.
Agreement between O-GUS and S-GUS was defined as the ability
of ranking in the same way two different devices i.e. if O-GUS of
device A is greater than O-GUS of device B then S-GUS of device
A should be greater that S-GUS of device B. To take into account
the agreement occurring by chance we evaluated the concordance
between original and short-form questionnaire using the Cohen’s
kappa statistics (κ). Because of the high number of possible comparisons (222 questionnaires + 4 devices for each questionnaire =
393,828 comparisons) we preferred to calculate confidence interval for κ using bootstrapping approach with 1,000 replications,
sampling for each replication a subset of 25 questionnaires corresponding to 100 tested devices (4 for each questionnaire) and
4,950 comparisons.
Furthermore, all pairwise comparisons between the six DPIs
(using both questionnaires) were merged using a Bayesian Indirect
Comparison (IC) model; details of the model were previously
described elsewhere [24,29]. Briefly, IC models are used for pool-

ing quantitative results from multiple studies and for assessing the
effect between two or among more treatments; in our context,
“multiple studies” means that each patient tested more than two
devices, and “treatments” means devices. This approach is particularly advantageous because all devices under comparison are
incorporated into a single model even if they are not compared in
the same questionnaire. Furthermore, to rank the treatments, we
used the Surface Under the Cumulative RAnking probabilities
(SUCRA), the larger the SUCRA, the higher the device global
usability [30]. Both fixed-effect (FE) and random-effect (RE)
models were performed, and the model with the lowest Deviance
Information Criterion (DIC) was selected [31]. DIC represents a
trade-off between goodness of fit (how well the model fits the
observations) and model complexity (number of model parameters).
Finally, the time for completing both O-GUS and S-GUS was
also counted in minutes, and compared by two-side t-test.
Furthermore, the results of IC model constructed on the S-GUS
scores were used to propose a simply classification of “Good”,
“Pretty good” and “Insufficient” usability for each tested device.

Results
The items characterized by the highest informative power and
then the most suitable to contribute to the novel S-GUS
Questionnaire composition, are reported in Table 1 together with
the corresponding linear coefficients. Figure 2 illustrates the resulted S-GUS questionnaire with the new scores for each question.

Figure 2. GUS Questionnaire short-form with only questions characterized by the highest degree of linear association (in bold the score
for each question). *+2.5 points for each device not perceived as the most difficult to use.
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The items of the new questionnaire were reduced to twelve, such
as only those highly contributing to the final score, and then
unavoidable: nine were dealing to the patients’ opinion before
DPIs handling, and three after DPIs utilization. While the former
items were uniquely related to patients’ perceptions and beliefs, the
latter three were linked to the quantitative assessment by the expert
nurse, carefully supervising all inhalation procedures objectively.
A single sub-score each scored the patients’ answers to the first
nine items. Items #10 and #11 were scored by decreasing values
according to the degree of difficulties objectively encountered by
patients with each DPI, while a categorical sub-score was assigned
to item #12, such as 3.2 (Yes) or 0 (No), in case of agreement or
not agreement between patient’s and nurse’s judgment, respectively (Figure 2). The overall S-GUS summed up to 50 points as in the
case of the extended O-GUS.
Linear regression analysis between O-GUS and S-GUS scores
proved a very strong correlation (R2=0.9843, p<0.0001) and the
ratio between S-GUS and O-GUS score was almost 1 (0.9904,
p<0.0001) (Figure 3). Indeed, the crude concordance between
original and short-form is 93.3% (95% CI 91.6% to 95.2%), and
such agreement remains very high even after removing the agreement occurring by chance (κ=84.5%, 95% CI 81.3% to 89.2%).

Figure 3. Linear regression calculated between the original and
the simplified GUS in all 222 subjects (888 measures, 4 devices
for each subjects).

Table 1. Reduced linear model for the determination of the short-form GUS questionnaire.
S-GUS attributes for each device
Preferred “at glance” (yes vs no)
Perceived as the easiest to use (yes vs no)
Perceived as the most difficult to use (yes vs no)
Preferred in terms of
Shape (yesvs no)
Mouthpiece (yes vs no)
Hygiene (yes vs no)
Dose counter (yes vs no)
Ease of gripping (yes vs no)
Number of maneuvers for actuation (yes vs no)
Number of attempts for the 1st proper actuation
One (vs more than three)
Two (vs more than three)
Three (vs more than three)
Time for the 1st proper actuation*
Less than 2 min (vs more than 6 min)
2-3 min (vs more than 6 min)
3-6 min (vs more than 6 min)
Concordance nurse-patient on the easiest DPI

Estimate (95% CI)

p

1.43 (0.68 to 2.18)
3.69 (2.82 to 4.56)
2.58 (1.94 to 3.23)

0.0002
<0.0001
<0.0001

2.57 (2.02 to 3.12)
1.5 (0.77 to 2.23)
3.16 (2.44 to 3.87)
3.1 (2.35 to 3.85)
4.81 (4.15 to 5.47)
13.43 (12.64 to 14.22)

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

7.73 (4.03 to 11.43)
4.5 (0.8 to 8.21)
1.83 (-1.99 to 5.65)

<0.0001
0.0172
0.3473

5.22 (3.99 to 6.44)
2.75 (1.87 to 3.62)
1.47 (0.95 to 1.99)
3.42 (2.62 to 4.22)

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

CI, confidence interval; DPI, dry powder inhaler; *defined as the total time from the beginning of the first nurse’s demonstration to the correct actuation (nurse’s demonstration was repeated in case
of wrong actuation).

Table 2. Estimated GUS and ranking of competing devices using both original and short-for GUS questionnaire.
Median GUS
(95% CrI)
Ellipta
Turbohaler
Diskus
Spiromax
Nexthaler
Breezhaler

26.9 (20 to 33)
23.9 (17 to 31)
23.4 (17 to 30)
17 (12 to 22)
14.5 (8 to 21)
5.2 (5 to 6)

O-GUS
SUCRA
91.4%
74.8%
72%
37.4%
24.3%
0.1%

Median rank
(95% CrI)

Median GUS
(95% CrI)

1 (1 to 3)
2 (1 to 4)
2 (1 to 4)
4 (3 to 5)
5 (4 to 5)
6 (6 to 6)

27.4 (21 to 34)
23.7 (17 to 31)
22.9 (16 to 30)
18.2 (13 to 23)
15.4 (9 to 22)
6.4 (6 to 7)

S-GUS
SUCRA
93.3%
74.4%
68.6%
39.4%
24.1%
0.1%

Median rank
(95% CrI)
1 (1 to 3)
2 (1 to 4)
3 (1 to 4)
4 (3 to 5)
5 (3 to 5)
6 (6 to 6)

CrI, credibility interval; GUS, global usability score; O-GUS, original global usability score; S-GUS, short-form global usability score; SUCRA, surface under the cumulative ranking curves.
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Figure 4. Cumulative ranking probability plots for competing DPIs drawn by extrapolating at the middle of each interval of the step
function: on the horizontal axis is the possible rank of each device (from the first best rank to worse according to the global usability
score), on the vertical axis is the cumulative probability for each device to be the best option, among the best two options, among the
best three options, and so on.

Table 2 displays the results produced by pairwise IC both using
O-GUS and S-GUS scores. There is absolute perfect agreement
between the results obtained using O-GUS score and those
obtained using S-GUS score. Furthermore, devices are ranked in
the same order, the value of SUCRA for each DPI is almost equal
and the cumulative ranking probability curves overlap for each
DPI (Figure 4). Mean values of the overall S-GUS proved stable
for all DPIs and characterized by a well comparable variability.
This stability allows the suggestion of a quantitative ranking of
DPIs based on the mean GUS value. In particular, a “good” usability can be highly presumed for S-GUS values >25, and a “pretty
good” usability for S-GUS values ≥15 ≤25, while an “insufficient”
usability can be likely suggested for S-GUS values <15 (Figure 5)
Finally, the mean time spent for filling O-GUS properly was
23.4 min (standard deviation 3.3), while that for completing the SGUS was 6.1 min (standard deviation 2.2), respectively (p<0.001).

Figure 5. The thresholds for ranking DPIs usability by means of
the estimated S-GUS scores: white points represent the median
GUS while the bars indicate the 95% credibility interval; we calculated such statistics considering the GUS score of each device
when the device was ranked 1st to 2nd, 3rd to 4th and 5th to 6th,
respectively.
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Discussion
The choice of the most convenient DPIs to prescribe is too frequently empiric in real life, being the role of effective criteria of
choice often underestimated or neglected [5,13,15,16].
Usually, the patients’ skill of the operational manoeuvres leading to the proper inhalation of the drug from DPIs is usually inadequate and only occasionally checked before their prescription: it
is regarded as a time-consuming procedure that also requires a prescribers’ specific knowledge [5, 13]. This represents a crucial point
particularly in long-term inhalation treatments, as in the case of
persistent airway diseases (i.e. bronchial asthma and chronic
obstructive airway disease – COPD), when the personalization of
therapy is absolutely relevant in terms of patients’ adherence to
treatments and then of outcomes to achieve. Even if DPIs presently
available are highly effective, nonetheless it is known that patients
are not able to use all of them equally well [5,6,21,24]. Moreover,
the sophisticated engineering of present DPIs would increasingly
require the contribution of advanced health professional roles or
specific knowledge for teaching, training and supporting patients
properly [6,7,32]. Despite these critical aspects, inhalation absolutely remains the route to prefer for delivering and assuming respiratory drugs effectively. Consequently, usability should be
regarded as the most important parameter contributing to the motivated and convenient choice of the DPI to prescribe [19-21].
The term “usability” was sometimes merely used in the literature as a synonymous of “ease of use”, or “intuitivity”, or “preference at glance”, even if usability itself does represent a much more
complex and comprehensive concept than expected. Actually,
usability mirrors the role of a much wider panel of variables underlying and affecting proper inhalation. In other words, usability
reflects the influence of those factors depending of the patients’
point of view (i.e., preference, attractivity, etc.) [12,15], but also of
those related to the effects of intrinsic technological characteristics
of the DPIs, of which patients are usually almost completely
unaware (i.e., emission velocity, lung deposition, dose consistency,
etc.). The careful assessment of DPIs usability through quantitative
and specific indices should then be increasingly favoured as a priority issue also in the aim of comparing and ranking their usability
objectively.
Nevertheless, the great majority of recent investigational
instruments has been mostly (or uniquely) developed in order to
mainly focus patients’ intuitiveness, preference, and satisfaction
related to DPIs [11,14,16-18]. Unfortunately, even if these instruments proved to be reliable tools for checking patients’ personal
beliefs, the role of an independent assessment by a third-part
expert observer (i.e., by an expert supervising nurse or doctor) was
sometimes lacking, or not valued systematically [16,17]. In our
center, two nurses, equally expert, motivated in educational programs, and familiar with the technical and the psychological
aspects of the GUS Questionnaire, played this role. They were
specifically dedicated to patients’ interviews, and to supervise,
check, assess, and validate all patients’ procedures for inhalation.
However, this figure could be generalizable and extended to any
healthcare professional or other caregiver, but only after a specific
training.
Furthermore, specificity and suitability represent the most
important qualities, which should characterize the investigational
instruments to use in clinical studies for investigating DPIs performances. If O-GUS allowed for the first time to discriminate DPIs
in terms of their effective usability [24], the same extent of interDPIs differences was also equally documented with the S-GUS:
not only in terms of patients’ perceptions and beliefs, but mostly in

terms of number of attempts and of time required for achieving the
first proper actuation of DPIs. In particular, data from the present
study strongly confirm the good suitability of the novel S-GUS in
clinical practice as they are super-imposable to those obtained with
the extended O-GUS and prove the almost absolute correspondence between patients’ and nurse’s opinions.
The role of time to spend for checking one more DPIs objectively and to overcome the difficulties encountered by patients
prior to their prescription still represents a key parameter in clinical practice. To emphasize that the novel S-GUS consents the ranking of DPIs in a very short time, thus highly favouring the regular
check of patients’ DPIs usability in current clinical practice.
Furthermore, the short-form questionnaire can be easily converted
into a mobile application that represents one of the more useful
instruments in medical practice.

Conclusions
DPIs were further confirmed to be characterized by different
degrees of usability. S-GUS proved as a quite specific tool for assessing DPIs usability in short time. The availability of this suitable,
reproducible, smart and quick operational tool should be regarded as
a valuable progress in this particular field of investigation.
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ABSTRACT

1

Introduction: Acute respiratory infections are still a major public health problem resulting in morbidity and mortality
among under-five children. This study aims to assess the extent of respiratory symptoms and associated risk factors
among under-five children in Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia.
Methods: A community-based cross-sectional study was carried out from February to June 2019. From 792 study participants, data were collected via face to face interviews by using a semi-structured pre-tested questionnaire. Data were
entered in Epi Info version 7, then exported to Stata 14.00 for analysis. Binary (Bivariable and Multivariable) logistic
regression analysis was used to test the association of explanatory and outcome variables. Variables with p<0.05 were
considered as significantly associated with the outcome variable.
Results: The prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five children was 37.5% at [95% (CI: 34.3-41)].
Uterine irritability during pregnancy [AOR = 1.89 at 95% CI: (1.11-3.23)], physical exercise during pregnancy [AOR
= 0.60 at 95% CI: (0.41-0.89)], using wood and coal for heating [AOR = 2.42 at 95% CI: (1.65-3.53)], cockroaches
infestation [AOR = 1.95 at 95% CI: (1.36 – 2.90)], presence of new carpets [AOR = 2.38 at 95% CI: (1.33-4.29)],
damp stain [AOR = 2.45 at 95% CI: (1.02-2.69)], opening windows during cooking [AOR = 0.58 at 95% CI: (0.36 0 .93)], living less than 100 m heavy traffic [AOR = 1.94 at 95% CI: (1.16-3.27)], and living less than 100 m (unpaved
roads/streets) [AOR= 2.89 at 95% CI: (1.89-4.55)] were significantly associated with respiratory symptoms.
Conclusion: The prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five children was relatively high in the study area.
Personal and environmental characteristics influencing symptom occurrence were identified. Respiratory symptoms
will be minimized by reducing exposure to indoor and outdoor air pollution and enhancing housing quality.
Key words: Air pollution; respiratory symptoms; cross-sectional study; under-five children; Ethiopia.
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margin of error (d) and design effect 2

Introduction
Acute respiratory infections (ARI) are still a major public
health problem resulting in morbidity and mortality among underfive children. Worldwide, it is estimated that about 7.6 million children died before celebrating their fifth year of birthday attributed
to respiratory tract infections [1,2]. About more than half (i.e.,
55%) of deaths due to ARI symptoms are from 15 low and middleincome countries (LMICs) and nine of these countries are located
in sub-Saharan African (SSA) region [3]. From an estimated, 5.4
million under-five children that died in 2017 roughly half of those
deaths occurred in sub-Saharan Africa and ARIs contributed to the
highest number of deaths [4].
Finding from Urban Slums of Gulbarga city found ARI incidence of 27.25% among under-five age group children [5]. A
multi-country study conducted over sub-Saharan African countries
has also reported the magnitude of acute lower respiratory infection (ALRI) for all the countries was 25.3%, Congo (39.8%),
Gabon (38.1%), Lesotho (35.2%), and Tanzania (35.2%) were the
countries with the highest prevalence of ALRIs [6].
Indoor air pollution is one of the most important contributors
to the global burden of disease, particularly in developing countries including Ethiopia, being children one of the most vulnerable
groups [7]. The high incidence of ARI in children less than five
years of age is one of the main reasons for pediatric outpatients’
visits and hospitalization in developing countries [8]. Besides
resulting in substantial morbidity and mortality, ARI also yields in
multifaceted adverse consequences. Economic losses as a result of
the use of healthcare resources, use of health personnel’s time, disruption of the family, long time hospitalization and loss in productivity are some of them [9].
Ethiopia has made ample investments to reduce the burden of
morbidity and mortality posed by ARI in the pediatrics segment of
the population. Integrated management of common childhood illness and community case management are among the program initiatives scaled up nationally to address ARI in the country [10].
Previous studies have identified different factors linked with respiratory symptoms among children of under-five. Age and gender of
the child, nutritional status, wealth index, parental educational status, large family size, exposure to biomass fuel, and parental smoking status, insufficient breastfeeding practice, poor immunization
status, attendance to daycare centers, and overcrowding were
important predictors of ARI among under-five children
[3,8,11,12].
This study aims to determine the extent of respiratory symptoms and associated risk factors among under-five children in
Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia.

Methods
Study design, period, and area
A community-based cross-sectional study was conducted from
February 15, 2019, to June 20, 2019, in Gondar city, Northwest
Ethiopia. The city is divided into 12 administrative areas (subcities) which consist of 21 kebeles (the smallest administrative
units in Ethiopia). It has an estimated total population of 324, 000
with about 23,929 under-five children.

Sample size calculation and sampling procedure
The sample size was determined by using a single population
proportion formula [13] considering the following assumptions: p
= 50% proportion of children with respiratory symptoms (there is
no previous study in the study area), 95% confidence interval, 5%

Since we used multi-stage sampling technique, it demands us
to use design effect of 2 and we used 5% non-response rate, thus,
final sample size (2×384+ 768×0.05) = 806.
Multi-stage sampling was used as an assumption of being a
heterogeneous population in the 12 administrative areas of the
cities. Fifty percent of total sub-cities were randomly selected from
the 12 administrative areas and all eligible study participants present in the selected sub-cities were included in the study. Study participants were selected through simple random sampling technique.

Data collection tools and procedures
Through a face-to-face interview at the participants’ home,
data were collected using a pretested semi-structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed by reviewing different literatures [12,14-16]. The questionnaires include the outcome variable i.e. respiratory symptoms (such as cough, shortness of breath,
wheezing, chest tightness, phlegm, and a problem in the chest
including blocked, or running nose) and the explanatory variables:
such as socio-demographic factors (age of a child, age of mothers,
average monthly income, mothers and spouse educational level,
etc.) and household air pollutants (such as type of fuels for cooking, types of fuel for heating, pesticide application, contact with
farm animals (e.g. cattle, pigs, goats, sheep or poultry), smoke cigarettes (mothers/guardians),cockroach infestation in a household
(HH), painting/staining done in the last 6 months HH, new carpets,
drapes or other textiles in the last 6 months and using air fresheners, etc.) and house characteristics such as floor construction materials, wall surface water-based paint, ceiling surface, damp stains,
visible mold, place of cooking, open doors during cooking, open
windows during cooking, and time of spending indoors on an average day.
The questionnaire was first prepared in English and then translated to Amharic (local language) and back to English to maintain
consistency of the tool. In the data collection process, six licentiate
nurses and one BSc nurse were involved. Data collectors and
supervisors have received two-days training.

Operational definitions
The outcome variable of this study was respiratory symptoms.
Respiratory symptoms were defined in this study as to whether the
children under-five years of age had been suffering from cough,
shortness of breath, wheezing, chest tightness, phlegm, and a problem in the chest including blocked, or running nose [17,18].
Under-five children who have experienced at least one of the
above-mentioned symptoms for the last 12 months prior to the
study were considered as having respiratory symptoms.

Data processing and analysis
Data were first checked manually for completeness and then
coded and entered into Epi Info version 7, then exported to Stata
14.00 for data checking, cleaning, and analysis. Descriptive statistics were performed to describe the study population with dependent and independent variables. Model fitness was checked with the
assumptions of the Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit test.
Bi-variable and multivariable logistics regressions were computed
to identify the presence and strength of associations. Variables with
a p<0.2 [19] in the bivariable binary logistic regression analysis
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were included in the multivariable binary logistic regression analysis. Odds ratios with 95% CI were computed and variables having
a p less than 0.05 in the multivariable binary logistic regression
models were considered significantly associated with the dependent variable.

(3.03%) of mothers smoked cigarettes and 47.85% of households
were infested by cockroaches. Out of the study participants, 250
(31.57%) have spent their time between 6 to 11 h, 179 (31.57%)
>15 h, and 198 (25%) <6 h indoors in home, respectively. Above
half (55.56%) of the study participants used wood and coal for
heating their house during humid weather condition and 43.06%
did not use any fuel for heating (Table 2).

Results

Prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five
children

Socio-demographic characteristics of the study participants

The prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five
children in Gondar city was 37.5% at [95% (CI: 34.3-41)]. The
most common respiratory symptoms were runny nose (25.63%),
phlegm (10.48%), and wheezing (9.72%). The lowest reported
respiratory symptom was chest tightness 3.03% (Figure 1).

A total of 806 study participants were aimed in this study. Out of
these, 792 participants were enrolled with a response rate of 98.26%.
The median age of under-five children was 24 months ± 12.24(SD)
and about 431 (54.4%) were males. 28.65% of the study participants’ mothers were in the age of 18-25 years and 22.98% were
above 33 years. The majority (77.02%) of the study participants
were Orthodox Christian by their religious affiliation (Table 1).

Household air quality and housing characteristics
Three-fifth (60.48%) of the study participants reported the use
of charcoal for cooking food. Only few (2.15%) of fathers and

Factors associated with respiratory symptoms among
under-five children
In multivariable analyses, problems during pregnancy (e.g.
hyperirritability of uterus), regular physical activity during pregnancy, the heredity of respiratory disease, fuel type usually used
for heating, cockroach infestation in home, presence of new carpets, damp stains, opening windows during cooking, living less

Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of study participants in Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia, 2019.
Variables
Sex of child
Age of child

Education level of mothers

Age of mothers

Religion

Occupation of mother (n=784)

Occupation of father (n=723)

Female
12 months
13-24 months
25-36 months
37-48 months
49-59 months
Median age of children 24±12.24 (SD)
Unable to read and write
Read and write
Primary
Secondary
Graduate from vocational
Diploma and above
18-25 years
26-28 years
29-32 years
>33 years
Median age of mothers 28±5.86 (SD)
Orthodox
Muslim
Others*
Housewife
Farmer
Student
Private employee
Government employee
Merchant
Others (specify)
Farmer
Student
Private employee
Government employee
Merchant
Others

*Protestants, Jewish.
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Frequency (n=792)

%

361
204
213
181
152
42

45.6
25.76
26.89
22.85
19.19
5.30

121
90
100
253
30
184
227
206
177
182

15.55
11.57
12.85
32.52
3.86
23.65
28.66
26.01
22.35
22.98

610
140
42
533
4
8
52
142
35
10
18
8
310
232
88
67

77.02
17.68
5.30
67.98
0.51
1.02
6.63
18.11
4.46
1.28
2.49
1.11
42.88
32.09
12.17
9.27
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than 100 m from heavy traffic, and living less than 100 m from
unpaved roads/streets were significantly associated with underfive children’s respiratory symptoms.
Among children of under-five years, those children whose
mother had a problem of uterine overstimulation at the time of
their pregnancy were 2.20 at times heightened risk of suffering
from respiratory symptoms as compared to their counterparts
[AOR=2.20 at 95% CI: (1.25-2.89)]. Children from a mother who
had done a regular exercise during their pregnancy period had a
40% lesser likelihood of developing respiratory symptoms than
children whose mothers had been sedentary during pregnancy
[AOR = 0.60 at 95% CI: (0.41-0.89)]. The adjusted odds of respiratory symptoms were 1.89 times higher among under-five children whose mothers had a hereditary respiratory disease when
compared with their counterparts [AOR=1.89 at 95% CI: (1.11-

Figure 1. Prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five
children in Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia, 2019.

Table 2. Household air quality and housing characteristics of the study participants in Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia, 2019.
Variables
Types of fuel usually used for cooking
Types of fuel usually used for heating

History of contact with farm animals
Cigarettes smoking (mothers/guardians)
Cockroach infestation in household
Painting/staining done in the last 6 months
Presence of new carpets, in the last 6 months
Using air fresheners
Presence of a kitchen exhaust fan
A pesticide application
Floor construction materials
Wall surface water-based paint
Ceiling surface (n=749)

Damp stains
Visible mould
Place of cooking (n=775)
Open doors during cooking (n= 680)
Open windows during cooking (n=676)
Length of time spend indoors on an average day

Presence of attached garage within 100 m of household
Frequency of trucks passing through the nearby street

Living in less than 100 m heavy traffic
Living in less than 100 m (unpaved roads/streets)
Exposure to animal allergens in early childhood
Exposure to animal allergens in the present time

Charcoal
Electricity
Open fires
None
Wood, coal
Electricity
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wood and mud
Brick and concrete|
Yes
Wooden
Painted
Cement
Yes
Yes
Inside
Outside
Yes
Yes
<6 hours
6 to 11 hours
11 to 15 hours
>15 hours
Yes
Never
Seldom
Frequently
Almost the whole day
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Frequency (n= 792)

%

479
273
40
341
440
11
47
24
379
110
110
48
40
157
542
250
174
576
131
42
63
67
461
314
241
214
198
250
165
179
46
397
254
93
48
162
194
38
45

60.48
34.47
5.05
43.06
55.56
1.39
5.93
3.03
47.85
13.89
13.89
6.06
5.05
19.82
68.43
31.57
21.97
76.90
17.49
5.61
7.95
8.46
59.48
40.52
35.44
31.66
25.00
31.57
20.83
22.60
5.81
50.13
32.07
11.74
6.06
20.45
24.49
4.80
5.68
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3.23)]. When compared to children whose parents did not use
wood and coal, those who used wood and coal for heating indoors
during humid weather conditions were 2.42 times more likely to
develop respiratory symptoms [AOR=2.42 at 95% CI: (1.653.53)]. Children living in households infested by cockroaches were
1.95 times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms when
compared with their counterparts [AOR=1.95 at 95% CI: (1.362.90)]. Children whose parents used new carpets in HH were 2.38
times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms compared
with their counterparts [AOR=2.38 at 95% CI: (1.33-4.29)].
Children living in a damp house were 1.66 times more likely to
suffer from respiratory symptoms when compared with their counterparts [AOR=1.66 at 95% CI: (1.02-2.69)]. In households where
windows were open at the time of cooking, the risk of experiencing
respiratory symptoms among under-five children was 42% times
less likely as compared to those households which remained closed
during cooking time [AOR = 0.58 at 95% CI: (0.36 0.93)].
Children living less than 100 m from heavy traffic areas were 1.94
times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms [AOR=1.94
at 95% CI: (1.16-3.27)]. Children living less than 100 m from
unpaved roads/streets were 2.89 times more likely to develop respiratory symptoms when compared with their counterparts
[AOR=2.89 at 95% CI: (1.89-4.55)] (Table 3).

Discussion
This study found that a number of housing characteristics,
indoor air pollution, and outdoor air pollution significantly contributed to an increase in the prevalence of respiratory symptoms
among under-five children. In this study, we have found that the
overall prevalence of respiratory symptoms among under-five children was 37.5% at [95% (CI: 34.3-41)], of these (runny nose
(25.63%), phlegm (10.48%), and wheezing (9.72 were commonly
reported respiratory symptoms. This finding [37.5%] was higher
compared with previous studies in Ethiopia [20], India [15,21],
Nepal [22], and Bangladesh [17]. The possible explanation could
be the variation of the study setting, in which some of the studies
were institutional-based, whereas our study was community-based,
the study period, and the variability in socio-economic, housing,
and environmental inequalities.
In regard to the independent factors affecting the respiratory
symptoms among children of under-five years, those children
whose mother had a problem of uterine overstimulation at the time
of their pregnancy were 2.20 times at heightened risk of suffering
from respiratory symptoms as compared to their counterparts. This
finding may be related to the fact that whenever there is uterine
overstimulation, the spiral artery which is responsible for supplying blood to the uterus tends to be ligated/ tied off and this leads
the fetus to develop asphyxia due to uteroplacental insufficiency.
Birth asphyxia has numerous long term impacts on the baby till
childhood including multiple organ damage involving lungs and
poor brain stem reflexes like breathing problems which finally
pose children at a greater risk of experiencing respiratory symptoms [23].
Regular exercise during pregnancy was another determinant of
under-five respiratory symptoms. Accordingly, children from
mothers who had done a regular exercise during their pregnancy
period had a 40% lesser likelihood of developing respiratory
symptoms than children whose mothers had been sedentary during
pregnancy. This could probably be explained by well-documented
evidence that reports the benefits of exercise during pregnancy for
the mother and the fetus with benefits persisting for the child into
adulthood. Regular exercise during pregnancy decreases the risk of
disease for children including respiratory symptoms in that the

babies’ hearts most likely had sped up and synchronized with their
mothers’ during exercise, allowing children to enjoy the same heart
benefits, thereby having better-conditioned cardiac muscles which
in turn mitigating their risk of respiratory symptoms [24,25]. The
adjusted odds of respiratory symptoms were 1.98 times higher
among under-five children whose mothers had hereditary respiratory disease. Infection and genetic factors affect the development
of the lungs, either directly or indirectly, which can cause respiratory symptoms [26].
When comparing children whose parents did not use wood and
coal, those who used wood and coal for heating indoors during
humid weather conditions were 2.42 times more likely to develop
respiratory symptoms. Evidence has shown that respiratory symptoms are a common problem with wood smoke exposure [27].
Studies suggest that wood smoke particles cause harm to human
health through oxidative stress, cell toxicity, defects in cell regeneration, resulting in lung damage, and genotoxicity [28,29].
Children living in households infested by cockroaches were 1.95
times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms when compared with their counterparts. Cockroach exposure has been linked
to cockroach sensitization and allergic respiratory symptoms [30].
Exposure to cockroaches can increase the risk for frequent wheezing of children with allergic or asthmatic parents in the first year of
life even if cockroach infestation is not clear and a relatively low
concentration is measured. While the cockroaches in the kitchen
are most abundant, their presence in the bedroom and the living
room may be more important for the induction of repeated wheeze
in infancy [31]. Research in Ethiopia demonstrated that cockroaches are the potential source of multiresistant strains of bacterial
pathogens and they are carriers of Klebsiella pneumonia [32]. This
might enlighten the enhanced associations of respiratory symptoms with a cockroach infestation.
Under-five children whose parents used new carpets at home
were 2.38 times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms
compared with their counterparts. A possible explanation could be
that a new carpet can be a source of chemical emissions. In addition to the carpet, the padding and adhesives all emit volatile
organic compounds and some people report symptoms such as
upper respiratory irritations, skin rash, shortness of breath, cough,
and fatigue, which they associate with the new carpet installation,
and the distinct odor of new carpet is usually attributed to the
chemicals 4-phenyl cyclohexane (4-PC) [33]. Children living in a
damp house were 1.66 more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms. This study confirms previously-reported associations
between a damp stain and current respiratory symptoms in children
[34,35]. Damp living conditions have adversely affected children’s
respiratory health. Since both fungi and household dust mites
thrive in humid environments, an allergic reaction to one or both of
these allergens is suggested as a significant contributing factor in
the development of more respiratory symptoms among children
living in humid homes [36]. In households where windows were
open at the time of cooking, the risk of experiencing respiratory
symptoms among under-five children was 42% times less likely as
compared to those households which remained closed during
cooking time. Similar findings were reported to support this result
[37,38]. Although most households reported opening windows
during cooking, this study was conducted during winter and spring
seasons. The ventilation level will likely decrease over the summer
season as windows are often kept closed to minimize energy loss,
which can contribute to higher summer indoor air pollutants than
those found in this report [39]. Children living less than 100 m
from heavy traffic were 1.94 times more likely to suffer from respiratory symptoms. Moving traffic is highly associated with higher
emissions of organic carbon, elemental carbon, carbon monoxide,
nitric oxide, hydrocarbons, and soot. This might explain the fact
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that emission of high proportions of diesel particles and other primary pollutants may enhance the associations of respiratory symptoms among under-five children living within 100 m of heavy traffic [40-43].
In the current study, children living less than 100 m from
unpaved roads/streets were 2.89 times more likely to develop respiratory symptoms when compared with children living more than

100 m. Unpaved roads/streets may increase the particulate matter
concentration and airborne dust [44], which in turn are responsible
for multiplying effects on respiratory symptoms accounted for
children living in the proximity of unpaved roads or streets [45].

Limitations of the study
Even though a large sample size and random sampling tech-

Table 3. Factors associated with children respiratory symptoms in Gondar city, Northwest Ethiopia, 2019.
Variables
Age of child

Marital status
Hyperirritability of uterus during pregnancy
Regular physical activity during pregnancy
Stress perception of mother during pregnancy
Heredity of a respiratory disease
Fuel is usually used for heating

History of contact with farm animals while being
pregnant with this child
Cockroach infestation in HH
Painting/staining been done in the last 6 months HH
New carpets, drapes or other textiles HH
Pesticide application at HH
Damp stains
Open windows during cooking
Poor outdoor air influence during cooking
Frequency of trucks passing through the nearby street

Living less than 100 m from heavy traffic
Living less than 100 m from unpaved roads/streets
Exposure to animal allergens in early childhood
Exposure to animal allergens in the present time

Respiratory symptom
Absent Present
12 months
13-24 months
25-36 months
37-48 months
49-59 months
Married
Unmarried
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
None
Wood and coal
Electricity
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Never
Seldom
Frequently
Whole day
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

135
134
101
98
27
438
57
448
36
194
293
441
42
447
45
250
238
7
473
22
284
211
440
55
451
44
416
79
463
32
271
143
371
50
274
138
57
26
422
73
424
71
481
14
477
18

COR, crude odds ratio; AOR, adjusted odds ratio; HH, household; 1, reference group; *p<0.05, **p<0.001.
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69
79
80
54
15
246
51
235
54
163
129
249
41
247
50
91
202
4
272
25
129
168
242
55
231
66
219
78
266
31
191
71
207
55
123
116
36
22
208
89
174
123
273
24
270
27

COR 95% CI

AOR 95% CI

1
1.15(0.77 - 1.72)
1.55(1.03 - 2.34)*
1.07(0.69 - 1.68)
1.09(0.54 - 2.17)
1
1.59(1.06 - 2.39)
1
2.86(1.8 - 4.48)
1
0.52(0.39 - 0.70)
1
1.73(1.09 - 2.73)
1
2.01(1.30 - 3.09)
1
2.33(1.72 - 3.16)*
1.57(0.45 -5.48)
1
1.97(1.09 - 3.57)
1
1.75(1.31 - 2.34)
1
1.82(1.21- 2.73)
1
2.93(1.934- 4.43)
1
1.88(1.32 - 2.67)
1
1.69(1.006- 2.82)
1
0.70(0.50 - 0.99)
1
1.97(1.29 - 2.99)
1
1.87(1.35 - 2.59)*
1.40(0.88 - 2.24)
1.88(1.02 - 3.46)*
1
2.47 (1.74 - 3.51)
1
4.22 (3.00- 5.94)
1
3.02(1.54 - 5.94)
1
2.65 l(1.43- 4.90)

1
0.82(0.49 - 1.35)
1.47(0.85 – 2.38)
0.84(0.49 – 1.44)
1.09(0.48 – 2.49)
1
1.18(0.72 – 2.49)
1
2.20(1.25 – 2.89)*
1
0.60(0.41 – 0.89)*
1
1.14(0.62 – 2.08)
1
1.89(1.11- 3.23)*
1
2.42(1.65 – 3.53)**
1.45(0.31 – 6.70)
1
1.43(0.68 – 3.01)
1
1.95(1.36 – 2.90)**
1
0.52(0.17 – 1.61)
1
2.38(1.33 - 4.29)*
1
2.64(1.47 – 4.74)
1
1.66(1.02 – 2.69)*
1
0.58(0.36 - 0 .93)*
1
1.23(0.56 – 2.72)
1
1.25(0.79 – 1.96)
0.67(0.36 – 1.25)
0.79(0.34 – 1.79)
1
1.94 (1.16 - 3.27)*
1
2.89 (1.89 - 4.55)**
1
2.12(0.54 – 8.40)
1
0.74(0.21 – 2.69)
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nique employed in this study help for greater generalizability, the
lack of measurements i.e. pulmonary function test was one of the
limitations. Furthermore, recall bias and social desirability biases
might be high in such types of self-reported cross-sectional studies.

Conclusions
In this study, the overall prevalence of respiratory symptoms
among under-five children was relatively high. Personal and environmental characteristics influencing symptom occurrence were
identified. Respiratory symptoms will be minimized by reducing
exposure to indoor and outdoor air pollution and enhancing housing characteristics.
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ABSTRACT

1

Background: In primary care, general practitioners (GPs) and pharmacists are tasked with the frontline responsibility
of identifying and managing allergic rhinitis (AR) patients. There are currently no consolidated data on current treatment practices, patient compliance, and usage of guidelines within Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Objective: To assess the attitudes and practices on AR of GPs and pharmacists in 4 ASEAN countries (Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia).
Methods: A cross-sectional survey of 329 GPs and 548 pharmacists was conducted from May to November 2019.
Participants answered a questionnaire focused on their i) current practice in the management of AR, ii) views on
patient compliance, iii) understanding and usage of guidelines.
Results: Clinical history was the most preferred method to diagnose AR by 95.4% of GPs and 58.8% of pharmacists.
Second-generation antihistamines were the most widely available treatment option in GP clinics and pharmacies
(94.8% and 97.2%) and correspondingly the most preferred treatment for both mild (90.3%, 76.8%) to moderatesevere rhinitis (90.3%, 78.6%) by GPs and pharmacists, respectively. Loratadine was ranked as the most preferred 2nd
generation antihistamines (GP vs pharmacists: 55.3% vs 58.9%). More than 90% of GPs and pharmacists ranked
length and efficacy of treatment as important factors that increase patient compliance. Awareness of the ARIA guidelines was high among GPs (80%) and lower among pharmacists (48.4%). However, only 63.3% of GPs and 48.2% of
pharmacists knew how to identify AR patients.
Conclusions: The survey in the 4 ASEAN countries has identified a need to strengthen the awareness and use of ARIA
guidelines among the primary care practitioners. Adherence to ARIA guidelines, choosing the appropriate treatment
option and prioritizing factors that increases patient compliance may contribute to better management outcomes of AR
at the primary care practice
Key words: Allergic rhinitis; management; ASEAN; primary care; general practitioners; multidisciplinary.
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Introduction
Allergic rhinitis (AR) is defined as an IgE-mediated symptomatic disorder of the nose induced after allergen exposure [1].
AR affects approximately 40% of the population globally, with
prevalence rates on the rise and records the highest ones in the Asia
Pacific [2,3]. As of 2011, the prevalence is reported to be 8.7%
across eight Asia Pacific regions [3]. A survey conducted in
Singapore revealed that AR was the key complaint of patients (1040%) visiting primary care clinics [4]. With this high patient load,
it becomes pertinent to establish a strong healthcare ecosystem,
comprising of a spectrum of healthcare professionals – specialists,
general practitioners (GPs) and pharmacists, to come together and
optimize AR management. In the primary care environment, GPs
and pharmacists are key healthcare providers. GPs are responsible
for diagnosis, treatment recommendations and patient counselling.
Pharmacists, on the other hand, are responsible for dispense of
medications and identification of AR patients for further referral
and diagnosis by doctors. With overlap symptoms amongst AR and
colds, as well as increasing availability of over-the-counter (OTC)
drugs in AR management, pharmacists’ understanding in AR management and identification of AR patients becomes a critical step
in the healthcare ecosystem for AR management [1].
The allergic rhinitis and its impact on asthma (ARIA) guidelines aim to provide evidence-based recommendations to clinicians
for the management of AR and asthma [1,5]. It has previously been
reported that adherence to guidelines such as ARIA for the treatment of AR yielded better patient outcomes [6]. Nonetheless,
despite the recognized importance of guidelines, current literature
pinpoints to low-level awareness on the ARIA guidelines among
both the GPs and pharmacists [7]. Consistently, within the Asia
Pacific, another survey conducted on more than 500 Malaysian
GPs; ear, nose, and throat (ENT) specialists and pharmacists
demonstrated that 42% of the pharmacists and 11% of the GPs
were not satisfied with ARIA guidelines mainly due to the lack of
stepwise guidance for management of AR in the primary care setting. This study also revealed that antihistamines remained the
most preferred choice for mild AR treatment, as recommended by
51% GPs, 45% ENT specialists, and 78% pharmacists [8].
Most recently, an expert consensus article from Malaysia identified gaps between the current guidelines and real-world practice,
with emphasis at the primary management level. Specific to antihistamine treatments, the authors presented guidance for primary
care practitioners by introducing a three-step approach: i) profile
each patient; ii) review patient-specific considerations based on
profile; iii) recommend and monitor treatment responses and
always escalate up to specialist care in more severe or difficult-totreat cases [9].
Compared to other regions of the world, data on primary care
attitudes and practices in the management of AR is still limited in
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). To close
this gap, focusing on primary care in Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines, and Thailand, our study seeks to better understand primary care in terms of: i) their current practice in the management
of AR in primary care; ii) their views on patient compliance; and
iii) their understanding and usage of guidelines.

Methods
Subjects
This cross-sectional survey involving GPs and pharmacists, in

four ASEAN countries (Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, and
Malaysia) was conducted from May to November 2019. Ethical
approval was obtained from Human Research Ethics Committee
USM (USM/JEPeM/ 19050284). Each survey was conducted
before allergy-focused education symposiums and workshops. We
used a probability-based sampling methodology to obtain a representative national sample of GPs and pharmacists across regions in
each country, comprising approximately 100 GPs and 100 pharmacists per country (50% GPs and 50% pharmacists) giving a total
target sample size of 800. A total of 902 responses were received,
of which 887 (GPs: 329, pharmacists: 548) were considered. The
reason for any exclusion of responses from the data analysis was
profession other than primary care practice.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire for this study entitled ‘ASEAN Primary
Care Survey for Allergy Rhinitis Care’ was designed, following
previously conducted survey publications [8,10,11]. It consisted of
32 questions divided into five sections:
1. Demographics/Screener
2. Pharmacy practice/clinical practice followed
3. Perception of antihistamines in primary care
4. Understanding of AR and the guidelines
5. Understanding of ARIA guidelines
The questionnaire was uploaded on an online platform using
the Google form (https://www.google.com/forms/about/) and had a
statement at the beginning, briefing participants about the purpose
of conducting this survey. No personal data was collected during
this survey study. The link of the survey was shared with participants at allergy-focused education symposiums and workshops.

Statistical analysis
After the closure of access to the survey, the data for each
country survey was downloaded directly from Google Forms in the
Microsoft© Excel form. The data on responses of GPs and pharmacists for each country were extracted, and then the data were clustered for all the four ASEAN countries for GP and pharmacists. For
evaluation of the responses to all survey questions, the count and
percentages of each option of the questions were calculated. There
were some questions in the survey where participants may select
more than one option. Categorical data was analyzed using the
Chi-square/Fisher exact test, and the continuous data variables
were assessed with a t-test for two independent variables/MannWhitney U test depending upon the distribution of the data. T-test
was used for two independent samples with normal distribution
while Mann-Whitney U test was used for data with huge variation
(not-normally distributed data). Statistical significance was
assessed at p<0.05 adjusted with Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. SPSS v23.0 software was used for data analysis.

Results
Characteristics of respondents
In the ‘GPs’ group, all respondents are certified medical doctors who see patients in the community. Taken together, they see a
median of 100 patients/week. The clinical experience and additional profile details of participants are given in Table 1. In the
‘Pharmacists’ group, most of the respondents were retail and community pharmacists (83%), while a few were hospital pharmacists
(14%). The pharmacists see a median 200 patients/week
(p<0.001). The clinical experience and additional profile details of
the participating pharmacists are given in Table 1.
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Diagnosis of allergic rhinitis
Overall, 95% percent of the GPs and 58.8% of pharmacists
used clinical history to identify AR patients (p<0.001). Less than
15% of GPs chose other diagnostic techniques such as imaging
paranasal sinuses, and nasal endoscopy. In comparison, because
pharmacists are not professionally trained to diagnose the condition, less than 10% of pharmacists utilized diagnosis methods such
as anterior rhinoscopy, allergy testing, imaging paranasal sinuses
and nasal endoscopy, and only 48.2% of pharmacists responded
that they knew how to identify AR patients (Table 2).

Treatment of allergic rhinitis
In both GP clinics and pharmacies, there is a good range of
treatment options for AR, comprising of single and combination
drugs, as well as non-drug options such as saline douching.
Noteworthy, almost all GP clinics and pharmacies have 1st and 2nd
generation antihistamines in stock, and nearly all pharmacies have
the combination of oral antihistamines and decongestants in stock.
This is indicated by agreement levels of more than 90% respond-

ing “yes” to all listed treatment options. Corresponding to treatment availability, 2nd generation antihistamines are the most preferred treatment option for AR patients regardless of disease severity, as selected by both GPs and pharmacists responding “always
recommend” based on the listed treatment options (90.2% and
76.3% for mild AR; 90.2% and 78.6% for moderate-severe AR
patients), respectively. This was statistically more significant than
1st generation antihistamines or the combination of oral antihistamines and decongestants (p<0.001). For moderate-severe AR
patients compared to mild AR patients, there is also an increased
preference among GPs to recommend intranasal corticosteroids
(67.8% vs. 40.1%) and the combination of oral antihistamines and
decongestants (68.1% vs 59%). Non-drug treatment are also preferred treatment options for both mild and moderate-severe AR
patients including saline douching (46.1% and 53% for GP; 42%
and 48.5% for pharmacist) and allergen avoidance (71% and
71.3% for GP; 57.7% and 58.4% for pharmacist). Taken together,
these data demonstrate that antihistamines, particularly 2nd generation antihistamines, are still the mainstay of AR treatment in primary care practice within ASEAN. With 2nd generation antihis-

Table 1. Demographics details of the respondents who participated in this survey study.
Profile
General practitioners / Medical doctors
N of respondents, n (%)
Composition, n (%)
Years of practice, n (%)
<5 years
5-10 years
11-20 years
>20 years
Place of practice, n (%)
Private sector
Public sector
Median number of patients seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with AR seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with asthma seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with both AR and asthma seen/week
(range), IQR
Pharmacists
N. of respondents (%)
Composition (%)
Retail/community pharmacist
Hospital pharmacist
Years of practice, n (%)
<5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
>20 years
Place of practice, n (%)
Private sector
Public sector
Median number of patients seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with AR seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with asthma seen/week (range), IQR
Median number of patients with both AR and asthma seen/week
(range), IQR

Malaysia

Thailand

Philippines

Indonesia

Total (N)

57 (100)

89 (100)

108 (100)

63 (100)

317

1 (1.8)
6 (10.5)
21 (36.8)
29 (50.9)

63 (70.8)
19 (21.4)
6 (6.7)
1 (1.1)

41 (37.9)
35 (32.4)
21 (19.4)
11 (10.2)

19 (30.1)
11 (17.5)
23 (36.5)
10 (15.9)

132
75
71
51

54 (94.7)
3 (5.3)
150 (7-501), 200
20 (0-2020), 23
7 (0-77), 14
5 (0-70), 8

8 (9)
81 (91)
150 (1-500), 180
10 (1-80), 15
3 (0-50), 11
5 (0-50), 9

70 (64.8)
38 (35.2)
60 (3-1000), 70
10 (0-60), 15
9 (0-120), 10
5 (0-100), 7

34 (54)
29 (46)
100 (6-700), 120
10 (1-100), 10
5 (0-100), 8
2 (0-100), 4

177
152
100 (1-1000), 160
10 (0-2020), 15
5 (0-120), 8
5 (0-100), 8

194 (100)

39 (100)

216 (100)

99 (100)

548

141 (72.7)
53 (27.3)

29 (74.4)
10 (25.6)

206 (95.4)
10 (4.6)

96 (97)
3 (3.1)

472
76

85 (43.8)
52 (26.8)
40 (20.6)
17 (8.8)

12 (30.8)
17 (43.6)
10 (25.6)
-

97 (44.9)
58 (26.9)
35 (16.2)
26 (12)

84 (84.9)
12 (12.1)
1 (1)
2 (2)

278
139
86
45

189 (87.5)
27 (12.5)
150 (4-10000), 200
30 (2-2000), 70
30 (1-2000), 50
25 (2-2000), 39

4 (4)
95 (96)
400 (7-2000), 550
30 (1-300), 45
10 (1-200), 45
10 (0-300), 22

357
191
200 (0-10000)*, 300
30 (0 – 2000)*, 70
20 (0 – 2000)*, 40
15 (0 – 2000)*, 25

134 (69.0)
30 (76.9)
60 (31.0)
9 (23.1)
150 (0-4000), 335 300 (7-1500), 420
30 (0-1500), 60
40 (0-350), 70
20 (0-1000), 34
10 (0-150), 25
10 (0-500), 20
10 (0-100), 16

AR, Allergic rhinitis; GP, general practitioner; IQR, interquartile range; *represent p<0.001 comparing GP with pharmacists.
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tamines selected as the most preferred treatment option for AR
patients (mild to severe) in primary care practice both GPs and
pharmacists agreed that antihistamines are always effective in the
treatment of patients with mild-moderate AR (91.8 % and 92%),
respectively. It is further demonstrated that out of the six commonly-available 2nd generation antihistamines in ASEAN, loratadine is
ranked as the most preferred choice amongst GPs and pharmacists
(55.2 %% and 58.9%).This is followed by cetirizine (41% and
40.5%) .When it comes to primary care considerations prior to the
recommendation of antihistamines, GPs are mostly concerned with
the efficacy of the drug (94.6%), whilst pharmacists are further
concerned with use during pregnancy and breastfeeding (91.6%)
and side effects such as somnolence (90%), aside from efficacy of
drug (96.7%).

With a preliminary understanding of primary care practice, a
question was included in the survey on ‘what else is needed to optimize AR management in primary care’. A predetermined list of
factors was provided to respondents: i) accurate diagnosis of AR;
ii) availability of allergy testing; iii) allergen avoidance measures;
iv) disease awareness and health education for patients; v) accessibility and cost of treatment; vi) recommended length of treatment;
vii) dedicated guidelines for primary care. More than 90% of both
GPs and pharmacists agreed that all these factors, except for (ii)
availability of allergy testing, are needed to optimize AR management in primary care practice (Figure 2 A,B). Specific to allergy
testing, it is noteworthy that more pharmacists agreed that this factor is needed, as compared to GPs (84.3% of pharmacists vs 63.8%
of GPs; p<0.001) (Figure 2 A,B). This corresponds to less than half
of both GPs and pharmacists agreeing that specific allergy testing
is necessary to distinguish between AR and non-AR conditions
(45.7 % vs 47.6%), respectively (Table 2).

Patient compliance and management in primary care
practice
From a predetermined list of factors, both GPs (Figure 1A) and
pharmacists (Figure 2B) in Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and
Indonesia listed length of treatment (95.9 % and 93.4%), treatment
efficacy (94.1 % and 94.7%) and route of administration (91.8 %
and 92.2%) as the top 3 factors influencing patient’s compliance to
AR treatment. Noteworthy, majority of the pharmacists think that
patients’ phobia of steroids (72.6% pharmacists vs 62.5 % GPs;
p<0.001) is the other key factor influencing patient compliance
(Figure 1 A,B).

Awareness and perception of guidelines in primary care
practice
Within Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia, the
authors are well aware that GPs play a major role in diagnosis of
AR, which explain more GPs than pharmacists (80.8 % vs 48.4%;
p<0.001) are aware of the ARIA guidelines that govern treatment
recommendations for patients diagnosed with AR (Table 2). This
level of awareness was similar for the Global Initiative for Asthma

Table 2. General practitioners and pharmacists’ agreement on statements pertaining to their understanding and management of allergic
rhinitis. The percentage of respondents who chose “Agree”, “Neutral” or “Disagree” to specific questions asked is shown.

Do you know ARIA guidelines?
Do you know GINA guidelines?

Do you know other guidelines for AR?

Do you know rhinitis can be classified into AR and non-AR?

Is specific allergy testing necessary to distinguish between AR and non-AR?

In your opinion, is an evaluation of asthma necessary for AR patients?

Do you know how to identify AR patients?

Do you know the common symptoms of AR?

Do you know how to classify allergic rhinitis based on severity?

Responses

GP n (%)
N=317

Pharmacists n (%)
N=548

p,
comparing GP
to pharmacists

Yes
No
Not Sure
Yes
No
Not Sure
Yes
No
Not Sure
Yes
No
Not Sure
Yes
No
Not Sure
Yes
No
Not sure
Yes
No
Not sure
Yes
No
Not sure
Yes
No
Not sure

256 (80.8)
22 (6.9)
39 (12.3)
242 (76.3)
25 (7.9)
50 (15.8)
56 (17.7)
118 (37.2)
143 (45.1)
215 (67.8)
42 (13.2)
60 (18.9)
145 (45.7)
76 (24)
96 (30.3)
254 (80.1)
20 (6.3)
43 (13.6)
259 (81.7)
10 (3.2)
48 (15.1)
286 (90.2)
4 (1.3)
27 (8.5)
236 (74.4)
26 (8.2)
55 (17.4)

265 (48.4)
115 (20.9)
168 (30.7)
223 (40.7)
144 (26.3)
181 (33)
47 (8.6)
208 (38)
293 (53.5)
270 (49.3)
98 (17.9)
180 (32.8)
261 (47.6)
82 (15)
205 (37.4)
356 (65)
53 (9.6)
139 (25.4)
264 (48.2)
85 (15.5)
199 (36.3)
380 (69.3)
43 (7.8)
125 (22.8)
236 (43.1)
100 (18.2)
212 (38.7)

<0.001

AR, Allergic rhinitis; ARIA, allergic rhinitis and its impact on asthma; GINA, global initiative for asthma; GP, general practitioner.
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Figure 1. Factors influencing patient compliance to allergic rhinitis treatment. A) General practitioners; B) Pharmacists. Respondents
were asked to review the listed factors that may influence patient compliance to allergic rhinitis treatment. The percentage of respondents who chose “Agree”, “Neutral” or “Disagree” to specific factors is shown.

Figure 2. Factors needed to optimize AR management in primary care practice. A) General practitioners; B) Pharmacists. Respondents
were asked to review the listed factors that are needed to optimize allergic rhinitis management in primary care practice. The percentage
of respondents who chose “Agree”, “Neutral” or “Disagree” to specific factors is shown.
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(GINA) guidelines (76.3 % vs 40.7%; p<0.001) (Table 2). GPs also
had more knowledge on differentiating rhinitis into AR and nonAR, as compared to pharmacists (67.8% vs 49.3%; p<0.001),
respectively (Table 2). A modest percentage of both GPs and pharmacists agree that the evaluation of asthma is necessary for AR
(80.1 % and 65%), respectively (Table 2).
Amongst those who have a moderate to full understanding
ARIA (respondents who selected ‘not sure’ or ‘yes’), a high percentage of both GPs and pharmacists still agreed that the ARIA
guidelines are useful in the diagnosis and treatment of AR patients
(Table 3). Additionally, both GPs and pharmacists agreed that AR
can be classified into ‘mild’ or ‘moderate/severe’ depending on the
severity of the symptoms and quality of life outcomes, aligned
with ARIA guidelines (Table 3). Almost 80% of GPs and pharmacists agreed that the diagnosis of AR should be based upon the concordance between a typical history of allergic symptoms and allergy tests (Table 3).

Discussion
This survey presents findings on the attitudes and current practices of primary healthcare providers (GPs and pharmacists) managing AR in four ASEAN countries. The survey findings showed
that a majority of GPs and only 50% of pharmacists rely on clinical
history to identify AR, irrespective of the severity of the disease.
Despite the many new treatment options available for AR, secondgeneration oral antihistamines remained the mainstay treatment
option preferred by both GPs and pharmacists, with loratadine
being the most recommended antihistamine option. Several factors
and considerations were regarded as key to influencing patient
compliance and optimizing AR management at a primary care
level. Lastly, on guidelines, most GPs and pharmacists agreed that
guidelines such as ARIA are useful in the treatment and diagnosis
of AR.
Management of AR in primary care practice still heavily relies
on clinical history for diagnosis. Clinical history is the most pre-

ferred method by 95 % of GPs in this study. Clinical history of AR,
non-AR, chronic rhinosinusitis may be different, and thus clinical
history may be helpful to differentiate AR from other upper respiratory diseases. The symptoms-based diagnosis of CRS has moderate reliability of around 60% [12-14]. Similarly, complete and
detailed history taking can result in prompt AR diagnosis of up to
>80% [15]. However, clinical history is still inadequate in making
a definitive diagnosis of type of allergies. For example, in a study
conducted in the Philippines on 85 children, the sensitivity of clinical symptoms to diagnose AR was >80% and specificity was
<30% compared to skin prick testing [15]. More pharmacists than
GPs, agreed that allergy testing is needed to make a definitive diagnosis of AR (84.3% of pharmacists vs 63.8% of GPs; p<0.001).
The detection of specific IgE through skin prick or in vitro allergy
testing is mandatory for diagnosing allergic disease. There are
many differential diagnoses of AR, which are non-allergic (for
example, vasomotor rhinitis, rhinitis medicamentosa, NARES and
the very common infectious rhinitis), and are often mistaken for
AR. Therefore, the risk of overdiagnoses of AR is present if we
rely on clinical history alone. Nonetheless, the relevance, and
implementation of allergy testing in primary care is controversial.
Serum specific IgE testing is also expensive, not readily available
and requires handling by laboratory technicians. As such, allergy
testing is best done in tertiary settings by specialists. Thus, at a specialist level, allergy testing should be made more widely available
and affordable for the specialist centers to utilize optimally. On
other diagnostic methods, less than 15% of GPs chose imaging
paranasal sinuses and nasal endoscopy. Imaging is not a recommended modality for diagnosis of AR and it is technically challenging to perform a nasal endoscopy examination at a primary
care clinic. The majority of GPs would perform anterior
rhinoscopy, which is relatively simpler to assess nasal congestion
and nasal discharge. Despite varied preferences on diagnosis methods, it is an interesting observation that almost 80% of GPs and
pharmacists agreed that the diagnosis of AR needs to be based
upon the concordance between a typical history of allergic symptoms and allergy tests. Therefore, for primary care, the best

Table 3. GPs and pharmacists’ agreement on statements pertaining to guidelines for allergic rhinitis management. The percentage of
respondents who chose “Agree”, “Neutral” or “Disagree” to specific statements listed is shown.

The ARIA guidelines are useful in diagnosing AR patients
The ARIA guidelines are useful for the treatment of your AR patients

Aligned with the ARIA guidelines, allergic rhinitis can be sub-divided into
"intermittent" or "persistent" based on duration of symptoms
Aligned with the ARIA guidelines, the severity of allergic rhinitis can be
classified as “mild” or “moderate/severe” depending on the severity
of the symptom and quality of life outcomes life outcomes
The diagnosis of allergic rhinitis is based upon the concordance between
a typical history of allergic symptoms and allergy tests

Responses

GP n (%)
N = 301*

Pharmacists n (%)
N = 433*

p-value,
comparing GP
to pharmacists

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree

273 (90.7)
27 (9)
1 (0.3)
280 (93.6)
17 (5.7)
2 (0.7)
266 (88.4)
33 (11)
2 (0.7)
276(91.7)
23 (7.6)
2 (0.7)
229 (76.1)
58 (19.3)
14 (4.7)

361 (83.4)
69 (15.9)
3 (0.7)
368 (85)
65 (15)
0
348 (80.4)
80 (18.5)
5 (1.2)
357 (82.4)
73 (16.9)
3 (0.7)
343 (79.2)
84 (19.4)
6 (1.4)

0.011
<0.001

0.013

<0.001

0.035

*Only respondents who stated “yes/ not sure” to the question “Do you know allergic rhinitis and its impact on asthma (ARIA) guidelines?” responded to these questions; AR, Allergic rhinitis; ARIA, allergic rhinitis and its impact on asthma; GP, general practitioner.
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approach may be to conduct more education programs to promote
symptoms-based evaluation and escalation to specialists for diagnosis.
The survey results demonstrated that antihistamines, particularly 2nd generation antihistamines, are still the mainstay of AR
treatment in primary care practice within Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand and Indonesia. This correlated with a survey from the
Philippines [11] that assessed the specialists’ and GPs’ attitudes
and practices followed for the treatment of the AR patients. The
authors showed that monotherapy, mainly antihistamines, was the
preferred choice for mild AR treatment. For moderate-severe
patients, both monotherapy (intranasal corticosteroid spray; INCS)
and combination therapy with antileukotrienes, antihistamines,
INCS were preferred. The choice of these therapeutic regimes was
primarily attributed to efficacy and cost-effectiveness [11]. In contrast, the Current Allergic Rhinitis Experiences Survey (CARES)
[16], which assessed the AR management practices followed by
the primary healthcare professionals (HCPs) in the U.S., demonstrated that more than 80% of the HCPs stated intranasal corticosteroids as the gold standard for the treatment of AR. In this same
study, HCPs also feedback that around 63% to 77% of patients can
manage the disease after the treatment establishment, and around
70% of HCPs further agreed that over-the-counter (OTC) medicine
should be tried before prescribed medicine for AR management
[16]. It is a consensus that intranasal steroids are more effective
than antihistamines. However, it is not suggested that intranasal
steroids are the most cost-effective treatment options. Cost-effectiveness is especially relevant in ASEAN countries without ample
public healthcare support such as the Philippines. The cost-effectiveness of antihistamines is a key contributing factor to primary
care favoring the recommendations of antihistamines. Current
research development has also demonstrated that second-generation antihistamines do have anti-inflammatory effects alongside
their anti-histaminic effects, by decreasing the release of key
cytokines and the migration of inflammatory cells [17].
Noteworthy, the survey results showed that there are still some primary care practitioners who would recommend 1st generation antihistamines to AR patients. This may also be attributed to cost
effectiveness, with 1st generation typically priced cheaper than 2nd
generation antihistamines. More education is required at a primary
care level to increase awareness of potential side effects associated
with 1st generation antihistamines.
The survey further revealed that non-drug treatment options
such as saline douching and allergen avoidance are also preferred
treatment options in both GP clinics and pharmacies. These nondrug treatment options are recommended in the ARIA guidelines
as adjuncts to supplement the main treatments. However, these
non-drug options have low evidence and should not replace standard treatments. The best treatment regimen is to employ multiple
control measures comprising of allergen avoidance, mainstream
treatments, and non-drug adjunct therapies.
The length and efficacy of treatment are viewed as essential by
primary care for the long-term control of AR. Preference for the
oral route of administration may also be due to the faster onset of
action of oral 2nd generation antihistamines (1-2 hours) compared
with intranasal steroids (6 hours). Running out and dripping down
of intranasal treatment resulting in patient discomfort is also a key
consideration for patients. In addition, more pharmacists than GPs
think that patients’ phobia of steroids (72.6% pharmacists vs 62.5
% GPs; p<0.001) is the other key factor influencing patient compliance. This may correlate with the high prescription/usage of
antihistamines in primary care. Adverse events from corticosteroids treatment are real and can be life-threatening if not managed well. Although intranasal steroids today are generally tolera-

ble in safety profiles, especially the new generation molecules, the
evidence is still based off on safety studies of a trial period less
than one year. There is currently no evidence demonstrating safety
if patients were to use intranasal steroids longer than one year. This
was also pointed out by the expert consensus statement in
Malaysia, where it was noted that current guidelines are still vague
in recommending the length of treatment of steroids in AR patients
[9]. More clinical evidence is required to provide stronger guidance to primary care.
In this survey, 80.8 % of GPs were aware of the ARIA guidelines, while only 48.4% of pharmacists were aware. This correlated
with 81.7% of GPs and only 48.2% of pharmacists who know how
to identify AR patients. Out of those who are aware of ARIA,
90.7% of GPs and 83.4% of pharmacists agreed that the ARIA
guidelines are useful in the diagnosis of AR patients. Whilst the
authors acknowledged the distinct roles of GPs and pharmacists in
AR management (diagnosis versus dispensing respectively), it
should be noted some patients visiting the pharmacy would have
had AR previously diagnosed by physicians, some self-diagnosed
and some without any diagnosis or inaccurate diagnosis (e.g., a
viral infection or cold). Hence, pharmacists must be in good stead
to identify the symptoms of AR and to recommend appropriate
treatment [1]. The strong agreement from both GPs and pharmacists on the relevance of the ARIA guidelines validates the ongoing
efforts to increase awareness and usage of ARIA. Several reasons
may account for the pharmacist respondents having low awareness
of the ARIA guidelines. Pharmacists are not exposed to the guidelines in their pharmacy curriculum, and dissemination of ARIA is
mostly targeted to GPs as the emphasis is on diagnosis, an area
restricted to medical doctors in most ASEAN countries. ARIA also
has language barriers in some ASEAN countries. It will be most
optimal to have either a translated version of ARIA or a national
guideline (or ASEAN guideline), which is in line with ARIA.
There is also an opportunity to leverage technology. Currently, an
EU backed initiative termed as “Next Generation ARIA care pathways” is using digital technology to enable a patient-centered
approach in allergy care in order to bridge the existing gap [18].
Western countries such as the U.S., UK, France, and Japan have
brought ARIA into mobile applications such as MACVIA [19].
Care of AR patients are most optimal when we have a healthy
ecosystem comprising of various healthcare professionals such as
pharmacists, GPs, allergists, ENTs, nutritionists/dietitians even.
Overall, ARIA has already adapted itself to meet the real world and
to guide primary care practitioners. VAS score is introduced and
replaced ‘mild’ and ‘moderate to severe’ for severity assessment.
The stepwise approach has been developed with the aim that ARIA
will be more practical [1].
There are several limitations to this study. Despite a large total
sample size of 887, this survey was an aggregate of 4 ASEAN
countries, with an average of 82 GPs and 127 pharmacists per
country. This may be regarded as a rather small sample size per
country, and thus, the findings cannot be used to over-generalize
each country. The survey results should be interpreted at an
ASEAN level. Lastly, because the responses of the respondents
were based on their own experience and perceptions, not on the
objective assessment from the patient cohort or registry, the results
of this study might be different from the real-world assessments.
In conclusion, our survey results have identified a need to
strengthen the awareness and use of ARIA guidelines among primary care practitioners in the 4 ASEAN countries. Adherence to
ARIA guidelines, choosing the appropriate treatment option and
prioritizing factors that increase patient compliance may contribute to better management outcomes of AR at the primary care
practice.
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ABSTRACT

1

Background: There is no consensus on the most useful predictive indicator for weaning patients from mechanical ventilation (MV). We aimed to evaluate the utility of the modified Burns Wean Assessment Program (m-BWAP) in predicting the weaning success in patients with respiratory disorders admitted to the respiratory intensive care unit
(RICU).
Methods: Patients with respiratory failure requiring MV for longer than 48 hours were included. They were weaned
by pressure support ventilation and spontaneous breathing trails. Patients were divided into successful and unsuccessful weaning groups according to their outcomes.
Results: A total of 91 patients were enrolled. The majority had chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD): 40%,
overlap syndrome (24%), and obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS): 15%. The successful group had significantly
higher m-BWAP scores than that in the unsuccessful group (median 65; range 35 to 80 vs. median 45; range 30 to 65;
p=0.000), with area under the curve (AUC) of 0.854; 95% CI 0.766 to 0.919), p<0.001. At cut-off value of ≥55, the
sensitivity and specificity of m-BWAP to predict successful weaning were 73.77% and 84.85%, respectively. The AUC
for m-BWAP was significantly higher than that for rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI).
Conclusion: We conclude that m-BWAP scores represent a good predictor of weaning success among patients with
chronic respiratory disorders in the RICU. The m-BWAP checklist has many factors that are closely related to the weaning
outcomes of patients with chronic respiratory disorders. Further, large-scale, multicenter studies are warranted.
Key words: Modified Burns Wean Assessment Program scores; respiratory; ICU; Egypt; weaning.
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Introduction
Mechanical ventilation (MV) is an integral part of management for patients with respiratory failure, due to different respiratory disorders, in the intensive care unit (ICU) [1,2]. Weaning covers the entire process of liberating the patient from mechanical
support as well as from endotracheal tube, which can take more
than 56% - 90% of the time of MV [3]. Determining the patient’s
readiness for the process of weaning from MV is of crucial importance. However, it is not an easy task to wean a patient with respiratory failure due to respiratory disorder from the MV. Because
MV itself is associated with many complications, as well as weaning patients improperly from MV can lead to respiratory failure
and re-intubation, the decision of weaning still represents a challenge to the respiratory physician [2,4].
Early weaning and unsuccessful extubation can lead to tracheal
reintubation, which potentially leads to airway trauma, aspiration,
acute lung injury, and increases the risk of nosocomial pneumonia
and the mortality rates [5]. On the other hand, late weaning exposes the patients to pneumonia, ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI)
and higher mortality [6].
Despite the fact that many weaning parameters and predictors
have been reported in the literature, there is no consensus on the
most useful predictive indicators [7-9], particularly in patients with
respiratory disorders [4,10].
A comprehensive clinical weaning checklist and scoring
instrument, the Burns Wean Assessment Program (BWAP) score
was designed to assist the clinicians in the management of patients
who require prolonged MV [11]. Moreover, a modified version of
the BWAP score (m-BWAP) has been developed, which makes the
scoring more convenient, and proved effective as a good indicator
of weaning and extubation outcome in patients with long-term
mechanical ventilation (LTMV) [12]. However, no study had evaluated this score in patients with respiratory failure due to respiratory disorder. Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the modified
Burns Wean Assessment Program (m-BWAP) score in predicting
weaning success in mechanically ventilated respiratory patients
due to respiratory failure for more than 48 h.

weaned by low level of pressure support (5-8 cmH2O) and FiO2
levels decreased gradually until ≤40%. Patients showed good tolerance for the trial: acceptable arterial blood gas (pH ≥7.35,
PaO2/FiO2 >150 with a FiO2 ≤40%, respiratory rate ≤35
breaths/min), they were extubated and followed for 48 h. Weaning
success means the ability to maintain spontaneous ventilation
without the need for reintubation and invasive mechanical ventilation for 48 h after extubation. If signs of intolerance happened
(altered mental state, respiratory rate >35 breaths/min, pH <7.32,
increase in PaCO2 >10 mmHg, heart rate >140 beats/min, systolic
blood pressure >180 or <90 mmHg) turn the ventilator to full support. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Faculty of Medicine, Assiut University.

Data collection and definitions
Demographic and clinical data were collected for each subject;
age, gender, body mass index (BMI), and ICU admission diagnosis. The latter was determined according to the well-known international guidelines and agreements. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was defined as per the Global Initiative
for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) guidelines [13].
The overlap syndrome was defined as the combination of COPD
and sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome (SAHS) [14]. Obesity
hypoventilation syndrome (OHS) was defined by the combination
of obesity (BMI ≥30 kg·m−2), sleep disordered breathing and day-

Materials and Methods
Study design and subjects
Assiut University Hospital (AUH) is a large tertiary hospital in
Upper Egypt, to which many patients with respiratory disorders are
referred. This prospective, observational study was conducted in a
24-bed respiratory ICU at AUH, from the period of January 2019
to July 2019.
Inclusion criteria were; adult subjects with the diagnosis of respiratory failure due to a respiratory disorder who are mechanically
ventilated for ≥48 h with the absence of uncontrolled respiratory
infection, and in a clinical and neurological stable state. Subjects
aged younger than 18 years, those with irreversible brain injury,
acute or chronic neuromuscular diseases, LTMV prior to ICU
admission, and those who received tracheostomy before the first
spontaneous breathing trial (SBT) were excluded. A ventilator
weaning protocol, based on documented guidelines, has been
developed [1,4], and successfully implemented in our respiratory
ICU (Figure 1).
All patients were monitored with ECG, blood pressure and
pulse oximetry. Patients were assigned for a spontaneous breathing
trial (SBT) for 30 min when they met the following criteria:
PaO2/FiO2 >150, PEEP ≤8 mmHg, stable neurological state, mean
blood pressure ≥60 mmHg and adequate cough. All patients were

Figure 1. Weaning protocol at the RICU.
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time hypercapnia (arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO2) ≥45
mmHg at sea level) during wakefulness occurring in the absence of
an alternative neuromuscular, mechanical or metabolic explanation
for hypoventilation [15].
The severity of illness within 24 h of ICU admission was measured using the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation
(APACHE) II score [16]; ICU and hospital length of stay, duration
of MV, and hospital mortality were also recorded.
The m-BWAP checklists, as previously reported [12], were
used in this study. Enrolled subjects were grouped according to the
success of the first spontaneous breathing trial (SBT), into successful and unsuccessful liberation from MV groups, respectively. We
also evaluated traditional weaning parameters [rapid shallow
breathing index (RSBI), maximal inspiratory pressure (Pimax)] at
first SBT to compare predicting successful liberation at first SBT
with m-BWAP score. The primary outcome was successful liberation from MV at first SBT, and successful liberation was defined
as complete weaning from MV lasting more than 48 h.

ly. Table 1 details the differences between successful and unsuccessful weaning groups.
By analyses according to all m-BWAP scoring checklist elements [12], the successful group had a significantly higher rate in
nine factors of all checklist elements when compared with the
unsuccessful group (i.e., stable heart rhythm, general body strength
and condition, ability to clear airway, amount and consistency of
secretion, good lung compliance, low airway resistance (Raw), low
Pimax, low RSBI, and appropriate minute ventilation) (Table 2)
The m-BWAP score was higher in patients with successful
weaning using a cut-off value of ≥55. At this cut-off value, the sensitivity and specificity of the m-BWAP to predict successful weaning were 73.77% and 84.85%, respectively (AUC 0.854; 95% CI
0.766 to 0.919), p<0.001 (Figure 3).

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as median (range),
whereas categorical variables are presented as number (%). The
Student t-test or the Mann-Whitney U-test were used for comparisons of continuous variables. The Chi-square or Fisher exact test
(for small numbers) was used to compare categorical variables. To
estimate the performance of the m-BWAP score in terms of predicting successful weaning from MV, receiver operating characteristic curves were constructed and the area under the curve (AUC)
was determined; identification of an optimal cut-off value for this
score was based on the maximum Youden’s index [17]. All tests of
significance were two-tailed, and p-values of <0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Out of the 125 patients included, 21 (16.8%) died before starting the first weaning trials. Moreover, nine patients (7.2%) were
self-extubated or had unplanned weaning (Figure 2). The remaining
95 patients (76%) were divided into two groups; i) successful weaning group, 62 (65.3%) patients, and ii) unsuccessful weaning group,
33 (34.7%) patients. The majority of patients (66/95, 69.5%) were
males. At ICU admission, the majority (38/95, 40%) of patients had
the diagnosis of COPD, followed by those with overlap syndrome
(23/95, 24%), and those with OHS (14/95, 15%).
Patients in the unsuccessful group were older (60.16 ±13.13 vs
57.98 ±13.39; p=0.427) with higher APACHE II score than the
successful one (23.43±4.49 vs 20.04 ±4.56; p=0.428). The distribution of respiratory disorders within successful and unsuccessful
groups revealed significant differences. Patients with asthma, overlap syndrome and pneumonia/ARDS were significantly higher
among the successful weaning group than in the unsuccessful
group (p=0.008, p=0.000, and p=0.031), respectively). While
patients with COPD and bronchiectasis were significantly higher
among the unsuccessful weaning group than in the successful
group (p=0.000, and p=0.031, respectively). Mortality rate was
significantly higher in unsuccessful group (30.3% vs 12.9%;
p=0.000). There were significant differences between the 2 groups
with regards to partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2), mechanical and
ventilatory parameters (airway resistance, minute ventilation, maximal inspiratory pressure, lung compliance, and rapid shallow
breathing index), as well as modified Burns Wean Assessment
Program (m-BWAP). The successful group had significantly higher m-BWAP scores than that in the unsuccessful group (median 65;
range 35 to 80 vs median 45; range 30 to 65; p=0.000), respective-

Figure 2. Flow chart of the studied patients.

Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves for modified
Burns Wean Assessment Program (m-BWAP) score and rapid
shallow breathing index (RSBI) for predicting successful weaning
from mechanical ventilation in RICU patients. The areas under
the curve (AUCs) for m-BWAP and RSBI were 0.854 (95% CI:
0.766 to 0.919), p<0.001, and 0.740 (95% CI: 0.637 to 0.823),
p<0.001, respectively.
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Table 1. Clinico-physiological features of patients with successful and unsuccessful weaning from mechanical ventilation.
Successful group (n=62)

Unsuccessful group (n=33)

p

57.98 ±13.39

60.16 ±13.13

0.427

17 (27.4%)
45 (72.6%)

12 (36.4%)
21 (63.6%)

0.251

20.04 ±4.56
2.67±1.30

23.43±4.49
3.78±1.82

0.488
0.002

5 (8.1%)
22 (35.5 %)
3 (4.8%)
18 (29.0%)
8 (12.9%)
4 (6.5%)
2 (3.2%)

0 (0%)
16 (48.5%)
3 (11.0%)
5 (15.2%)
6 (18.2%)
0 (0%)
3 (11.0%)

0.008
0.000
0.031
0.000
0.063
0.031
0.008

13.16±2.25
28.65±5.04
7.45±0.04
54.08±10.62
74.86±13.98
8.68±3.09
21.19±5.53
7.02±2.45
23.26±5.35
42.21±10.73
78.59±26.886
65 (35-80)
6.51±4.58
8 (12.9%)

12.32±2.58
26.11±4.78
7.44±0.06
56.22±12.51
67.40±12.93
15.91±3.47
13.97±4.43
11.75±2.57
35.82±3.20
28.22±7.61
121.33±18.45
45 (30-65)
12.89±8.64
10 (30.3%)

0.095
0.014
0.255
0.369
0.008
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Age (median ± SD, years)
Gender (n, %)
Female
Male
Severity of illness at ICU admission
APACHE II score
Time between ICU admission and weaning (days)*
Underlying respiratory disorder (n,%)
Asthma
COPD
Bronchiectasis
Overlap syndrome
OHS
Pneumonia/ ARDS
Others°
Laboratory and functional parameters
Hemoglobin
Albumin
pH
PaCO2
PaO2
Raw
Pimax
MV
RR
LC
RSBI
m-BWAP
Length of stay in the ICU#
Hospital mortality

APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II score; WBC, White blood cells; ALB, serum albumin; PaO2, partial pressure of oxygen; PaCO2, partial pressure of carbon dioxide; MV, minute
ventilation; Hg, hemoglobin; PLT, platelets; Na, sodium; K, potassium; Raw, airway resistance; Pimax, maximal inspiratory pressure; RR, respiratory rate; LC, lung compliance; COPD, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease; OHS, obesity hypoventilation syndrome; ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; *duration before weaning was defined as the time from intubation until first spontaneous breathing trial; ° Others; 2 post-pulmonary TB sequelae; 2 interstitial lung disease; and one pulmonary embolism; #length of stay in ICU was defined as the time from intubation until ICU discharge. Data presented as mean ± SD; median (range); number (%).

Table 2. Comparison of m-BWAP scoring tools between patients with successful and unsuccessful groups.
Item
Age <65 years
Without heart failure
Stable heart rhythm
Stable blood pressure
Free from factors that will increase or decrease metabolic rate
Stable arterial blood gases pH
Stable PaO2 and PaCO2
Good consciousness
Stable sodium, potassium, calcium, and phosphate concentration
Stable fluid status
Good nutritional status
General body strength and condition
Ability to clear airway
Amount and consistency of secretion
Good lung compliance
Low Raw
Low Pimax
Low RSBI
Appropriate minute ventilation

Successful group (n=62)

Unsuccessful group (n=33)

p

37 (59.7%)
56 (90.3%)
53 (85.5%)
56 (90.3%)
52 (83.9%)
41 (66.1%)
33(53.2%)
0 (0%)
46 (74.2%)
0 (0%)
23 (37.1%)
20 (32.3%)
26 (41.9%)
54 (87.1%)
58 (93.5%)
58 (93.5%)
46 (74.2%)
54 (87.1%)
55 (88.7%)

23 (69.7%)
27 (81.8%)
18 (54.5%)
26 (78.8%)
24 (72.7%)
18 (54.5%)
17 (51.1%)
0 (0%)
21(63.6%)
0 (0%)
12(36.4%)
4 (12.1%)
2 (6.1%)
17 (51.1%)
21 (63.6%)
13 (39.4%)
11 (33.3%)
19 (57.6%)
11 (33.3%)

0.343
0.235
0.001
0.058
0.196
0.066
0.874
0.053
0.944
0.032
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

This table shows the comparison between patients with successful and unsuccessful liberation of ventilator care at the time of first SBT in total patients regardless of whether they had 5 points or not
according to the definition of each category. m-BWAP, modified Burns Wean Assessment Program; PaO2, partial pressure of oxygen; PaCO2, partial pressure of carbon dioxide; Raw, airway resistance;
Pimax, maximal inspiratory pressure; RSBI, rapid shallow breathing index. Values are presented as number (%).
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Upon comparing the m-BWAP score with other weaning
parameters (RSBI), at a cut-off value of ≥83 for RSBI, the AUC
was 0.740 (95% CI: 0.637 to 0.823), p <0.001. The sensitivity and
specificity of RSBI to predict successful weaning were 51.61%
and 93.94%, respectively. The AUC for m-BWAP was significantly higher than that for RSBI (Figure 3).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates the m-BWAP score in weaning from mechanical ventilation of
a well-characterized group of adult patients with different respiratory disorders admitted to RICU. We had observed that the mBWAP score could be successfully applied to Egyptian adult
patients with different respiratory disorders. The m-BWAP score
was higher in patients with successful weaning using a cut-off
value of 55, with sensitivity and specificity of 73.77% and 84.85%,
respectively. Moreover, upon comparing the m-BWAP score with
other weaning parameters (RSBI), m-BWAP proved to be more
effective tool for predicting weaning from mechanical ventilation
in patients with chronic respiratory disorders.
Our demographic data showed that days of mechanical ventilation before weaning, and length of ICU stays affected weaning
success. This was in accordance with the findings of Wu, et al [18].
Also, in agreement with Shin et al. [19], we had reported that
APACHE II score was significantly lower in the successful weaning group.
In patients with chronic respiratory disorders, systematic tracking of factors associated with successful weaning remains important for care planning and to determine the weaning potential. This
is of particular importance because almost all chronic respiratory
disorders affect -in a way or another- the lung mechanics and/or
the ventilatory control [20], so the preparation for weaning a
patient with chronic respiratory disorder is of crucial importance
and represents a challenging task for the pulmonologist and/or the
intensivist. This task will be harder in patients with combined respiratory disorders (e.g., overlap syndrome, obesity hypoventilation
syndrome) [9,20,21]. Our study included considerable numbers of
patients with different respiratory disorders. Moreover, patients
with asthma, overlap syndrome and pneumonia/ARDS were significantly higher among the successful weaning group than those
in the unsuccessful group. On the contrary, patients with COPD
and bronchiectasis were significantly higher among the unsuccessful weaning group than those in the successful one.
Patients with COPD are well known to have pathophysiologic
abnormalities like airway obstruction, dynamic hyperinflation,
diaphragmatic muscle abnormalities, ventilation-perfusion mismatch [13]. The overlap syndrome can contribute to worsened
symptoms and oxygen desaturation at night. Alveolar hypoventilation, ventilation-perfusion mismatch and intermittent hypercapnic
events resulting from apneas and hypopneas contribute to the final
clinical picture of overlap syndrome, which is quite different from
the “usual” COPD [22]. On the other hand, the pathophysiology of
OHS results from complex interactions, among which are respiratory mechanics, ventilatory control, sleep-disordered breathing and
neurohormonal disturbances, such as leptin resistance, each of
which contributes to varying degrees in individual patients to the
development of obesity hypoventilation [22,22]. Spontaneous
breathing assessment was a routine practice carried out for all
mechanically ventilated patients [23]. Different techniques were
used to decide if a patient was able to breathe independently. If

patients needed more time on the ventilator, the initial requirement
for ventilator support was rarely the only reason for continued
dependence on a ventilator. Rather, it was mostly the effect of other
complications or comorbidities that emerge over time. Thus, a
comprehensive assessment of these patients was necessarily needed [24]. The original checklist of Burns wean assessment program
(BWAP) was developed as tool to measure patient’s readiness for
weaning from the ventilator. This tool evaluates parameters of
patients’ weaning from the ventilator systematically and examines
all parameters related to pulmonary function, gas changes, physiological and psychological conditions of patients [9,11]. It is an
easy-to-use checklist, and its parameters could be measured within
10 minutes [25]. The modified version of BWAP was developed by
Jiang et al. [12] who proved that this tool was a good predictor of
successful weaning and extubation in patients requiring LTMV for
longer than 21 days. Their results also suggested that a m-BWAP
score ≥60 is associated with successful extubation outcomes.
Jeong and coworkers [4] prospectively enrolled 103 patients in a
medical ICU and concluded that m-BWAP score was a good predictor of weaning success in patients with an endotracheal tube in
place at first SBT. The current study confirms the findings of Jang
et al. [12] and Jeong et al. [4], and observed that m-BWAP score
increased the likelihood of successful weaning among patients
with different respiratory disorders in the RICU. Moreover, mBWAP score was superior to another traditional weaning index
(RSBI). Blackwood et al. [26] reported that daily assessment for
criteria of readiness to wean based on weaning protocols could
decrease the duration of mechanical ventilation and length of hospital stay, reduce costs and reduce rates of weaning failure. Thus,
our findings could have important clinical and financial impacts,
particularly in the setting of developing countries, like Egypt.
In the current study, the successful group showed a significant
difference in nine factors of the m-BWAP checklist elements when
compared with the unsuccessful group. These factors were; stable
heart rhythm, general body strength and condition, ability to clear
airway, amount and consistency of secretion, good lung compliance, low Raw, low Pimax, low RSBI, and appropriate minute ventilation.
In their analysis, Jeong and coworkers [4] found different five
factors to be significantly different between the successful and
unsuccessful groups of weaning. Our results suggest that it is likely
that there are more effective factors among the m-BWAP scoring
checklist elements among patients with chronic respiratory disorders that can predict successful weaning liberation from MV.
Furthermore, we think that one of the major advantages of mBWAP is that parts of the m-BWAP are better suited for predicting
weaning success (mechanics, gas exchange and image studies)
while other parts are better for predicting the ability to protect the
airway and thus ensure safe extubation (cough ability, secretion
content and consciousness). Further multicenter studies with larger
numbers of patients with different chronic respiratory disorders are
essentially needed.
The current study has several strength points. First, it is the
first study that addresses the utility of m-BWAB in “pure” patients
with chronic respiratory disorders and admitted in a “respiratory
ICU”. The pathophysiology of these respiratory disorders is ultimately related to the lung mechanics and the process of weaning
from MV. Second, it is a prospective study. Third, our results highlighted the importance of using m-BWAB with the use of more
effective factors among its checklist that are more likely to predict,
and closely related to the successful weaning among patients with
chronic respiratory disorders. Inevitably, our study has some limitations. The study sample size was relatively small and the study
was performed at a single centre.
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Conclusions
We concluded that m-BWAP scores represent a good predictor
of weaning success among patient with chronic respiratory disorders in the respiratory intensive care unit. The m-BWAP checklist
has many factors that are closely related to the weaning outcomes
of patients with chronic respiratory disorders. Additional, largescale, multicenter studies are needed to further evaluate the clinical
utility of m-BWAP scores in patients with chronic respiratory disorders.
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Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a genetic condition characterised by the build-up of thick, sticky mucus that can damage many
of the body’s organs. It is a life-long disease that results in a shortened life expectancy, often due to the progression of
advanced lung disease. Treatment has previously targeted the downstream symptoms such as diminished mucus clearance and recurrent infection. More recently, significant advances have been made in treating the cause of the disease
by targeting the faulty gene responsible. Hope for the development of potential therapies lies with ongoing research
into new pharmacological agents and gene therapy. This review gives an overview of CF, and summarises the current
evidence regarding the disease management and upcoming strategies aimed at treating or potentially curing this condition.
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Introduction
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life-long condition characterised
primarily by a build-up of mucus in the lungs and digestive tracts
[1]. The body’s failure to remove this often leads to breathing
difficulties and frequent lung infections [2]. Unfortunately, these
manifestations become chronic as patients progress through life,
with pulmonary disease and respiratory failure remaining the major
cause of morbidity and mortality [3]. Currently, there is no cure for
CF, however with good management, patients often live well into
adulthood with the average predicted survival standing at 48 years
for males and 43 years for females [4]. Yet, the demanding routine
patients must go through to control their symptoms often has
deleterious effects on their physical and mental wellbeing. Ongoing
research is trying to explore how we can minimise these problems,
focusing on how best to manage, treat and possibly cure CF.
The aim of this review is to critically discuss the current
evidence on the therapeutic strategies for managing CF. Firstly, we
provide an overview of CF in relation to its clinical presentation and
pathophysiology and then look at the current options available for
treatment. We will then explore future therapies, where emphasis
may be given towards how we can target the underlying
mechanisms of this genetic condition by focusing on
pharmacological interventions that are currently undergoing
investigation.

Prevalence of CF
Various countries have introduced registers which track the
number of patients diagnosed with CF [5-7]. These help to measure,
appraise and compare aspects of cystic fibrosis, its diagnosis, and
its treatment regimen, thereby encouraging new procedures to deal
with this disease. Most countries within Africa, South America and
parts of Asia have a limited or non-existent system due to health
authorities prioritising other important public health issues; poverty,
malnutrition, civil war, and outbreaks of infectious diseases are
given greater emphasis [8]. For these reasons, the most accurate data
concerning the prevalence of CF is usually found in countries within
Europe and North America.
Each year, the European Cystic Fibrosis Society Patient
Registry collects data on CF patients and causative mutations from
Europe and neighbouring countries [5]. In the 2017 report [9], the
number of CF patients registered totalled 48,204, though the amount
is certain to be higher due to coverage varying from different
countries [10]. In Romania for example, there is an estimated 35%
coverage in comparison to the UK which has a coverage of more
than 95% [9]. Overall, the F508del mutation is the most frequent,
with approximately 80% of patients detected as being F508del
heterozygous and around 40% as being F508del homozygous. This
is in comparison to the G542X allele mutation, the second most
common, for which 2.69% of patients tested positive and N1303K
with 2.19%, although it should be noted that the geographical
distributions of these variants can differ.
The frequency of CF in North America is similar to Europe,
affecting 1 in 2,500-3,500 people [11,12]. However, there are
differences in its distribution across the North American continent.
This is primarily linked to ethnic group; the Caucasian population
has a higher prevalence than other ethnicities, including Hispanics,
Native Americans and those of African or Caribbean ancestry [8].
Consequently, as with Europe, North America’s most prevalent
mutation is the F508del mutation. The 2018 US Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation Patients Registry report found that, in those genotyped,
84.7% of those in the registry had at least one F508del mutation,
with 44.2% of those being homozygous for F508del [13]. There is

a substantial drop in the next prevalent mutations which are G542X,
G551D and R117H. These are found to be at a prevalence of 4.6%,
4.4% and 3.0% of the CF population, respectively. Due to its high
frequency among Caucasian populations, it is the most common,
potentially lethal inherited condition in this demographic [14].

Pathophysiology
Cystic fibrosis is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by a
mutation on chromosome 7 at position q31.2 [15]. This location
contains the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
(CFTR) gene which is 189 kb in length with 27 exons and 26
introns. The protein itself is made of 1,480 amino acids and consists
of five domains. There are two transmembrane domains that are
each connected to a nucleotide binding domain (NBD) in the
cytoplasm. The first NBD is connected to the second
transmembrane domain by a regulatory ‘R’ domain. For the channel
to open, serine residues on the ‘R’ domain must be phosphorylated
by a cAMP-dependent protein kinase and ATP must bind to both
NBDs and be subsequently hydrolysed [16]. In its open state, the
channel is responsible for the transport of anions, specifically
bicarbonate and chloride ions, across the cell membrane [17].
Physiologically, chloride and bicarbonate ions are secreted onto the
epithelial surface by the CFTR channel resulting in the secretion of
fluid through osmosis. Any impairment in CFTR function may
therefore lead to a decrease in CFTR-mediated chloride and
bicarbonate secretion. Water resorption follows, creating a thick,
viscous mucus which accumulates on the epithelial surfaces of
bodily organs such as the lungs, liver, intestines and pancreas [18].
The CFTR channel is also involved in the regulation of the epithelial
sodium channel (ENaC), otherwise known as the amiloridesensitive sodium channel, found in the airways of the lungs [19].
While CF is a multi-organ disease, the dominant cause of
morbidity and mortality is its effects on the lungs [20]. In the
airways of the lungs, CFTR is highly expressed, where the buildup of mucus often causes breathing difficulties and increases the
risk of infections. The airways are predominantly lined by
pseudostratified columnar epithelium [21]. This epithelium is
composed of numerous cell types including basal cells, club cells,
ciliated cells, goblet cells, and pulmonary neuroendocrine cells
(PNECs) amongst others. The pulmonary ionocytes are of particular
importance to CF. These cells are derived from basal cells and are
responsible for most of the CFTR expression in the airway
epithelium. It is therefore thought that pulmonary ionocytes are
heavily involved in fluid regulation and may play a critical role in
the pathogenesis of CF [22].
Mucus build-up is primarily driven by dehydration of the airway
surface liquid (ASL) that coats the epithelial cells of the airways.
Hydration of the ASL is primarily regulated by CFTR-mediated
anion secretion and ENaC-mediated sodium absorption. In CF, an
increase in ENaC-mediated sodium absorption into the airway
epithelial cells has been found alongside CFTR dysfunction,
contributing to the dehydration of ASL [23]. This is thought to be
due to the abolition of ENaC regulation by the CFTR channel, when
CFTR is mutated and dysfunctional, as seen in CF [24]. The ASL is
composed of a periciliary layer (PCL) that is covered with a mucus
layer (ML) [25]. The ML is composed of mucins that form a gellike structure and are involved in trapping inhaled particles, while
the PCL covers the cilia, preventing penetration by those inhaled
particles. This allows the cilia to beat to remove inhaled particles
through mucociliary clearance. Dehydration of the ASL leads to a
decrease in PCL volume, resulting in the dehydrated ML
compressing the cilia. This ultimately results in a decrease in the
ability of the cilia to beat, thickened mucus, mucus stasis, and
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recurrent infections [26]. Over time this may progress into chronic
lung disease and an overall decline in lung function.
CFTR is also strongly expressed in the sebaceous and eccrine
sweat glands [15,27]. Defective CFTR results in reduced transport
of sodium chloride in the absorptive duct and therefore results in
saltier sweat. In the digestive tract, nutrition and vitamin
deficiencies are common as mucus clogs the pancreas, preventing
digestive enzymes from reaching the gut. Blockages of the small
ducts in the liver and biliary system can lead to problems such as
gallstones and liver disease, with the latter affecting roughly 30%
of CF sufferers [28]. The reproductive systems are also not spared
as the destruction of the vas deferens and epididymis are responsible
for 95% of male CF patients being infertile [29]. In females, the
majority are fertile but have thicker cervical mucus and may have
ovulation issues due to poor nutrition.
There are 2,102 known mutations of the CFTR gene [30], over
1,850 of which are known to be disease-causing [31]. These are
separated into classes I-VI as shown in Table 1. Patients with Class
I-III mutations often have more severe clinical features due to either
the absence of the CFTR protein at the cell surface, or the lack of
efficient gating of the channel [32]. The most common mutation is
the F508del mutation, which is a frameshift mutation caused by a
deletion of phenylalanine at codon 508. As a class II mutation, it
causes the misfolding of the CFTR protein, which is subsequently
polyubiquitinated and destroyed by the cell proteasome [33]. Each
mutation class confers a different defect in CFTR production and/or
function, and therefore unique approaches are required when
designing treatments that can target these alterations.

Antenatal testing can be offered for potential parents who are
aware they are both carriers. This may involve a chorionic biopsy
or amniocentesis during pregnancy to identify the condition of the
baby. Benefits of early diagnosis allow treatment to begin at birth,
although these procedures can carry an increased risk of
miscarriage.
New non-invasive techniques are available and can aid early
diagnosis, although these are only accessible privately. The
development of safer prenatal screening has been developed by the
identification of circulating free foetal DNA in the maternal plasma
in early gestation [37]. DNA reflecting both maternal and foetal
material is collected from the maternal plasma, which is molecularly
amplified by PCR and subsequently sequenced. The foetal DNA
will be analysed to assess the inheritance of the CFTR mutation.
Tests that can be offered include the paternal mutation exclusion
when the parents carry different CF mutations, or where both
parents are carriers of the same CF mutation. If the baby has
inherited the paternal mutation, an invasive test may be required to
see if the maternal mutation has also been inherited.
Cystic fibrosis can also be diagnosed later in life. This is
because rarer mutations are not screened early on and may present
with delayed symptoms that mimic other lung pathologies such as
bronchitis, thus making an accurate diagnosis more challenging.
Individuals may choose to get tested to determine if they carry a
faulty CFTR gene, especially if they have a relative or history of
CF in their family.
The nasal potential difference (NPD) test measures how well
sodium and chloride flow across the mucous membrane lining the
nasal cavity. NPD gives an in vivo measurement of CFTR function
and sodium channel function in the respiratory epithelium [38]. This
is helpful in distinguishing individuals with non-classic forms of
CF with evidence of CFTR dysfunction, from individuals with
normal CFTR function that are unlikely to have CF. This can
therefore be used alongside sweat tests, especially in those with an
intermediate sweat result and who may carry a rare or unknown
mutation.

Diagnosis of CF
There are several tests that can be utilised for diagnosing CF.
Babies are screened for CF using the heel prick test and, as a result,
most children are diagnosed shortly after birth. The test itself
involves taking blood from the baby’s heel at around 5 days of age,
which is then sampled for several conditions including CF. The first
stage of testing involves the measurement of Immunoreactive
Trypsinogen (IRT) levels, which are raised in CF patients due to
blockages of the pancreatic ducts [34]. If IRT is raised, mutation
analysis of the CFTR gene is undertaken. To test positive, two
copies of the faulty gene need to be identified, though further tests
are required to confirm a diagnosis [35]. In this case, a sweat test
will be ordered which measures the salt levels on the skin, as those
with CF have higher chloride levels compared to the general
population. The values of chloride and sodium in sweat are around
10-50 mmol/L in normal subjects, but in the patients with CF they
are usually above 60 mmol/L and can be as high as 120 mmol/L
[36].

Clinical assessment of disease progression
Routine monitoring and assessments are crucial to assess any
changes that can occur as patients progress through life.
Comprehensive annual reviews are offered which include
pulmonary, nutritional and psychological assessments [39]. Lung
function is primarily singled-out as this has a significant impact on
the patient’s quality of life, especially if their lung disease has
significantly advanced. To assess this, pulmonary testing is carried
out through spirometry. This measures forced expiratory volume in
1 second (FEV1), forced expiratory flow (FEF)25-75% and forced vital

Table 1. CFTR mutation classes and required strategies for treating cystic fibrosis.
Classification

CFTR defect

Mutation examples

Required approaches

Drug required (Approved?)

Class I
Class II
Class III
Class IV
Class V

No functional CFTR protein/mRNA
CFTR trafficking defect
Impaired gating
Decreased channel conductance
Reduced production of CFTR

G542X, W1282X, R553X
ΔF508, ΔI507, N1303K
G551D, V520F, S549N
R334W, R117H, S1235R
A455E, 1680-886A→G

Salvage protein synthesis
Correct protein folding
Recover channel conductance
Recover channel conductance
Improve maturation/correct splicing

Class VI

Decreased CFTR stability

Q1412X, 4279 insA

Promote protein stability

Bypass therapy (no), Read through agents (no)
Corrector (yes)
Potentiator (yes)
Potentiator (only for R117H)
Antisense oligonucleotides (no), Corrector (no),
Amplifier (no)
Stabilisers (no)

CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator.
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capacity (FVC), with oxygen saturation measured to further
determine lung condition. Weight and height are used as key
indicators in evaluating growth and nutritional status. These go
alongside tests that look for CF-related disorders such as diabetes
and liver disease [40]. Sputum samples are also taken for
microbiological analysis or, if this is not possible, cough swabs or
nasopharyngeal aspirates can be used. Any significant abnormalities
found in any of these tests may call for clinicians to alter treatment.
Alongside this, regular routine reviews are carried out. These
are more frequent in earlier life and start immediately after
diagnosis. In the first month of life these reviews occur weekly,
progressing to monthly during the first year, and then incrementing
to every 3 to 6 months as patients progress into adulthood. These
reviews look at treatment adherence, quality of life and any
complications or concerns patients may have [41]. Sudden onset of
pulmonary exacerbations can regularly appear, and they are
normally caused by an acute pulmonary infection. These often need
to be clinically managed, and so chest X-rays may be beneficial in
looking for radiological abnormalities.

Non-pharmacological management
Patients can implement several techniques that may help to
improve their symptoms. Physiotherapy is performed daily, which
helps to clear the airways and loosens mucus in the lungs. It can
also be adapted to individual needs, as certain techniques can
improve problems such as urinary incontinence and inhaled
medication compliance [42,43]. Frequent exercise is strongly
advised as this can loosen up sputum, increase respiratory muscle
endurance and reduce lung residual volume [44,45].
It is highly important for patients to maintain good nutrition, as
a healthy body weight has been directly linked to better lung
function and fewer chest infections [46]. Unfortunately, due to the
GI tract being congested, malabsorption is a common problem
especially in early life [15,47]. To help manage this, more calories
need to be consumed and digestive enzyme replacements are given
to help aid the breakdown of food [48]. Even with supplementation,
CF can increase the body’s energy requirements by over 100%
which is challenging for many, particularly for those with poor
appetite [49]. Performing these tasks can be a burden, which
partially explains why psychological distress is frequently seen
among sufferers. Recent studies highlight the vast increase in
symptoms of depression and anxiety in both individuals with CF
and their caregivers [50,51]. Prevalence data shows that these
problems are 2-3 times more prevalent than in the general
background population [52-54]. To combat this, countries such as
the UK have introduced guidelines where annual reviews assess
wellbeing, quality of life and treatment adherence [55].

Established drug therapies
Until recently, patients have relied on therapies that treat the
symptoms rather than the underlying cause. Such options have
included the inhalation of mucoactive agents such as hypertonic
saline, rhDNase and mannitol powder. These aim to help thin the
mucus on the lung epithelium, making it easier to cough out.
Hypertonic saline works by increasing the amount of salt in the
airways, which attracts water and thins the mucus [56]. It is
available in different concentrations of 3%, 3.5% and 7%. People
who are 6 years or older or those with FEV1 greater than 40%
percent predicted can be offered this. Although the guidelines do
not advocate for its use among those younger than 6, a recent study
has shown that inhaled hypertonic saline improved lung clearance

in children aged 3-6 years and could be a suitable early intervention
[57].
rhDNase (Dornase alfa; Pulmozyme®) is approved for people
5 years and older. It works as an enzyme which hydrolyzes the DNA
in the mucus and reduces sputum viscoelasticity [58]. Comparisons
to hypertonic saline show superiority in improving lung function in
several trials, with one indicating that rhDNase given on alternative
days rather than daily is equally effective [59-61]. Mannitol powder
has also been recommended as an option, although stricter criteria
have been put on its usage. The criteria are as follows: inadequate
response to rhDNase, declining lung function (>2% decline in FEV1
annually), and where other osmotic agents are not appropriate. The
exact mechanism of action is unknown, though it is thought to
change the viscoelastic properties of mucus. It does this by
rehydrating the PCL, thereby increasing clearance through
mucociliary activity [62].
Bronchodilators can be used alongside mucolytics as these
widen the airways, allowing mucus to move easily from smaller
airways to larger ones. These also help with bronchospasms which
are a common side effect of inhaled treatments [63].

Molecular therapies for CF
Recently, a number of new drugs have been made available
which have shown favourable results in several Phase III clinical
trials [64-79], as shown in Table 2. These have been designed to
target the underlying mechanism responsible for creating the
ineffective CFTR protein.
The first therapeutic drug that has demonstrated significant
clinical effects is Ivacaftor (Kalydeco®). Developed by Vertex
Pharmaceuticals, it is the first of its kind to target the underlying
gene defect. It works by modulating inefficient CFTR channels at
the cell surface causing them to open [80]. The main target is the
G551D mutation, a Class III defect and the most prevalent gating
mutation [81]. Several completed studies highlight the significant
improvements in percent predicted forced expiratory volume in one
second (ppFEV1) and other clinical outcomes in class III and IV
mutations [64-68]. The main drawback of Ivacaftor is that there is
no supportive evidence that it is effective for those with a F508del
mutation, which accounts for the majority of cases in Europe and
North America [4,10,13]. This Class II mutation causes ineffective
protein folding. To target this, Vertex has designed Lumacaftor
which acts as a chaperone during protein folding, increasing the
number of efficient CFTR proteins at the cell surface [82]. Evidence
shows that as a monotherapy, it is ineffective at providing significant
improvements in lung function, but may have potential for use in
combination with other drugs [83]. To fully combat the F508del
mutation, Vertex has created co-formulated combinations aimed at
maximising the number of effective CFTR channels. The first of
these is Ivacaftor/Lumacaftor (Orkambi®), which utilises the dual
action of both drugs by helping the protein fold correctly and then
modulating the channel after it has reached the cell membrane.
Some Phase III studies involving Orkambi® have demonstrated
significant improvements in ppFEV1 [72-74], although others have
not identified such significance [69-71]. Another combination
treatment is Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor (Symdeko® in US, Symkevi® in
EU). Tezacaftor has been designed to facilitate the processing and
trafficking of the CTFR protein towards the cell surface. In the two
biggest completed Phase III studies, EVOLVE and EXPAND, the
Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor group showed significant improvements in
ppFEV1 [76-77], although a smaller study showed no significant
increase in ppFEV1 [75].
Vertex has recently produced a triple combination therapy
consisting of a combination of Elexacaftor/Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor
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(Trikafta® in US, Kaftrio® in EU) that is used in a combination
regimen with ivacaftor. Elexacaftor, like Tezacaftor, is a CFTR
corrector but binds to a different site and facilitates the cellular
processing and trafficking of the CFTR protein to the cell surface
[84]. Of the two completed Phase III clinical trials shown in Table
2, greater improvements have been shown in the average ppFEV1
and CFT-R score than either Orkambi® or Symkevi® [78-79].
Significant reductions in sweat chloride concentration have also
been shown compared to trials involving the other dual therapies.
Although these molecular therapies have shown great benefit,
there are several side effects that need to be considered before
starting treatment. Common side effects associated with these drug

therapies include headaches, upper respiratory tract infections, nasal
congestion, abdominal pain, nasopharyngitis, diarrhoea, rash,
nausea, and dizziness [64-79]. One of the more severe side effects
is the worsening of liver function, as these treatments have been
shown to increase blood liver enzyme levels [85,86]. This is
indicative of hepatic impairment. Blood tests assessing liver
function must be undertaken before initiation, then every 3 months
during the first year, followed by annual appointments. These
therapies have also been shown to increase the risk of cataracts in
some children and adolescents [87-90], so an eye examination
should be performed before and during treatment. The therapeutic
effectiveness of these therapies can vary if in concomitant use with

Table 2. Published phase III clinical trials for new drug therapies for cystic fibrosis (up to June 2020).
Drug

Study Name Outcome(s)

Age

Length Mutation

Main finding in treatment group

Ref.

Ivacaftor
(Kalydeco®)

KONDUCT
(n=69)

I. Safety
II. Change in ppFEV1

≥6 Yrs

24W

R117H

64

KONNECTION
(n=39)

I. Change in ppFEV1

≥6 Yrs

24W

Non-G551D Gating

ENVISION
(n=52)

I. Change in ppFEV1

6-11 Yrs 48W

G551D

PERSIST
(n=192)

I. AE's
II. Change in ppFEV1

≥6 Yrs

G551D

STRIVE
(n=161)

I. Change in ppFEV1

≥12 Yrs 48W

G551D

VX15-809-115
(n=60)
VX13-809-011
(n=58)

I. AE
II. Sweat chloride
I. AE
II. Change in ppFEV1

2-5 Yrs

24W

2 F508del

6-11 Yrs 24W

2 F508del

VX14-809-106
(n=46)

I. AE
II. Change in ppFEV1

≥12 Yrs 24W

2 F508del

TRAFFIC and
TRANSPORT
(n=1108)
VX14-809-109
(n=206)

I. Change in ppFEV1

≥12 Yrs 24W

2 F508del

I. Lung clearance
II. Change in ppFEV1

6-11 Yrs 24W

2 F508del

PROGRESS
(N=1030)
Tezacaftor/
VX15-661-113
Ivacaftor
(n=70)
(Symdeko® in US, EVOLVE
Symkevi® in EU (n=510)

I. AE
II. Change in ppFEV1
I. Safety
II. Change in ppFEV1
I. Change in ppFEV1
II. PEx

≥12 Yrs 96W

2 F508del

6-11 Yrs 24W

≥1 F508del + 1 F/RF

≥12 Yrs 24W

2 F508del

I. Change in ppFEV1

≥12 Yrs 24W

1 F508del + 1 F/RF

I. Change in ppFEV1

≥12 Yrs 24W1

F508del + 1 F/MF

I. Change in ppFEV1
II. Sweat Chloride

≥12 Yrs 4W

2 F508del

Mean absolute ppFEV1 significantly
increased for those >18 years by 5.0%
(95% CI 1.15-8.78%), not in those aged 6-11 years.
Significant improvement in BMI and sweat chloride. ppFEV1
with model-adjusted absolute mean increased by 10.7%
(95% CI 7.3-14.1%) at 8W and was maintained through 24W.
Significant increase in adjusted ppFEV1 when compared
to placebo (10.7% vs. 0.7%, P < 0.001). Mean gain of 2.8 kg
more than placebo with sweat chloride levels significantly reduced.
Well tolerated. Sustained improvements in ppFEV1
and weight in all ages. PEx remained suppressed in adult/
adolescents versus placebo.
Significant increase in ppFEV1 at 24W (10.6%) and maintained
at W48. PEx reduced by 55% and sweat chloride was
significantly reduced. Mean gain of 2.7kg compared to placebo.
Both drugs well tolerated. Mean sweat chloride
concentrations decreased on average 31.7 mmol/L.
Well tolerated. No significant change in ppFEV1, but significant
improvements in BMI, CFQ-R scores and sweat chloride level
reduced by 24.8 mmol/L.
Severe lung disease patients receiving half dose had less
respiratory events with shorter duration. ppFEV1 was similar
to baseline from 4W onward.
Significant improvements in ppFEV1 in those with varying degrees
of lung function. Significant improvements in BMI and PEx.
Some AEs were higher in intervention groups.
Significant improvement in lung function; change in LCI2.5 by -1.09
units (95% CI -1.43 to -0.75) and absolute change ppFEV1 by 2.4%
(95% CI 0.4-4.4%) using least square mean analysis.
ppFEV1 was maintained from continued treatment. PEx rate
remained lower than placebo. Annual ppFEV1 decline was reduced.
Well tolerated. Significantly improved sweat chloride levels
and CFQ-R scores. Mean absolute change ppFEV1 remained stable.
PEx were 35% lower. Absolute and relative mean changes in ppFEV1
significantly improved by 4.0% (95%CI 3.1-4.8%) and 6.8%
(95% CI 5.3-8.3) respectively (P<0.001 for both).
Absolute change ppFEV1 was significantly increased in
Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor group by 6.8% (95% CI 5.7-7.8%) and Ivacaftor
group by 4.7% (95% CI, 3.7-5.8%) compared to placebo.
ppFEV1 was significantly higher at 4W (13.8%) and 24W (14.3%)
checkpoints. PExs were 63% lower with sweat chloride
levels significant reduced.
Elexacaftor/Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor group had significant
increase in ppFEV1 of 10.0% (95% CI 7·4-12·6%) and significant
improvement in sweat chloride levels by 45·1 mmol/L
(95% CI -50·1 to -40·1) compared to Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor group.

Lumacaftor/
Ivacaftor
(Orkambi®)

EXPAND
(n=248)
Elexacaftor/
VX17-445-102
Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor (n=403)
(Trikafta®
in US/Kaftrio® VX17-445-103
in EU)
(n=113)

144W

65
66
67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

78
79

Ref., Reference; n, number of enrolled participants; ppFEV1, percent predicted forced expiratory volume in one second; CI, confidence intervals; Yrs, years; W, weeks; BMI, body mass index; AE,
adverse effects; PEx, pulmonary exacerbations; CFQ-R, cystic fibrosis questionnaire-revised; LCI, lung clearance index; RCT, randomised control trial; F/RF, residual function mutation; F/MF, minimal
function mutation.
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other medications that induce or inhibit CYP3A4 enzymes.
Therefore, a drug history and review would have to be undertaken
before starting any treatment.
The therapeutic indications for these new molecular therapies
are shown in Table 3. These include the authorised use from the US
Food and Drug administration, and European Medicines Agency.
Currently in the EU, Kalydeco’s approval covers the medication’s
use in children as young as six months, while the approval for
Symkevi® allows its use in patients aged 12 or older. This may soon
be reduced to 4 months for Kalydeco® and 6 years for Symkevi®
as this has been recommended to be green lighted by the European
Medicines Agency [91,92].

Use of bronchodilators
Bronchodilators are primarily used in the treatment of chronic
obstructive diseases, but their role in CF is less clear. Measurements
of FEV1 and FVC amongst CF patients can change up to 20%
throughout the day, so assessing the effects bronchodilators is
difficult [93]. The mechanism by which CF causes airway
inflammation differs from asthma, resulting in a progressive nonreversible airflow obstruction [94]. In some cases, asthma can occur
alongside CF, but obtaining a diagnosis is difficult due the similarity
of symptoms these conditions present with. Furthermore, there is
no universal definition of asthma which makes it harder to confirm
a concomitant diagnosis. According to the European Epidemiologic
Registry of Cystic Fibrosis and the North American Epidemiologic
Study of Cystic Fibrosis databases, the prevalence of asthma in CF
patients is around 17% and 19% respectively, with identical
proportions seen amongst children and adults [95]. It could be
assumed this would translate into the CF population; however, this
assumption cannot be made as there are ongoing discussions over
whether CF gene heterozygosity predisposes asthma development
[96,97].
Only a limited number of trials show short acting beta-2 agonists

increasing ppFEV1 in the short term, with increases in peak
expiratory flow rate mostly seen in the long term in those with
bronchial hyperreactivity and/or bronchodilator responsiveness
[98]. Contrary to this, there have been other trials that have shown
no clinical benefit. To further evaluate the use of this therapy, an
investigation is underway examining the effects of a short acting
beta-2 agonist (Salbutamol) on shortness of breath, exercise
performance and breathing responses in adults with CF
(NCT03522831).
A recent Cochrane review into the use of long-term
bronchodilators suggests that neither beta-2 agonists nor muscarinic
antagonists produce significant improvements in ppFEV1, adverse
events or quality of life [99]. The only suggested benefit was that it
may help reduce the burden for CF patients as they can be taken
less frequently. These conclusions have led some experts to
recommend that these drugs should not be prescribed [100].
One area of similarity between CF and asthma is the
involvement of the small airways (airways <2mm). In both CF and
asthma, the small airways are thickened due to inflammation, and
are now thought to a play a central role in CF lung disease [101].
The small airways have traditionally been referred to as the “silent
zone” of the lungs due to their relatively small contribution to total
respiratory resistance. As a consequence, any damage to the small
airways may not result in symptoms until the damage is advanced
[102]. Recent evidence suggests that this “silent zone” may play a
much greater role in airway pathology than previously thought and
possibly could be used as a prognostic indicator [103]. Due to the
central role of the small airways in CF lung pathology, they may
serve as a target for future therapies. This could be particularly
important for patients who suffer with asthma alongside CF.

Inhaled corticosteroids
The use of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) as anti-inflammatory
agents in both adults and children with CF is not often

Table 3. Authorised use of new drug therapies in the EU and US.
Drug (trade name) EMA therapeutic indication

US FDA therapeutic indication

Ivacaftor (Kalydeco )

Kalydeco® is used on its own to treat cystic fibrosis in patients aged 4
months and over who have one of 10 mutations in the CFTR gene: G551D,
G178R, S549N, S549R, G551S, G1244E, S1251N, S1255P, G1349D or R117H.

®

Lumacaftor/ivacaftor
(Orkambi®)

Tezacaftor/Ivacaftor
(Symdeko® in US,
Symkevi® in EU)

Elexacaftor/Tezacaftor/
Ivacaftor (Trikafta®
in US/Kaftrio® in EU)

Kalydeco® is used on its own to treat cystic
fibrosis in patients aged 6 months and above
who have one of the following mutations in the
CFTR gene: R117H, G551D, G1244E, G1349D, G178R,
G551S, S1251N, S1255P, S549N and S549R.
Orkambi® tablets are indicated for the treatment of CF
in patients aged 2 years and older who are homozygous for the
F508del mutation in the CFTR gene. Orkambi® granules are
indicated for the treatment of CF in children aged 2 years and
older who are homozygous for the F508del mutation in the CFTR gene.
Symkevi® is indicated in a combination regimen with ivacaftor for the
treatment of patients with CF aged 12 years and older who are
homozygous for the F508del mutation or who are heterozygous
for the F508del mutation and have one of the following mutations
in the CFTR gene: P67L, R117C, L206W, R352Q, A455E, D579G, 711+
3A→G, S945L, S977F, R1070W, D1152H, 2789+5G→A, 3272 26A→G,
and 3849+10kbC→T.
Kaftrio® is indicated in a combination regimen with ivacaftor for the
treatment of CF in patients aged 12 years and older who are
homozygous for the F508del mutation in the CFTR gene or
heterozygous for F508del in the CFTR gene with a minimal
function mutation.

Orkambi® tablets are indicated for the treatment of CF in patients
aged 2 years and older who are homozygous for the F508del mutation
in the CFTR gene. Orkambi® granules are indicated for the treatment
of cystic fibrosis CF in children aged 2 years and older who are
homozygous for the F508del mutation in the CFTR gene.
Symdeko® is indicated in a combination regimen with ivacaftor for the
treatment of patients with CF aged 6 years and older who are homozygous
for the F508del mutation or have a single copy of the following mutations
in the CFTR gene: A455E, E56K, R74W, A1067T, E193K, R117C, D110E,
F1052V, R347H, D110H, F1074L, R352Q, D579G, K1060T, R1070W, D1152H,
L206W, S945L, D1270N, P67L, S977F, 711+3A→G, 3272-26A→G,
E831X, 2789+5G→A, 3849+10kbC→T.
Trikafta® is indicated in a combination regimen with ivacaftor for the
treatment of CF in patients aged 12 years and older who have at least one
F508del mutation in the CFTR gene.

EMA, European Medicines Agency; US FDA, United States Food and Drug Administration; CF, cystic fibrosis; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator.
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recommended. There is no evidence to suggest that these improve
lung function or quality of life [104]. In fact, there is some evidence
to suggest there is an adverse effect on growth at high dosages [105].
Therefore, the use of corticosteroids should be restricted to those
with symptomatic wheezing if deemed to be beneficial. Regular
assessments will be needed to identify if the treatment is working,
as well as to identify any side effects. However, it is important to
consider that corticosteroids are heterogeneous, resulting in different
side-effect profiles. An example of this is the increased risk of
pneumonia in patients taking fluticasone, alone or in combination
with salmeterol, whilst there is no similarly reported increased risk
of pneumonia in patients taking a budesonide/formoterol
combination. The use of some steroids can therefore be safer than
others and careful attention must be paid to the side effect profiles
of individual ICS [106].

aminoglycosides, flouroquinolones and Beta-lactams [115]. In some
cases, especially in early life, antibiotic prophylaxis may be given
to prevent infection and lung damage. Any changes to the treatment
regimen will have to be evaluated beforehand. This will look at the
potential side effects that may arise, such as the possibility of drug
toxicity when using drugs such as Streptomycin, Kanamycin and
Amikacin to treat non-tuberculous mycobacteria. These drugs can
have adverse effects on auditory, vestibular, renal and
neuromuscular function [116]. These also have been shown to
interfere with CY3PA4 enzymes, and therefore patients being
treated with the new molecular therapies (Kalydeco®, Orkambi®,
Symkevi®/Symdeko®, or Trikafta®/Kaftrio®) need to be closely
monitored.

Ongoing clinical trials
Lung transplantation
Due to the absence of a cure, there may be a point where
conventional treatments no longer work. In this scenario, medical
staff may then have to decide whether a lung transplant is the most
viable option. Other organs such as the liver or pancreas are also
examined for possible transplantation, but only if necessary. There
is no way to determine how long a patient will have to wait for a
transplant. This would depend upon how the transplant team have
evaluated their condition, but also on the availability of a donor that
is a good match for the patient. For most, this takes several months
where only two in three will be successful in having a transplant
[107]. Survival rates at 5 years after the procedure are approximately
60% among CF patients, with many of these living for at least 10
years [108].

Antibiotic treatment and prophylaxis
As well as airway obstruction, CF is characterised by chronic
bacterial infections and inflammatory exacerbations [15,109]. It is
not known whether the predisposition to infection is caused by
decreased ASL alone, or whether environmental factors or even
immunological defects are at play. What becomes clear however, is
that CF lung pathogenesis begins with the altered lung environment
triggered by the abnormal CFTR.
The microbiome of the lung environment in CF is different from
that of healthy people, as the diversity changes as patients get older
and their lung disease progresses [110]. The traditional view
proposes that bacterial communities become less diverse with
antibiotic usage and advancing lung disease [111]. The community
thereby becomes dominated with bacteria such as Staphylococcus
aureus (S. aureus) or opportunistic pathogens such as Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), Haemophilus influenzae (H.
influenzae), Stenotrophomonas maltophilia (S. maltophilia),
Burkholderia cepacian (B. cepacian), and Achromobacter
xylosoxidans (A. xylosoxidans), with P. aeruginosa being the
predominate lung infection in CF [112]. All of these, with the
exception of S. aureus, are gram negative and are associated with
steep declines in lung function, increased risk of exacerbations and
greater risk of mortality [113].
Recognition of the diverse microbiota raises questions on how
best to approach antibiotic treatment. In terms of antibiotic
resistance, S. maltophilia, B. cepacia and P. aeruginosa have been
found to be difficult to kill due to their vast array of resistance
mechanisms [114]. These include Beta-lactamases, efflux pumps,
and biofilm formation which increase their resistance to

In the first part of this review we have discussed the current
management of CF. Next, we will expand into novel treatment
possibilities, exploring how these could improve upon treating the
underlying mechanism of CF. Many clinical trials are currently
underway, which look at treatments that aim to improve pulmonary
function, as shown in Table 4. This does not include trials aiming
to treat pulmonary exacerbations or lung infections, but the
compounds may reduce the number of these as a secondary effect.

Emerging molecular therapies
There is ongoing development on a variety of new potentiators
and correctors. Alongside this, entirely new classes of CFTR
modulators are in development, primarily read-through agents and
CFTR amplifiers. Potentiators and correctors currently in
development are shown in Table 4. ABBV-3067 (formerly known
as GLPG-3067) has completed Phase I clinical trials
(NCT03128606) and preliminary results seem to indicate that the
drug was well tolerated [117]. As shown in Table 4, it is now in
Phase II clinical trials alone and in combination with ABBV-2222
(formerly known as GLPG-2222), a corrector that demonstrated
advantages over the first generation correctors Lumacaftor and
Tezacaftor in preclinical studies [118]. The new CFTR modulators
PTI-801, PTI-808 and PTI-428 are being tested in combination, as
seen in Table 4. PTI-801 is a corrector, PTI-808 is a potentiator, and
PTI-428 is a novel class of CFTR modulator known as an
“amplifier”. This triple combination has completed Phase II trials
in patients with at least one copy of the F508del mutation
(NCT03251092), with a reported significant improvement in
ppFEV1 and reduction in sweat chloride concentration [119].There
are now plans to move ahead with two Phase III clinical trials; the
MORE (Modulator Options to RestorE CFTR) trial for subjects that
are homozygous for F508del to confirm the efficacy of the triple
combination and the CHOICES (Crossover trial based on Human
Organoid Individual response in CF) trial that aims to develop the
area of personalised medicine in CF [120].

CFTR amplifiers
Of particular significance is the amplifier PTI-428. Amplifier
agents work to increase the levels of CFTR protein by stabilising
CFTR mRNA. The very early experimental compound known as
PTI-CH acted in a mutation-agnostic fashion and demonstrated
efficacy in preclinical studies [121]. The development of PTI-428,
a first-in-class amplifier, followed. In a Phase II study assessing the
safety and efficacy of PTI-428 in patients taking Orkambi®, the test
group exhibited a 5.2% increase in mean absolute improvement in
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Table 4. Current active and/or recruiting studies for drug therapies for cystic fibrosis (up to June 2020).
Intervention
drug(s)
ELX-02

Age

Phase Drug action

Allele mutation

Status

Sponsor

≥ 1 G542X

Trial no.
criteria
NCT04126473

≥18 years

II

ERSG

Recruiting

Potentiator/corrector

2 F508del

NCT03894657

Recruiting

III

Potentiator/corrector

≥ 1 F508del

NCT03537651

Active, not recruiting

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

≥ 1 F508del + 1 (F/MF)

NCT03447262

Active, not recruiting

ELX/TEZ /IVA

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

1 F508del + 1 (F/G and F/RF)

NCT04058366

Enrolling by invitation

ELX/TEZ/IVA

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

1 F508del + 1 (F/G and F/RF)

NCT04058353

Recruiting

ELX/TEZ/IVA

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

≥ 1 F508del

NCT04043806

Recruiting

ELX/TEZ/IVA

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

≥ 1 F508del

NCT03525574

Active, not recruiting

ELX/TEZ/IVA

≥ 12 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

2 F508del

NCT04105972

Active, not recruiting

ELX/TEZ/IVA

≥ 6 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

2 F508del or 1 F508del + 1 (F/F or F/MF)

NCT04183790

Enrolling by invitation

ELX/TEZ/IVA

6-11 years

III

Potentiator/corrector

2 F508del or 1 F508del + 1 (F/F or F/MF)

NCT03691779

Active, not recruiting

ELX/TEZ/IVA
POL6014

≥ 12 years
18 - 55 years

II
Ib/IIa

Potentiator/corrector
NEI

Partial function mutations
No specific mutation specified

NCT03506061
NCT03748199

Recruiting
Recruiting

CHF 6333

≥ 18 years

I

NEI

No specific mutation specified

NCT04010799

Recruiting

PTI-801

18 - 55 years

I

Corrector

2 F508del

NCT03140527

Recruiting

ABBV-3067 +/- ABBV-2222 ≥ 18 years
IONIS-ENaCRx
18 - 50 years
ARO-ENaC
18-55 years

II
Ib/IIa
I/II

Potentiator/corrector
ENaC blocker
ENaC blocker

2 F508del
No specific mutation specified
No specific mutation specified

NCT03969888
NCT03647228
NCT04375514

Recruiting
Recruiting
Recruiting

PTI-808/PTI-428/PTI-801

18 - 99 years

Ib/IIa

≥ 1 F508del

NCT03251092

LAU-7b

≥ 18 years

II

Potentiator/amplifier/
corrector
Anti-inflammatory

No specific mutation specified

NCT03265288

Active,
not recruiting
Recruiting

BI 1265162

≥ 12 years

II

ENaC blocker

≥ 2 CF mutations

NCT04059094

Recruiting

Lenabasum
(20 mg; 5mg)
OligoG Dry
powder
OligoG Dry
powder
CB-280

≥ 12 years

II

Anti-inflammatory

NCT03451045

≥ 12 years

II/III

Mucolytic

NCT03698448

Active, not
recruiting
Not yet recruiting

≥ 18 years

II/III

Mucolytic

NCT03822455

Recruiting

AlgiPharma AS

≥ 18 years

Ib

Anti-inflammatory

NCT04279769

Not yet recruiting

MRT5005

≥ 18 years

I/II

mRNA therapy

NCT03375047

Recruiting

Calithera
Biosciences
Translate Bio

VX-561/IVA

≥ 18 years

II

Potentiator

No specific mutation
specified
No specific mutation
specified
No specific mutation
specified
No specific mutation
specified
Two Class I or II
mutations
1 of either: G551D, G178R,
S549N, S549R, G551S, G1244E,
S1251N, S1255P, or G1349D

Eloxx
Pharmaceuticals
Assistance Publique
- Hôpitaux de Paris
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Vertex
Pharmaceuticals
Emory University
Santhera
Pharmaceuticals
Chiesi
Farmaceutici S.p.A.
Proteostasis
Therapeutics
AbbVie
Ionis Pharmaceuticals
Arrowhead
Pharmaceuticals
Proteostasis
Therapeutics
Laurent
Pharmaceuticals
Boehringer
Ingelheim
Corbus
Pharmaceuticals
AlgiPharma AS

Orkambi®

≥12 years

-

TEZ/IVA

≥ 6 years

ELX/TEZ/IVA

NCT03911713

Recruiting

Vertex
Pharmaceuticals

ERSG, Eukaryotic ribosomal selective glycoside; TEZ, Tezacaftor; IVA, Ivacaftor; ELX, Elexacaftor; F, F508del mutation; MF, minimal function mutation; G, gating mutation; RF, residual function mutation; NEI, neutrophil elastase inhibitor; ENaC, epithelial sodium channel.
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ppFEV1 [122]. It continues to be tested in combination with PTI808 and PTI-801.

Readthrough agents
Attention has also been given to the potential usage of
readthrough agents, a novel type of CFTR modulator, in patients
with CF resulting from nonsense mutations. These are point
mutations that result in the introduction of a premature termination
codon (PTC), resulting in the production of a truncated and
dysfunctional protein. This problem can be bypassed using the
natural process of translational readthrough (TR). TR involves the
suppression of a PTC which allows for translation to continue
beyond that PTC, subsequently resulting in the development of the
full-length protein. Readthrough agents seek to exploit this natural
phenomenon to allow for the frequent production of a full-length,
fully functional protein [123]. Such agents are therefore potentially
useful for patients that have CF caused by nonsense mutations, a
large subset of CFTR mutation Class I, that cause the production of
a truncated CFTR protein [124]. One readthrough agent that had
been given particular attention is Ataluren, a readthrough agent that
has been shown to be effective in nonsense mutation Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (nmDMD) and is currently being used to treat
specific patients with nmDMD [125]. However, Phase III trials
showed no significant difference in mean relative change in FEV1,
or sweat chloride concentrations, when comparing Ataluren to
placebo for the treatment of CF resulting from nonsense mutations,
and clinical development was subsequently halted [126,127].
Another readthrough agent known as ELX-02 demonstrated that it
was able to produce readthrough of PTCs whilst preserving the
fidelity of native stop codons (NSCs) in preclinical studies [128]. It
is currently in Phase II clinical trials in CF patients with G542X
nonsense mutations (NCT04126473).

ENaC as an alternative target
There is also potential to target other channels that contribute
to the pathogenesis of CF. Due to the heavy role that ENaC plays in
the dehydration of ASL in CF, there has been a focus on the potential
for ENaC as a therapeutic target, for which there are no current
therapeutics. Theoretically, the therapeutic inhibition of ENaC can
reduce the hyperabsorption of sodium ions seen in CF, therefore
rehydrating the ASL [129]. A variety of strategies can potentially
be used to target ENaC. One established strategy is to simply
directly inhibit ENaC, for which particular attention is being given
to BI 1265162, a highly potent ENaC inhibitor that has shown
efficacy in preclinical testing. Phase I clinical trials also
demonstrated that the molecule was safe and well tolerated. It is
currently the only ENaC inhibitor in Phase II clinical trials, in which
it must now demonstrate clinical efficacy [130].
Another strategy is to inhibit channel activating proteases (CAP)
which increase ENaC activation in CF and therefore contribute to
sodium hyperabsorption [131]. Camostat was a CAP inhibitor
initially used to provide proof of concept that CAP inhibition can
be used to attenuate ENaC function [132]. This has prompted the
development of further compounds which may have the potential
of replicating this effect. The two key inhibitors of ENaC-activating
CAPs in development are QUB-TL1 and NAP858, both of which
have been shown to improve ASL height and mucociliary clearance
in preclinical studies. These compounds are only in pre-clinical
development and their efficacy in vivo cannot be attested to [133].
Attention has also been given to the therapeutic potential of a
protein called Short Palate Lung and Nasal Epithelial Clone 1
(SPLUNC1). SPLUNC1 is secreted by the airway epithelium and
acts an autocrine inhibitor of ENaC, a process which has the
potential to be exploited [134]. SPX-101 is a key compound that
was tested as a mimetic of SPLUNC1 as an attempt to replicate
SPLUNC1’s ENaC-inhibitory effects [135]. Preclinical studies

showed that SPX-101 acts to internalise all of ENaC’s subunits,
leading to its inhibition [136]. Phase I trials on SPX-101 seemed to
show that the compound was well tolerated and did not have
systemic effects [137]. However, no further development on the
compound is currently being undertaken and no other SPLUNC1
mimetics are currently in development [138]. Despite this, this is
an area of inquiry that is relatively novel and therefore may have
untapped potential.
Other lines of inquiry are looking into how ENaC production
itself could be curtailed. One method to achieve this involves the
usage of antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). These have been shown
to be efficacious in decreasing levels of mRNA that encode ENaC’s
subunits, even in the presence of mucus, and reversing CF-like
symptoms in mouse models [139]. The only antisense therapeutic
for CF in development is IONIS-ENaC-2.5Rx, which finished Phase
I trials in June 2020 (NCT03647228). It was demonstrated to cause
a mean 55.6% decrease in ENaC mRNA expression at a dose of
75mg in healthy patients, although full results are yet to be
published [140]. As an alternative to ASOs, small interfering RNA
(siRNA) can be delivered to the lung’s epithelial cells. In preclinical studies, these siRNAs have demonstrated efficacy in
reducing ENaC mRNA levels, resulting in a decrease in the number
of ENaC channels [141]. The key siRNA-based therapeutic in
development is ARO-ENaC, which is currently in Phase I clinical
trials (NCT04375514).

Gene delivery approaches
In contrast to a mutation specific approach, genetic
manipulation has the potential to treat CF patients with mutations
in any class. This strategy involves introducing the correct copies
of CFTR DNA into the epithelial cells in the airways [142]. There
are two components that are required for this. The first is a normal
copy of the CFTR gene, along with the required regulatory
constructs, and the second is a transfer agent capable of efficient
transfection.
The biggest challenge with this therapy will be how best to
deliver the genetic material to the target cells. Lung cell turnover
and the immune response have prevented many proposed vectors
from delivering the CFTR gene into the epithelial cells [143,144].
Focus was previously placed on viral approaches such as
adenoviruses, adeno-associated viruses and Sendai virus, but these
have proved ineffective due to the inefficient transduction of the
CFTR gene [145]. Lentiviruses look more favourable, as they have
shown sufﬁcient capacity for a CFTR expression cassette and
greater transducing capabilities [146]. Additionally, unlike
adenoviral vectors, lentiviral vectors display low immunogenicity
and are more amenable to repeated dosing [147]. In individuals with
severe lung disease who may not respond to existing prescribed
CFTR modulators, such as those with nonsense mutations, lentiviral
vectors may offer certain advantages. However, lentiviruses do not
naturally possess the surface proteins capable of recognising
receptors on respiratory epithelia. To get around this, the UK CF
Gene Therapy Consortium has created a simian immunodeficiency
virus (SIV) pseudotyped with F and HN envelope proteins taken
from a Sendai virus [148]. Currently, the Consortium is trying to
design a Phase I/IIa trial using nasal epithelium as a surrogate organ,
which will allow for easy monitoring of gene expression and safety.
As well as the lungs, CFTR is expressed in other organs and viruses
may have potential in targeting these. This is because viruses can
only deliver DNA to specific cell types. The subsequent positive
effects in nutritional and metabolic requirements are likely to reduce
clinical problems and significantly improve quality of life.
More recently, attention has shifted towards non-viral vectors.
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The most promising has been a formulation of Plasmid DNA
expressing CFTR (pGM169) complexed with cationic liposome
(GL67A). This biological agent was the first non-viral based gene
therapy to undergo a clinical trial to detect functional changes.
Following 12 monthly nebulised doses of PGM169/GL67A, there
was a mild yet significant increase in ppFEV1 of 3.7% (0.1-7.3%,
95% Confidence Intervals; p<0.05) and the therapy was generally
well tolerated [149]. This is only a modest increase, especially when
compared to other new drugs which show equal or better clinical
outcomes [64-68,72-74,76-79]. It is therefore unlikely that the
formulation will be suitable for use without further improvement in
efficacy. In addition to this, increasing the frequency or dosage of this
treatment could be explored, along with the addition of a CFTR
potentiator. There were no treatment attributable adverse events seen,
which could encourage the introduction of more potent vectors.
One of the main obstacles to the successful delivery of the DNA
is the thick and tenacious mucus seen in CF, which acts as a barrier
against penetration by exogenous molecules [150]. The answer to
this problem may lie with compressing DNA into small, dense
structures called nanoparticles (NPs) [151,152]. NPs, due to their
size, can feasibly be utilised to overcome this obstacle as they are
less likely to be hindered by the mucus mesh. To further enhance
penetration, NPs can be coated with the electrostatically neutral
molecules like polyethylene glycol (PEG) to reduce electrostatic
interactions with mucins. They can also be coated in mucolytics,
agents that cleave mucin fibres, to enhance mucus penetration [153].
This ultimately results in a greater amount of the DNA reaching the
target epithelial cells, enhancing the efficacy and viability of gene
therapy [154].

mRNA-based therapy
Another new proposal is MRT5005. This is designed to restore
CFTR function by delivering correct copies of CFTR-encoded
mRNA, via a nebuliser, to the lung epithelial cells. It is the first
clinical stage mRNA product candidate developed to treat all
patients regardless of their underlying genetic mutation, including
those with limited or no CFTR protein. A Phase I/II trial is now
underway [155], with interim data of the first single ascending dose
phase having been published [156]. Twelve Participants, eleven of
whom had at least one copy of F508del mutation, were split into
four groups receiving different dosages (8, 16, and 24 mg) with one
group receiving a placebo. In the eight-day period after dosing, the
placebo group and 8 mg dose group showed no marked
improvement in ppFEV1. In the 16 mg dose group, the mean
maximum increase from baseline was 15.7% (5.8% Standard
Deviation), with two participants in this group on a CFTR
modulator during this period. In the 24 mg dose group, one patient
experienced a maximum ppFEV1 increase of 21.4%, whilst two
patients did not show any significant increase from their baseline.

CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing
CRISPR/Cas-9 based genome editing is a recent discovery with
potential for correcting mutations in the CFTR gene [157]. Cas9 is
a natural nuclease used for accurate DNA editing. It achieves this
by complexing with a guide RNA (gRNA) that is specific to the
target DNA, localising to the targeted DNA sequence, and then
introducing a doubled-strand break (DSB) at the targeted site. This
then activates the DNA DSB repair processes known as
nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair
(HDR), the latter of which most commonly utilises homologous
recombination [158]. Donor DNA can then be provided, and this is

used to repair the DSB, resulting in transgenic DNA [159].
Designing and testing gRNA has been met with high success rates
and this technology has shown great promise for editing the human
genome to treat CF [160].
Induced pluripotent stem cells with a CFTR mutation have been
corrected using the CRISPR/Cas9 approach [161]. Stem cell niches
have been described within the lungs, so it could be possible to
obtain these cells from patients and correct the CFTR mutations,
before reinserting them back into their environmental niches [157].
Alternatively, viral and non-viral vehicles could be used for
delivering CRISPR/Cas9 into pulmonary epithelial cells, although
transfection issues will have to be overcome.
A new tool in CRISPR technology has been the development
of Cpf1, also known as Cas12a. This differs from Cas9 as Cpf1
gRNA is shorter and requires only one single gRNA molecule,
compared to Cas9 that requires two gRNAs [162]. This makes it
easier to synthesise gRNA in vitro and package it into vectors. Cpf1
also cuts DNA to leave ‘sticky ends’, which allows DNA insertion
to be more controllable and easier to work with, unlike Cas9 which
leaves ‘blunt’ ends [163]. This method has shown great success in
other genetic conditions such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy,
where Zhang et al. successfully corrected the faulty gene in both
mouse models and cells derived from affected patients [164]. Maule
et al. provided proof of concept for the use of Cas12a in editing
CFTR mutations. A minigene model was used to demonstrate that
Cas12a could be utilised to effectively repair two mutations in the
CFTR gene that result in splicing defects. Primary airway epithelial
cells were also used to validate the efficacy of Cas12a as delivered
by a lentiviral vector [165].
Using intravenous administration for delivery is not preferential
as vectors will reach the alveoli, an area devoted for gas exchange,
and not the surface epithelium of the bronchial tree, where the
CFTR protein is more frequently expressed [166]. Therefore,
inhaled deliveries are viewed as a suitable strategy of delivering
these vectors.

Conclusion
By managing the symptoms with established therapies, CF
patients are living longer than ever before, and with the approval of
CFTR modulators, this is only likely to increase. At this moment,
several new treatments are being evaluated through clinical trials,
which aim to improve lung function by directly interacting with
CFTR or by altering its downstream effects. These may give rise to
a new generation of therapies which reduce the symptomatic
problems that are frequently seen amongst sufferers.
Gene manipulating techniques and new molecular targets are
also being explored. The use of genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9
technology has great potential, although it is still in the early stages
of development, with obstacles in deliverance still needing to be
overcome. There should also be more attention drawn to other
organs and glands expressing CFTR mutations, as this will have vast
nutritional and metabolic benefits if targeted successfully. Overall,
there has been significant progress in the treatment of cystic fibrosis
by attempting to restore the airways to a natural phenotype, either
through restoring the function of existing CFTR proteins, modifying
epithelial cells to produce normal CFTR, or by targeting alternative
channels.
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What makes flunisolide different among inhaled corticosteroids used for
nebulization: a close look at the role of aqueous solubility
Ahmad Kantar

ABSTRACT

Pediatric Asthma and Cough Center, Istituti Ospedalieri Bergamaschi, Bergamo, Italy

Evidence-based management of bronchial asthma and wheezing in children and adults recommends the employment
of inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs). Difficulty in using some inhalation devices for ICS delivery, such as pressurized
metered-dose and dry-powder inhalers, is common among young children and in the elderly, and for that reason, they
are replaced with nebulizers. We reviewed comparative studies that evaluated funisolide with other ICSs currently
available on the market, including beclomethasone dipropionate, fluticasone propionate, and budesonide. Moreover,
we assessed the physicochemical properties of these ICSs in determining drug fate in the lung. Data indicate that the
flunisolide output in respirable particles by any type of pneumatic nebulizer (traditional, open breath or breathenhanced) is superior to the output of other ICSs. This is principally attributed to the higher water solubility of flunisolide. Furthermore, in vivo simulation studies demonstrate that the intersubject variability of the inhaled dose
among asthmatic children was much greater for suspensions of fluticasone propionate and beclomethasone dipropionate than for those of flunisolide. The physicochemical properties and pharmacokinetic profile of flunisolide favor
its employment in nebulization.
Key words: Inhaled corticosteroids; flunisolide; nebulization; drug output; particle size.
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Introduction
Inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs) are anti-inflammatory drugs that
are largely indicated in the first-line management of subjects with
various respiratory diseases. Among ICSs, four are currently
accessible on the market for nebulization: budesonide (BUD), fluticasone propionate (FP), flunisolide (FLU), and beclomethasone
dipropionate (BDP). These ICSs possess different chemical structures and distinct physicochemical properties that form the basis of
their different pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD)
properties. To better comprehend the safety and efficacy of these
ICSs, it is important to examine the fate of drug molecules in the
body during nebulization and inhalation. ICSs exhibit therapeutic
effects after deposition and distribution in pulmonary tissues at the
site of action. Depending on the size of the particles, the delivery
device used as well as the patient respiratory pattern, distinct fractions of the ICS are deposited in the upper respiratory tract
(oropharynx), central airways (bronchi and bronchiole), or deep
pulmonary tissues (alveoli) [1,2]. Deposition of the ICS in the
lungs allows the targeted delivery and induction of the desired
therapeutic effects. Guidelines for the treatment of respiratory diseases as well as for aerosol therapy do not provide detailed guidance on the choice of the most appropriate device in a particular
clinical setting [3]. Therefore, according to local practices and
accessibility, there is great inconsistency among countries in the
employment of different devices for administering aerosol therapy
[4,5]. An outstanding tendency in pediatric aerosol therapy is the
liberal decline in the choice of nebulizers in favor of pressurized
metered dose inhalers (pMDIs) and dry-powder inhalers (DPIs);
nevertheless, over 70 countries worldwide still use nebulization to
deliver ICSs for both children and adults for asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease [6]. In this article, we review our
existing knowledge of ICSs for nebulization with a focus on FLU
by responding to frequently asked questions regarding why this
drug is the most appropriate for nebulization.

Are all ICSs born equally?
ICSs are synthetic corticosteroid analogs created from basic
steroid molecules. In 1972, BDP became the first corticosteroid to
be developed as a therapeutic aerosol [7]. Formulations of ICS
products share numerous properties to enhance local potency and
minimize systemic exposure. Specific ICS molecules have distinctive properties that affect their formulation and use. In terms of
pharmacology, they differ in physicochemical properties that dictate their PK and PD characteristics. In the clinical setting, balancing favorable and unfavorable properties presents challenges in
determining whether a molecule offers significant advantages in
either efficacy or safety.
In general, the PK and PD properties of an ICS dictate its efficacy and safety; nevertheless, because there are several characteristics of individual agents that influence these properties, the global effect is sometimes uncertain and often controversial [1]. The
optimal ICS would be an agent that displays significant local and
sustained effects in the airways with negligible systemic effects
owing to limited bioavailability and prompt systemic clearance [8].
The preferred drug would exert selective topical effects with
minimal systemic absorption or rapid inactivation after absorption
[9]. Several PK and PD features of ICSs have been identified as
having a role in their overall efficacy and safety profile. Due to the
numerous properties that concomitantly influence ICS action and
safety, it is difficult to determine the precise effect of any distinct
property. For example, the receptor binding affinity of available

ICS agents varies 10–100-fold, and oral bioavailability varies 20fold. Although the protein binding of available agents is relatively
consistent, ranging from 71% to 99%, lipophilicity varies over
100-fold, and half-lives generally vary between 5 to 14 h. Perhaps
because of the similarities or the numerous differences among
molecules, no single agent seems to have significant advantages or
confers additional risks over any other in clinical practice.
Moreover, the behavior of the therapeutic formulation during
delivery can vary between devices.
The exponential relationship between in vitro glucocorticoid
receptor binding affinity and therapeutic dose for ICS is evidence
that more potent molecules can be administered at much lower
doses to achieve similar clinical efficacy. Furthermore, the structural features of ICS that give rise to more potent molecules also
drive lower systemic exposure, and together these factors can
improve the therapeutic index. Relative glucocorticoid receptor
binding affinity relative to dexamethasone (affinity of 100) is 2989
for fluticasone furoate (FF) DPI, 2100 for mometasone furoate
DPI, 1775 for FP DPI, 53 for BDP pMDI, 1345 for beclomethasone 17-monopropionate, 935 for BUD, 190 for FLU pMDI and 12
for oral prednisolone [7].
Enhanced inhaled ICS potency leads to greater lipophilicity,
slower dissolution and pulmonary absorption of inhaled drug particles with longer retention times in the airways. This also results
in a longer duration of action and permits less frequent dosing.
Once absorbed, more potent inhaled corticosteroids have higher
plasma protein binding, lower unbound fractions in the plasma and
larger volumes of distribution. These molecules are also good substrates for drug-metabolizing enzymes and have high systemic
clearance, high first-pass metabolism and low oral bioavailability
of the swallowed dose [7].
A prolonged pulmonary residence time is apparent when the
elimination half-life following inhaled administration is significantly longer than found following intravenous administration.
This tendency has been noted for the more lipophilic inhaled corticosteroids. The main consequence of this appears to be a longer
duration of action rather than greater efficacy per se, with the corticosteroid with the longest lung retention time (such as FF) being
suitable for once daily dosing, and those with shorter lung retention times (such as FP) requiring twice daily dosing regimens [7].
An advantage of ICSs is their high potency, which allows
occupancy of a glucocorticoid receptor at a lower dose than that of
less potent agents. The potency of topical corticosteroids varies
among different agents, and characterizing the relative potency of
available therapies is challenging and imperfect. For example, FP
is marketed in all pMDI, DPI and nebulization formulas and has a
high therapeutic index and efficacy [10,11]. For several years, FP
has been employed successfully for all severities of asthma and has
proven to be well tolerated. No clinically important systemic
effects are reported for its normal therapeutic dose range [10-13].
By contrast, pharmacokinetic studies have suggested hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal suppression with higher doses. However, those
high-dose studies involve normal volunteers [14-19] or subjects
with mild asthma who were receiving inappropriately high doses,
well in excess of those normally recommended to obtain disease
control [20,21]. In patients with moderate or severe asthma requiring higher doses of ICSs, factors such as airflow obstruction and
ventilation-perfusion mismatch could alter drug deposition in the
lung and alter systemic absorption. Brutshe et al. [22] demonstrated through a double-blind, randomized, crossover study that the
systemic availability of FP is substantially less in patients with
moderate to severe asthma than in healthy controls. There is little
information on factors that influence the systemic bioavailability
of ICSs, especially for drugs with minimum oral bioavailability,
such as FP, in which drug delivery and pulmonary deposition have
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key roles. Almost all FP present in the systemic circulation is
absorbed in an unchanged active form via the lungs [23,24]. Once
present in the bloodstream, this drug remains potent, with a high
binding affinity to the extrapulmonary corticosteroid receptor.
Until now, despite the characteristic differences that arise in the
airways in asthma, it had been assumed that drug deposition, pulmonary drug absorption, and systemic effects measured in healthy
individuals could predict outcomes in people with asthma. Asthma
is, however, characterized by reversible and nonhomogeneous airflow obstruction, leading to ventilation-perfusion mismatch.
Several studies, some by using three-dimensional imaging techniques [25], have shown that the uniformity of deposition in the
lungs is greater in healthy individuals than in patients with airway
disease. It is suggested that the narrowing of airways in asthma
results in reduced penetration of the drug particles and subsequently increased deposition in the central rather than in peripheral airways. In asthma, inflammation definitely involves large airways,
but histopathological evidence has clearly shown that the inflammation involves small airways as well. Drug particles that are
deposited in the conducting airways are more subject to mucociliary clearance than those deposited in the alveoli, which are completely absorbed. Consequently, for a drug with a relatively slow
dissolution rate in the lung, such as FP [24], drug deposited in the
airways is more likely to be removed from the lung by mucociliary
clearance and then swallowed, leading to a lower degree of systemic exposure than that seen in healthy subjects.

How is a nebulizer chosen?
There has been substantial progress in drug delivery technology over the last decades. New devices that are outstandingly
improved in delivering respirable drugs to the airways have been
promoted. Since the introduction of pMDIs, there has been a trend
of progressive decrease in the use of traditional nebulizers in favor
of smart and more portable devices. Nevertheless, in various countries, traditional nebulizers continue to be commonly employed,
somewhat for historical and economic motives.
Nebulizers allow drug delivery to very young children and
elderly adults through passive inhalation and are less reliant on
patient synchronization, cooperation and acceptance. Delivery of
ICSs by nebulization represents a valid and alternative method of
aerosol therapy for infants and elderly adults, who are unable or
refuse to use pMDIs with spacers or DPIs.
In a review article, Melani indicated that nebulizers may be
considered as an effective alternative to inhalers for delivering
ICSs and can be recommended to asthmatic and COPD subjects
who are unwilling or unable to use inhalers [6]. Results of the
review showed that nebulized BDP, FP and FLU are effective alternatives to nebulized BUD in asthma and COPD. From a pharmaceutical perspective, a primary advantage of nebulizers is the use
of water-based formulations, which are relatively simple to prepare
for aqueous soluble drugs making them less expensive compared
with the processing required for pMDI and DPI aerosol formulations.
The cheapest and most commonly used devices are pneumatic
nebulizers characterized from old atomizers by their means of preventing delivery and recycling of large particles [26]. Baffles or
impaction sites are assembled to block the primary spray emerging
from the atomizer jet. Cycling of the fluid and baffling control the
velocity, size and volume flow of the delivered drug, permitting the
release of a cloud of respirable particles [27].
New technical innovations for nebulizers have drastically
reduced drug wastage and increased output. Innovative categories
of nebulizers have been promoted, among which are the open vent,

breath-enhanced open vent, breath-activated devices and mesh
nebulizers [28,29]. Although ultrasonic nebulizers are more efficient and compact than jet nebulizers, they are entirely inadequate
to deliver ICS suspensions.
Vibrating mesh technology is an alternative innovation to jet
nebulizers. Numerous recent electronic nebulizers that employ a
vibrating mesh or plate with multiple holes to generate monodispersing, fine-particle, low-velocity aerosol clouds are being
released in the market and are increasingly used to deliver specific
drugs. These devices are highly efficient in delivering aerosols to
the peripheral airways, such that the nominal dose of drugs to be
aerosolized could be substantially reduced. Moreover, the residual
volume of the formulation left in these devices after nebulization
is negligible, leading to prominent improvements in the cost-effectiveness of administering costly medications. Since these devices
nebulize at a faster rate than conventional jet or ultrasonic nebulizers, the duration of each treatment is reduced. These devices efficiently nebulize solutions and suspensions and have overcome
many of the limitations associated with forerunning nebulizers,
and they offer the adaptability to adjust the aerosol characteristics
according to the clinical need for which they are employed [30].
Jet and ultrasonic nebulizers entered the market several
decades before mesh devices. Therefore, the mesh nebulizer has
had to compete for a share of the pre-existing market since the
launch of the first mesh nebulizer in 1993. In an ever-growing nebulizer market, perhaps as a consequence of lower prices and the
increase in respiratory diseases worldwide, the jet nebulizer continues to dominate the market in several countries. Moreover,
many pharmaceuticals have been developed and packaged for jet
nebulizer use; thus, mesh nebulizers are not designed as an immediate substitution for jet nebulizers.
Drug formulations can have a key impact on the aerosol output
rate and the output of drug in respirable particles. Suspensions with
a high surface tension, such as BUD, can decrease the performance
of vibrating mesh nebulizers regarding the output rate and the
inhaled mass. Moreover, obstruction of mesh holes during nebulization has been reported with drug suspensions [30].
The usage of mesh nebulizers to deliver ICS is scarce due to
the limited number of studies in this field and the lack of clinical
experience. In addition, their higher cost remains a limiting factor
in their expansion in the market. Moreover, even if the best nebulizer is selected based on cost, ease of use, and clinical efficacy, a
critical factor is the patient’s ability to use the device.
A wide range of micro- and nanoemulsion-based formulations
have been proposed for oral, topical and parenteral administration,
which, by mimicking the physicochemical properties of solutions,
“solubilize” poorly water-soluble drugs in an aqueous formulation,
indicating potential for use in drug delivery systems [31,32].
Nanoemulsions, because of their high solubilizing and drug protection features have the potential to deliver active drug compounds
to the lungs. With the advantage of solution-like physicochemical
properties of nanoemulsions, it is hypothesized that nanoemulsions
perform as a solution when nebulized and will demonstrate
improved aerosolization performance over suspension formulations. Amani et al. evaluated in vitro performance of a nebulized
nanoemulsion-based formulation containing budesonide with
respect to budesonide suspension formulation delivered from a jet
and mesh nebulizers. A smaller MMAD with improved aerosol
output was observed in the nanoemulsion preparations [31].
Mixing nebulizable medications for simultaneous inhalation is
an obvious way to reduce the duration of nebulization and is a
commonly used procedure. The problem of compatibility of
inhalation admixtures received little attention and has been sporadically researched. Even if the admixtures are physically and chemically compatible in the nebulizer, the aerodynamic behavior and
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out-put may be influenced by mixing [33]. Melani [34] evaluated
the effect of mixinig BUD or BDP with albuterol and ipratropium
bromide from an open-vent and breath-enhanced nebulizer.
Results demonstrated that mixing did not substantially reduced the
respirable mass of the examined drugs. In our previously study,
using a conventional and an open-vent nebulizer, we have demonstrated that mixing FLU or BDP with salbutamol did not decrease
drug out or modified particle size [35]. Droplet and particle size
distribution in the delivered aerosol and incompatibilities arising
during nebulization of the admixtures should be addressed for each
mixture before prescription.
Prescribing the most appropriate nebulized therapy should take
into consideration the available drug formulations, combinations,
and devices, as well as the patients’ pulmonary function, skills, and
preferences [36].
There are many challenges with the use of inhalers and nebulizers, and no one device suits all patients [37]. Each nebulizer has
different technical properties that dictate its performance.
Knowledge of nebulization procedures and of the behavior of a
drug during nebulization is essential for drug-device matching.
Patient factors to consider in device selection include disease status, physical and mental capabilities, past experiences with
inhalers, preferences and satisfaction with their inhalers [37].
However, several drawbacks have been reported with using nebulizers including considerable heterodispersity in concertation of
delivered drug, device preparation, possible contamination,
lengthy treatment time, drug waste or high cost. In a nation-wide
survey Melani et al. demonstrated that the use of nebulizers in Italy
is widespread, with either occasional or regular use for upper or
lower airways diseases. However, the use and maintenance of
home nebulizers were heterogenous and not optimal [38].

Why is flunisolide appropriate for nebulization?
The physicochemical features of the preparation and its comportment during the process of nebulization are essential aspects to
be considered when prescribing inhalation therapy. Not all drugs
are appropriate for the nebulization process. Water solubility and
formulation viscosity govern the quantity of drug delivered in particles able to reach the therapeutic target. If a drug solution in a nebulizer chamber is homogeneously distributed, each aerosol droplet
is likely to have a relatively uniform drug concentration during nebulization. Nevertheless, water in the drug formulation evaporates
during nebulization, and consequently, the drug concentration in the
delivered cloud will increase [39,40]. Corticosteroids available for
nebulization, depending on their water solubility, may either be in
solution, such as FLU, or in suspension, such as FP, BUD and BDP.
Högger and Rohdewald rated the water solubility of ICSs at 37°C
as 140 μg/ml for FLU, 16 μg/ml for BUD, 0.14 μg/mL for FP and
0.13 μg/mL for BDP [41]. Most solution formulations are a mixture
of the active drug and a diluent forming a continuous phase. On the
other hand, suspensions form two phases become challenging to
nebulize. The high solubility of FLU yields a drug advantage in
nebulization. Studies comparing the output of different ICSs from
the same nebulizer are still lacking. In our previous studies, the output from two nebulizers (traditional and open vent) for FLU, BDP,
and BUD delivery was investigated using a multistage liquid
impinger method [42-44]. The data showed that FLU output was
superior to that of the other two drugs. Moreover, the mass median
aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of nebulized FLU was smaller
than that of BDP and BUD. The drug output in respirable particles
<4.3 µm as a percentage of the nominal doses of FLU, BUD and
BDP were 25.7%, 14.7%, and 11.5%, respectively, from the traditional nebulizer and 24.7%, 11.6%, and 7.2%, respectively, from the
open-vent nebulizer (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Output in particles <6.8 µm and <4.3 µm as percentages of the nominal dose of nebulized flunisolide (nominal dose 600 µg);
red bars, budesonide (nominal dose 500 µg); blue bars; beclomethasone DP (nominal dose 800 µg); green bars, from two different nebulizers. The jet nebulizers used were Nebula (a conventional pneumatic device, Markos-Mefar, Bovezzo, Italy) and BimboNeb (an openvent nebulizer, Markos-Mefar) (data from references 47-49).
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In another study, we investigated the inhaled doses of three
ICSs delivered via nebulization for asthmatic children [45]. The
interaction of a child with a device has an overwhelming effect on
the inhaled dose. The aim of that study was to investigate whether
children with asthma inhale the same ratios of the prescribed dose
delivered by the same nebulizer for FP, BDP and FLU. A ‘breathenhanced, open vent’ nebulizer (Pari TurboBOY, Germany) was
used, and the following drug formulations were employed: FP suspension (500 μg/2 ml nebule) BDP suspension (0.8 mg/2 ml nebule) and FLU solution (30 mg/30 ml solution). The children inhaled
each of the drug preparations for 5 min. The results revealed that
the prescribed dose bears little resemblance to the proportion of
drug the children actually inhale and that this is largely dependent
on the formulation of the drug. Following nebulization, the children in the study would have inhaled 13% of the prescribed dose
of FP, 21% of BDP and 25% of FLU. However, the percentage of
the dose inhaled by drug particles that were less than 5 μm and
therefore more likely to reach the lungs were only 5% and 8% of
the prescribed doses of FP and BDP, respectively. Hitherto, the
amount of FLU inhaled in particles less than 5 μm was significantly greater at 16%. These variances were augmented further when
the amount of drug contained in particles less than 3 μm was compared. Surprisingly, the variation in the quantity of drug inhaled
was larger among children who inhaled the suspensions of BDP
and FP than those of FLU. This fact has not been previously reported and suggests that drug dispersion in the nebulizer mixture, drug
behavior during nebulization or the child’s breathing pattern
through the nebulizer may have noteworthy effects on the amount
of drug delivered from suspensions and that this is not predictable.
It is of interest that a currently discontinued preparation of BDP
resulted in very little drug exiting the nebulizer in particles small
enough to reach the lower airways [46,47]. and that this was associated with a poor clinical effect [48,49]. Other factors, such as the
choice of nebulizer, may have a profound effect on the dose of nebulized corticosteroids a patient may inhale. For example, in vitro
studies have demonstrated that the dose of budesonide that a 10year-old is likely to inhale from breath-enhanced, open-vent nebulizers is almost four times greater than that from an open-vent nebulizer and twice greater than that from a conventional nebulizer
[50].

How is nebulized flunisolide handled in the lungs?
The target of ICS treatment is to achieve an appropriate antiinflammatory outcome in the airways while outstandingly reducing adverse local and systemic effects.
Common means of retaining inhaled drugs in the lungs include
tissue entrapment (e.g., water soluble di-bases) and the slow dissolution of particles of poorly soluble drugs such as corticosteroids

[51]. For compounds with high water solubility, sustained local tissue concentration and hence the therapeutic effect is influenced
mainly by the extent of tissue binding or tissue entrapment, which
is governed by molecular properties rather than material or formulation properties. For slowly dissolving compounds, the extent of
the therapeutic effect is sensitive to the material properties governing the solubility and/or dissolution rate. This principle has been
demonstrated experimentally: a difference in systemic exposure
between two formulations with similar aerodynamic particle size
distributions was found to be consistent with the predicted difference in the dissolution rate [52]. A relationship between dissolution
rate and the rate of detection of drug in the plasma has also been
reported [53]. Dissolution in vivo is influenced not only by the
properties of the drug, such as solubility and specific surface area
- which can be controlled and measured in an in vitro setting - but
also by physiological factors, including the composition of airwaylining fluid, permeability of the airway epithelium, and rate of particle clearance, all of which vary between different regions of the
lung. For example, epithelial permeability for many compounds
(depending upon the molecular properties) is significantly greater
in respiratory districts than in the conducting airways, and permeation could conceivably substitute dissolution as the rate limiting
step as the deposition site moves from the peripheral to the central
lung. The causality between the rate of dissolution and the clinical
performance of an ICS is complex, but differences in the dissolution rate between ICSs with otherwise similar aerosol performance
(with potential effects on local and systemic bioavailability and
drug safety) have been demonstrated [54,55].
Sakagami et al. [56] evaluated the dissolution of various respirable ICSs in ≤ 5.8 or 6.5 μm particles in a simulated lung lining
fluid. Dissolution in 10 ml of the simulated lung lining fluid was
determined over time in a Transwell dish. The results demonstrated
that while ICSs with high-to-intermediate solubility [FLU, triamcinolone acetonide (TAA) and BUD] were capable of first order
“sink” and complete dissolution in 6 h, ICSs with poor solubility,
including FP (FP, BDP, mometasone furoate, and ciclesonide),
resulted in pseudozero-order “non-sink”, slow and limited dissolution. The aerosol dissolution rate constant was well correlated with
solubility. For FP, but not for highly soluble FLU, dissolution was
kinetically aerosol mass dependent.
Wiedemann et al. evaluated the aqueous solubility and the relative affinity of some CSs (BUD, TAA, dexamethasone, and FLU)
for lung surfactant using a native extract of bovine lung (Survanta)
[57]. The aqueous solubility of the drugs at 37°C was 19.6, 35.8,
104, and 120 µg/mL, respectively. The quantity of drug dissolved
in Survanta was amplified with solubilization of 0.019, 0.023,
0.014, and 0.02 µg of the drug per µg of Survanta. The amount of
surfactant per kg of body weight was estimated to be between 8-24
mg [58]. The residence time of a drug in the lung is reliant on its
solubilization in the surfactant (Table 1).

Table 1. Solubility and dissolution of ICSs in water and in bronchial fluid in vitro.
ICS

Beclomethasone dipropionate
Beclomethasone 17-propionate
Triamcinolone acetonide
Budesonide
Flunisolide
Fluticasone 17-propionate

Water solubility, µg/ml
(ref 46)

Solubilization in Survanta,
a native extract of bovine lung, µg/ml
(ref 68)

Dissolution time
(human bronchial fluid in vitro)
(ref 46)

0.13
15.5
21
16
140
0,14

35.8
19.6
120
-

5h
6 min
2 min
8h
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Pulmonary residence time is governed by the release rate of the
inhaled particle, the degree of absorption of the dissolved drug
across the pulmonary membranes and the mucociliary clearance
[59]. The mean absorption times are 5-9 hours for FP and 0.3-1.8
hours for BUD [18]. The prolonged extracellular pulmonary residence of FP, as indicated by the rather prolonged mean absorption
time, is a result of its extremely low solubility. The formation of
intracellular ester depots is an alternative mean of protracting pulmonary residence. Long residence times in the extracellular environment have been estimated for FP and TAA, whereas BUD and
FLU tend to fade quickly [53,60]. These properties are correlated
to pulmonary solubility, which seems to be the rate-limiting step in
pulmonary absorption [60,61]. Laboratory studies have demonstrated that a substantial portion of BUD undergoes intracellular
esterification [61]. Corticosteroids that lack the free C21 hydroxyl
group, such as FP and BDP, do not form free fatty acid esters [62].
The reversible esterification leads to the slow release of the active
drug at the targeted site of action [63]. FLU contains a free hydroxyl group at C21 and can potentially undergo esterification, as it
was demonstrated for ciclesonide and TAA [64]. FLU, TAA, and
ciclesonide all contain a free hydroxyl group at C21 and can potentially undergo esterification. FLU, like BUD, is characterized by a
brief pulmonary residence time, and it is assumed that inside the
cell, it might be subjected to esterification due to the presence of a
free C21 hydroxyl group. The intrapulmonary retention time of
FLU is not known. In a study, we assessed the concentration of flunisolide in rat lungs after inhalation using gas chromatography
[65]. Our study demonstrated a prolonged retention of inhaled
FLU in rat lung tissue. In particular, retention in the lung would
enhance the therapeutic index, either due to slow dissolution or the
ability to form esters in the airways. The study demonstrated retention of FLU in rat lungs. This may be attributed to nonspecific
binding processes, esterification, or gradient formation in the cell.
The absorption of drugs from the lungs to the systemic circulation is generally rapid, with high bioavailability for compounds
with a wide range of physicochemical properties [66,67]. Different
regions of the lungs are thought to have varying permeabilities to
drugs according to their molecular properties, which dictate their
interaction with the extracellular environment, including the lining
fluid composition, cellular type and thickness, the extent and
dimensions of intercellular junctions, blood flow, and competing
clearance mechanisms. For example, the absorption of a small,
hydrophilic molecule in human subjects was greatly enhanced by
coapplying an absorption enhancer for a more peripheral delivery
[68]. Although they may be delivered predominately to central or
peripheral regions, current inhaled drugs do not exclusively target
a particular region of the lungs, and clinical absorption profiles are
composites of those of drug deposited and absorbed in different
regions.

Conclusion
FLU, which was discovered in 1965 and used initially for nebulization, was approved in the United States in a CFC-pMDI for
the treatment of asthma in 1981. Flunisolide was subsequently
reformulated with a hydrofluoroalkane propellant. The reformulated flunisolide HFA with an integrated spacer is the most recent ICS
product for asthma on the market in the United States and is the
only product that combines an extrafine corticosteroid aerosol and
a built-in spacer. The physical and chemical properties of FLU
favor its prescription for nebulization. Clinical studies have
demonstrated that nebulized FLU, at the commonly prescribed
dosages, is efficient for asthma treatment in infants and that nonlocal or systemic side effects have been reported [69].
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Cardiopulmonary exercise pattern in patients with persistent dyspnoea after
recovery from COVID-19
Arno Mohr,1 Laura Dannerbeck,1 Tobias J. Lange,2 Michael Pfeifer,1,2 Stefan Blaas,1 Bernd Salzberger,3
Florian Hitzenbichler,3 Myriam Koch2
Center for Pneumology, Donaustauf Hospital, Donaustauf
Department of Internal Medicine 2, University Medical Center, Regensburg
3Department of Infection Control and Infectious Diseases, University Medical Center Regensburg, Germany
1

ABSTRACT

2

Cause and mechanisms of persistent dyspnoea after recovery from COVID-19 are not well described. The objective is
to describe causal factors for persistent dyspnoea in patients after COVID-19. We examined patients reporting dyspnoea after recovery from COVID-19 by cardiopulmonary exercise testing. After exclusion of patients with pre-existing
lung diseases, ten patients (mean age 50±13.1 years) were retrospectively analysed between May 14th and September
15th, 2020. On chest computed tomography, five patients showed residual ground glass opacities, and one patient
showed streaky residua. A slight reduction of the mean diffusion capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide was noted
in the cohort. Mean peak oxygen uptake was reduced with 1512±232 ml/min (72.7% predicted), while mean peak
work rate was preserved with 131±29 W (92.4% predicted). Mean alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient (AaDO2) at peak
exercise was 25.6±11.8 mmHg. Mean value of lactate post exercise was 5.6±1.8 mmol/l. A gap between peak work
rate in (92.4% predicted) to peak oxygen uptake (72.3% pred.) was detected in our study cohort. Mean value of lactate
post exercise was high in our study population and even higher (n.s.) compared to the subgroup of patients with
reduced peak oxygen uptake and other obvious reason for limitation. Both observations support the hypothesis of
anaerobic metabolism. The main reason for dyspnoea may therefore be muscular.
Key words: CPET; COVID-19; postdischarge dyspnoea; post-COVID-19 syndrome.
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Introduction
COVID-19 has led to more than 2 millions deaths in less than
12 months [1]. Mankind is challenged by this new disease, which
in many aspects and characteristics is different to other respiratory
viral infections [2-4]. Manifestations range from asymptomatic
infection to severe ARDS. Some survivors suffer from symptoms,
attributable to ICU care and some show persisting symptoms
which are still unclear [5]. Some patients do not report dyspnoea
despite hypoxemia in severe COVID-19 [2,6]. Interestingly after
recovery from acute infection with SARS-CoV2 dyspnoea and
fatigue are the most frequent symptoms [7-10]. However, the cause
and pathophysiologic mechanisms of persistent dyspnoea after
recovery from COVID-19 are not well described. In this study we
sought to analyse our cohort of post COVID-19 patients with persistent dyspnoea using a thorough clinical workup including cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET).

Methods
Study population, study design and data collection
The study was conducted at the Centre of Pneumology in
Donaustauf, Germany. The hospital is a quaternary care provider
for pneumology, where patients from the eastern region of Bavaria
are seen for specialized care.
All available medical reports from patients, that presented to
the outpatient’s clinic or on Non-ICU ward with persistent symptoms after recovery from COVID-19 (post-COVID-19) between
May 14th and September 15th 2020 were retrospectively analysed.

Statistics
Summary statistics of continuous variables are presented as
mean ± standard deviation. Data were analysed using Microsoft
Excel (version 2016, Redmond, USA) and IBM SPSS (version
24.0, IBM, Armonk, USA).

Patients
The following eligibility criteria were applied: 18 years of age
or older, post COVID-19, still symptomatic with dyspnoea.
Patients were excluded from the study if any of the above criteria
was not fulfilled or if no CPET was performed or any other reason
for dyspnoea became evident. Abnormal spirometry was not a
strict exclusion criterion except reflecting an underlying lung disease judged responsible for patient’s dyspnoea.

Examinations
Patients received a comprehensive assessment of dyspnoea
including blood gas analysis, lung function test, 6-min walk test,
echocardiography, computed chest tomography (CT) scan, thoracic sonography, and CPET. Due to the retrospective nature of our
study, examinations mentioned (except CPET) were not performed
in the entire patient population.

Results
Baseline characteristics
In the time period 42 patients post COVID-19 were seen at our
hospital, 31 patients were excluded because no CPET was performed. Ten patients met the eligibility criteria. Mean age of these
patients was 50±13.1 years and four patients were female. In the

acute phase of COVID-19 six patients had been hospitalized, five
patients needed oxygen, two patients needed high-flow oxygen
therapy, and in two patients invasive ventilation was necessary.
Mean hospital stay was 23.4±22.0 days; mean time to presentation
to our outpatient’s clinic after hospital discharge were 115 days.
None of the participants had a history of lung disease, congestive
heart failure, diabetes mellitus or malignancy. There were five
patients with known “arterial hypertension”, one patient had an
ACE inhibitor in his regular medication.
Ejection fraction in transthoracic echocardiography was normal in all patients. One patient showed a slightly dilated right ventricle with a mild tricuspid valve insufficiency (PAP elevation 60
mmHg over central venous pressure). No other patient showed
signs of an acute right heart strain. Thorax sonography was performed in two patients showing normal diaphragm function. Chest
CT scan was performed in all patients. Five patients showed
ground glass opacities and one patient showed streaky residua.
Pulmonary embolism, as possible reason for the dyspnoea, was
excluded by CT scan in nine patients (one patient had a CT scan
without contrast agent but a low likelihood in Wells-Score and
negative d-dimer testing).
No participant had obstructive lung disease. A nominal reduction of the diffusion capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide
(DLCO) of 73% was recognized in the cohort.

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing
Peak oxygen uptake (Peak-VO2) was measured by CPET with
1512±232 ml/min (72.7% predicted) at a mean peak work rate of
131±29 W (92.4% pred.). Mean alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient
(AaDO2) at peak exercise was 25.6±11.8 mmHg, mean peak ventilation was 64.7 l/min and mean breathing reserve (BR) was
35.1±19.0%. Mean heart rate during exercise was 133±19 /min
(78.1±7.3 pred.), oxygen pulse 11.9±2.6 (96.0±15.5% pred.).
Mean EQCO2 and mean EQO2 at VT1 were measured with
35.4±6.5 and 28.7±10.4. Mean value of lactate post exercise was
5.6±1.8 mmol/l. A detailed description of all patients is presented
in Table 1.
In detail CPET detected a nearly normal performance
(VO2max ≥ 85%) in two of the patients (No 3 and No 8), eight
patients (beside No 1 and No 10) had elevated (>30) EQCO2 values at VT1. Limitation was cardiac in one patient (No 5) and ventilatory (BR <30%) in two patients. AaDO2 was elevated in three
patients (No 3, No 4 and No 8). Dyspnoea during CPET was quantified via RPE scale (range 3-9).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study examining patients
with persistent dyspnoea after COVID-19. Persistent dyspnoea in
patients, who recovered from acute COVID-19 infection has been
described [7-9].
The gap between reached peak work rate (92.4% predicted) to
peak oxygen uptake (72.3% pred.) in our study population can
most likely be explained by an early switch to anaerobic
metabolism. This would explain why mean value of lactate post
exercise was high in our study population and even higher (n.s.)
compared to the subgroup of patients with reduced peak oxygen
uptake and other obvious reason for limitation.
In two patients the limitation was ventilatory. Critical-illnesspolyneuropathy may have contributed in patient Nos 7 and 8.
AaDO2 was elevated in three patients (No 3, No 4 and No 8), all of
them had ground-glass opacity or streaky residua on the CT-scan.
Finally, even with the use of CPET, dyspnoea could not be
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F, female M, male; BMI, body-mass-index; ICU, intensive care unit; HR, heart rate; AaDO2, alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient; ARDS acute respiratory distress syndrome; BR, breathing reserve; n.a., not available; TLCO, diffusion capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide; CPET, spiroergometry; RMV,
respiratory minute volume, py, pack years.

10 / student /
no smoker

9 / bank
employee /
no smoker

8 / dentist /
no smoker

7 / clerk /
no smoker

0 days

Oxygen therapy
high-flow-therapy
No noninvasive
ventilation
No invasive
ventilation
Oxygen therapy
No high-flow-therapy
No noninvasive
ventilation
Invasive ventilation
No oxygen therapy

No oxygen
therapy

No oxygen
therapy

Oxygen /
high-flow
NIV / invasive
ventilation

Oxygen therapy
Ground-glass
No high-flow-therapy
opacity;
No noninvasive ventilation no pulmonary
No invasive ventilation
embolism
M / 58 a /
7 days /
Oxygen therapy
Ground-glass opacity;
22.3 kg/m²
0 days
No high-flow-therapy
no pulmonary
No noninvasive ventilation
embolism
No invasive ventilation
M / 59 a / 26 days / 23 days Oxygen therapy
Streaky residua;
23.0 kg/m²
High-flow-therapy
no pulmonary
No noninvasive ventilation
embolism
Invasive ventilation
M / 58 a
0 days
No oxygen therapy Ground-glass opacity;
/ 32.0 kg/m²
no pulmonary
embolism

6 / n / a / M / 61 a / 49 days /
no smoker
29.0 kg/m²

M / 44 a /
21.0 kg/m²

1 day /
0 days

0 days
therapy

2 / innkeeper / F / 36 a /
no smoker
20.7 kg/m²

5 / nurse /
no smoker

0 days

1 / nurse /
F / 52 a /
former smoker 36.3 kg/m²
since 2018
(30 py)

M / 58 a /
33.0 kg/m²

Time in
hospital/
on ICU

Patient
Gender/
number /
age /
occupation / BMI
smoking
status

Table 1. Detailed characteristics of all 10 patients.
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explained by cardiac, pulmonary or ventilatory limitation in all
patients. Muscular deficiency and thus metabolic limitation might
have contributed to dyspnoea in most patients. As in other viral
diseases in adults (e.g., EBV) and in acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), complete clinical recovery might be prolonged in
COVID-19 [7,11-13]. However, the reason for muscular deficiency itself is unclear. It could either be due to atrophy as a consequence of insufficient physical load or critical-illness-polyneuropathy or direct damage of muscle or central nervous system by
SARS-Cov2 [14].

Limitations
Our study has many limitations. First of all, it is retrospective
and the number of patients being included is very small. Second, it
is a single centre study; on the other hand, this is the first study at
all analysing persistent dyspnoea in patients with COVID-19 via
CPET.

Conclusion
Despite the use of CPET, dyspnoea could not be explained by
cardiac, pulmonary or ventilatory limitation in all patients. A gap
between peak work rate in (92.4% predicted) to peak oxygen
uptake (72. % pred.) was detected in our study cohort. Mean value
of lactate post exercise was high in our study population and even
higher (n.s.) compared to the subgroup of patients with reduced
peak oxygen uptake and other obvious reason for limitation. Both
observations support the hypothesis of anaerobic metabolism.
Muscular deficiency and thus metabolic limitation might contribute to dyspnoea in most patients. Further prospective studies
with more participants are needed to evaluate the aetiology of dyspnoea post COVID-19.
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“I princìpi non servono, sono cose acquisite,
sono stracci che volano via alla prima scrollata.
Quello che ci vuole è un credo convinto”.
Joseph Conrad, Cuore di tenebra
“I malintesi sono il sale della terra.
Senza di essi non vi sarebbe più niente da dire”.
Augusto Frassinetti, Tutto sommato, 1985
Diversamente dalla consuetudine adottata nelle malattie
eponimiche, la sindrome di Pickwick non è stata definita
con il nome del medico che per primo l’ha descritta, bensì
è stata così denominata in ricordo del personaggio di Joe,
inventato (o meglio descritto) da Charles Dickens, che si
caratterizzava per la seguente combinazione di segni e
sintomi: obesità, sonnolenza, ipoventilazione, faccia pletorica e che compariva nel suo libro I quaderni postumi
del Pickwick Club. Forse proprio per quest’insolita scelta
semantica, che aveva privilegiato la celebrità del nome
Pickwick, tale sindrome è diventata una tra le più note;
a essa si è probabilmente ispirato anche Walt Disney per
il personaggio di Ciccio di Nonna Papera. Detto questo,
giù il cappello davanti a Mr. Pickwick, e mi rivolgo a voi,
amanti della lettura, che volete uscir da voi stessi e calarvi
in un mondo diverso, dove riconoscere però tutti i colori dell’umano. Giù il cappello davanti al mite e serafico
uomo d’affari a riposo, enciclopedico dilettante, che con
tre amici, Winkle lo sportivo, Snodgrass il poeta e Tupman l’aspirante Casanova (tutti con fisici e prestazioni
impari alle ambizioni) vagabonda per l’Inghilterra del
primo Ottocento per riferire al Circolo da lui fondato su

Figura 1 I quaderni postumi del Pickwick Club.
caratteri, usanze, curiosità naturali e artistiche, storia locale e così via. Ai quattro si aggiunge Sam Weller, il Sancio Panza di Pickwick, uno dei personaggi memorabili di
Dickens, domestico astuto e fedele, esperto del mondo
e della vita, accorto consigliere dell’ingenuo padrone. E
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inesauribile fonte di comicità, col suo spirito “cockney”,
da proletario londinese, coi suoi aneddoti bizzarri, i paragoni spiazzanti, o nei duetti col padre, il vetturino Tony.
Dal “Circolo” ora si sprigiona – in una nuova traduzione
recentemente pubblicata da Einaudi – un senso di indefinito: come se si svolgesse in un tempo ciclico e i personaggi vagassero ancora nella campagna inglese, un’opera
torrenziale.
Ai tempi della regina Vittoria, e anche un po’ prima,
alla fine del fascicolo si leggeva: “Arrivederci alla prossima puntata”. Infatti, in Gran Bretagna i romanzi uscivano periodicamente a fascicoli e solo in un secondo momento raccolti in volume. Da parte dell’editore era questo
un modo di controllare le spese e, da parte dell’autore, un
impegno a tenere desta l’attenzione del pubblico. La fine
di ogni puntata creava una forte suspense, come davanti
all'orlo di un precipizio, e la cosa prese infatti il nome
di “cliffhanger ending” o “suspenseful ending”, (letteralmente finale sospeso a un baratro o finale in sospeso)
tuttora in uso nel gergo dei critici televisivi quando parlano di programmi, come I Soprano o Melrose Place. I
romanzieri, e Charles Dickens ne è un esempio, furono
costretti a chiedere alla Musa di tener conto dei gusti del
lettore e, al pari della gente di teatro e del circo, dovettero
imparare – applausi o fischi, fiori o pomodori – che il
cliente ha sempre ragione. Dopo un breve tirocinio come
ragazzo di bottega in uno studio legale, Dickens divenne
cronista parlamentare. Ebbe occasione di seguire la campagna elettorale di un candidato e ne fece un resoconto,
più tardi ripreso in un episodio del Circolo Pickwick, che
aveva tutta l’aria di un carnevale in maschera. Firmò una
serie di bozzetti per il Morning Chronicle, in seguito pubblicati dall’editore John Macrone come Sketches by Boz,
tradotti di recente in italiano. Il libro fu notato da Chapman e Hall della omonima casa editrice, i quali chiesero
a Dickens di scrivere brevi testi in prosa per riempire gli
spazi tra le vignette che Robert Seymour avrebbe disegnato per una prossima pubblicazione mensile a fascicoli. Scene di vita campestre con cavalli che si piantano
in mezzo alla strada e non vogliono ripartire; un fucile
che spara a casaccio – e nemmeno a salve – per l’imperizia del cacciatore che lo imbraccia; ami e lenze che
volteggiano nell’aria e finiscono per agganciare la canna
al cappello o al fondo dei pantaloni del pescatore vicino.
Episodi umoristici nella cornice di un’Inghilterra sopravvissuta alla minaccia napoleonica, che sembra essere ancora – con postiglioni e locande, strade sterrate e villaggi
addormentati nel verde – quella dei tempi passati. Dopo
soli due numeri, Seymour morì e il giovane Dickens prese
in mano la situazione. Le pagine dei fascicoli diventarono
trentadue e gli schizzi che dovevano essere un riempitivo
diventarono il testo di un corposo romanzo, ambientato
tra il 1827 e 1828. Dopo il terzo numero, fu Phiz, al secolo Hablot Knight Brown, a illustrare il romanzo che ri-

fletteva un mondo perfettamente dickensiano composto
da avidi cacciatori di dote, truffatori e furfanti, gioviali
signorotti di campagna con relativo codazzo di nipoti, sorelle, servette e servitori, e un irresistibile grassone, Fat
Joe, probabilmente affetto da narcolessia, che si addormenta non appena smette di parlare. A questi bisogna aggiungere affittacamere e cameriere, cocchieri e facchini,
guardacaccia e villani, viaggiatori anonimi e azzeccagarbugli dal volto e dal nome ben definiti, per un totale di
più di 300 personaggi (c’è chi li ha contati, ndr.) che sono
i primi abitanti di quella che sarà la brulicante Città di
Dickens. Il primo fascicolo di Pickwick ebbe una tiratura
di 400 copie; il quindicesimo arrivò a 40 mila. Il successo
clamoroso consentì di raggiungere tutto il pubblico possibile all’epoca; di ogni puntata si facevano letture collettive all’ora del tè in appartamenti privati dietro modesto
esborso al padrone di casa. La pubblicazione sviluppò un
notevole indotto (lo “spin-off ” o prodotto secondario di
oggi, ora però pianificato a tavolino dal marketing editoriale prima ancora dell’uscita del libro): bastoni, cappelli,
sigari, giacche alla Pickwick; imitazioni, parodie, sequels,
adattamenti teatrali; nacque l’aggettivo “pickwickiano”;
sorsero club di appassionati.
L’introduzione di questo cambio di passo favorì la continuità narrativa e l’unitarietà del testo. Si sviluppò allora
una specie di trama principale: la tragicomica contesa giudiziaria fra Pickwick e la sua padrona di casa, la vedova
Bardell, che per un surreale equivoco lo cita per mancata
promessa di matrimonio: il rifiuto di pagare un indennizzo truffaldino porterà Pickwick nelle carceri di Fleet
Street. A questo filone principale si intrecciano poi temi
ricorrenti, come l’amicizia fra Pickwick e la famiglia di Mr.
Wardle o le gustose vicende dei Weller padre e figlio.
Il Circolo Pickwick, in cui confluisce la tradizione picaresca (Tom Jones di Fielding, Moll Flanders di Defoe,
ecc), costituì un laboratorio di quanto Dickens scriverà in

Figura 2 Il Circolo Pickwick, acquerello 1929, Charles Dickens Museum.
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servitore che divertirà i lettori fino alla fine della storia et ultra, se è vero, com’è vero, che ancora qualche
decennio fa si aveva l'impressione di risentirne la voce
in certe battute dei bigliettai sugli autobus di Londra.
Vecchi e giovani, il giorno dell’uscita di una nuova puntata andavano incontro al portalettere percorrendo
a piedi due o tre miglia di strada. E persino gli analfabeti, raccontano i biografi, provvedevano a mettere da
parte qualche soldino per poter pagar da bere a chi gli
leggesse l’ultima puntata. Ma se, come sappiamo, di arrivare a tirature stellari, oggi, sono ormai buoni un po’
tutti (si fa per dire), Pickwick deve considerarsi un caso
a parte. Infatti, non nasce nel gabinetto dell’alchimista
specializzato in best-seller con fusione a freddo – una
dose di questo, una di quello, sesso in abbondanza e una
spolverata di humour –, ma è un’opera torrenziale in cui
i singoli personaggi cominciano a muoversi assai prima
che lo stesso autore abbia avuto modo di progettarli.
Hanno la forza della verità perché provengono dalla
sede naturale dell’immaginazione, che è l'inconscio – se
collettivo o del solo autore non si può dire – e ognuno
di loro, grandi e piccoli, buoni e cattivi, ha le fattezze
di un eroe o di una divinità del folklore inglese. Alcuni
critici hanno ritenuto che Pickwick non sia nemmeno un
romanzo, ma una creazione che è all’origine di un mito; e
questo in quanto i romanzi hanno una trama e arrivano
a una conclusione, mentre Pickwick lascia dietro di sé
un senso di indefinito e di eterna giovinezza; come se
si svolgesse in un tempo ciclico e non lineare e i suoi
personaggi stessero tuttora vagando nella campagna inglese. Non è insomma né un best-seller né un long-seller,
Pickwick, ma un monumento, e se qualcuno ancora non
lo conoscesse può ora recuperare il tempo perduto leggendo la recente traduzione stampata da Einaudi. Con
Pickwick ci troviamo davanti a un universo raccontato
con strabiliante freschezza di invenzione e osservato con
benevola ironia. Un brulichio da formicaio, un moto incessante cui fanno da contrappeso la gentile bontà e la
placida tranquillità del protagonista. Una narrazione che
intende offrire, parole dell’autore, “una visione più lieta
e luminosa della natura umana”. In due parole: si ride ad
alta voce anche leggendo in solitudine.

Figura 3 Sam Weller, personaggio memorabile di Dickens.
seguito, fino all’acre denuncia sociale dei grandi romanzi
della maturità. Qui – l’abbiamo detto – c’è una galleria di
centinaia di personaggi, spesso caricature o tipizzazioni
più che figure a tutto tondo; ma ci sono la folla di Londra
e le “country houses”, le case di campagna della borghesia,
ci sono taverne e locande, fuoco nei camini e boccali di
birra, cocchieri e imbroglioni, avvocati lestofanti, impiegati fannulloni, zitelle e vedove, ragazze da marito, bimbi
dispettosi, fanciulli maltrattati, una misera umanità carcerata, servette maliziose e lustrascarpe ammiccanti.
Dickens a 24 anni divenne famoso, se non dalla sera
alla mattina, dopo tre o quattro mesi dall’inizio, quando
entrò in azione il personaggio di Sam Weller, l’arguto
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